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Dear Judge Gertsman:

This firm represents Suez Water New Jersey Inc. ("SWNJ" or the "Company") in the

above-captioned matter and submits this brief to Your Honor in opposition to the Division of

Rate Counsel’s ("Rate Counsel") Motion for Summary Decision. As we will demonstrate, Rate

Counsel has begun with the wrong set of "facts," applied the wrong law, and reached the wrong

conclusion. There is only one remedy for these errors: Rate Counsel’s Motion for Summary

Decision must be denied.

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

Beginning in 2018, the Company experienced test results indicating that some residences

in the SWNJ system had lead levels in their tap water in excess of the maximum contaminant

level of 15 ppb set in New Jersey Department of Enviromnental Protection ("DEP") and
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Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") guidelines.~ In order to determine the source of the

excessive lead, the Compare. y examined water quality from its treatment plant to customer taps.

It is undisputed that the water in the Company’s mains is free of lead. As can be seen

from Exhibit "A," the possible sources of lead include one or more of the following: the

Company’s side of the Iead service lines ("LSLs") or the non-company or "customer" side of the

LSLs, and/or plumbing or fixtures in individual residential buiIdings. The parties have agreed on

how to deal with company side LSLs (by including them in the Distribution System

Improvement Charge ["DSIC"] and ultimately rate base), Exhibit "B" ¶ 24. The parties have

also agreed that plumbing in individual residences is beyond the ability of the Company to

address. The remaining issue is how to deal with the non-company side, or customer side, LSLs.

Id__.~.

The Company’s approach to the problem is straightforward. SWNJ proposed a pilot

program in which the costs of replacing the non-company side of an LSL would be shared

between individual customers/owners, and all other water customers. Specifically, the Company

would arrange for the non-company owned LSL to be replaced at a cost of $1,000 to the

customer, with the difference in the total cost being treated as a regulatory asset that would be

recovered through a surcharge to all customers. The Company proposed that the regulatory asset

be treated as a deferred expense that would be amortized over seven (7) years and that the

Company’s authorized rate of return would be applied to the unamortized balance. The

~ The Company experienced lead Ievel exceedances in "2H 2018" (the period July 1 - December 31, 2018), and
"IH 2019" (the period January I - June 30, 2019). For Your Honor’s edification, those are the periods for which
the various lead testing results have been calcuIated in conjunction with the DEP.
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Company’s proposed ratemaking method is wholly within accepted utility practices, and was

intended to both encourage and facilitate the removal of LSLs. The Company beIieves this

program will: (1) significantIy reduce lead exceedances appearing in tap water tests from

customers who have LSLs, (2) work to meet DEP’s water quality test requirements, and (3)

comport with established public utility taw and practice. If during the course of the next few

years, the BPU decided to transform this pilot program with its surcharge into some other rate

mechanism, SWNJ would work with the parties and the BPU to do just that.

Rate Counsel has misunderstood the Company’s proposal and appears to confuse "rates"

with "rate base." Rate Counsel asserts that the Company has sought to include the costs of the

pilot program in rate base--that is clearly wrong as described above. Rate Counsel then argues

that standards and case law applicable to rate base determinations preclude the treatment the

Company seeks. As will be discussed in detail below, the arguments Rate Counsel uses to

support its Motion are wholly irrelevant because they address a request the Company has not

made, and that is not now before this Court or the Board of Public Utiiities (the "Board~").

Though entirely irrelevant for this Motion and this case, SWNJ affirms the constitutional

balance of utility taw banning ’takings’ if it requires a utility to expend monies but not be

appropriately reimbursed for doing so. Those constitutional protections are clear-cut black letter

public utility and constitutional law, and have been fully enshrined in utility law for over a

century both in New Jersey as we11 as in federal practice and law.

Sadly, Rate Counsel’s Summary Judgement Motion then goes on to create a ’strawman’

involving requests the Company has never made, either in its Petition flied on March 22, 20 I9,
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in its testimonies, nor in its discovery answers. SWNJ’s proposed Pilot Program has been

structured to try to address the public health concerns arising from excessive levels of lead in tap

water due to non-company owned LSLs. Again, there is no perceptible lead in the water coming

from SWNJ mains in the street.

To be clear, the Company has ao__~t and is no_..! seeking rate base treatment for costs

incurred in replacing non-company owned LSLs. That concept was created, asserted, and then

rejected by Rate Counsel. In its brief, Rate Counsel repeatedly argues that rate base treatment

for such expenditures is on its face illegal as. a matter of public utility law. While we disagree

with those broad conclusory statements, since they are wholly irrelevant to this proceeding, we

need not waste this Court’s time and engage in that discussion. Since SWNJ is not requesting

rate base treatment for these replac.ement costs, all of Rate Cotmsel’s arguments regarding the

supposed illegality of placing non-company LSLs into rate base are inapposite.

As for the substance 0fthe Company’s actual request, it is welt-settled law that ~ere are

multiple valid approaches within the Board’s ratemaking authority to accomplish its public

policy objectives. The Company is requesting that the Board use a traditional regulatory

technique (inclusion of a Regulatory Asset amortized over a limited time) to recover costs which

need to be expended to protect and promote the public health. SWNJ is suggesting the use of a

surcharge mechanism so that the costs are both visible and transparent. For example, after

Superstorm Sandy, in a litigated case, the BPU authorized JCP&L to amortize its deferred
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expenses as a regtdatory asset. Rate Counsel did not object to the concept as it does here; instead,

it objected to the calculation oft he expenditure.2

The relief the Company has ~ought is well within the Board’s ratemaking authority. Even

the out-of-context quotations relied upon by Rate Counsel reveal that the Courts have provided

ample ratemaking flexibility for the Board to accomplish valid public policy objectives. While

the Compan~r’s requested pilot program does indeed request effective and appropriate

reimbursement for monies expended to try to address the public health concerns relating to

excessive Iead in tap water, it does so without including in rate base assets to which SWNJ does

not now, and under its proposal, will never own.

The purpose of the requested pilot program is to afford SWNJ the oppommity, within

long standing statutory and ratemaking boundaries, to work with DEP and the Board to address

one of the significant likely causes of Iead in customers’ tap water: non-company owned LSLs.

No party to this case disputes or is arguing before Your Honor that the SWNJ water system has

responsibility for the plumbing or fixtures inside residential premises. See Exhibit "A"

(depicting usual physical pipes and ownership of the

Company’s mains in the street and a residential property).

connecting service lines between a

However, SWNJ recognizes that lead

in the water flowing from our customers’ taps has been identified as a public health concern and

is attempting to deal with that concern within the bounds of public utility law and practice in

z In re Verified Petition of Jersey Central Power & Li.~ht Co. for Review and Approval of Increases In and Other
Adjustments to its Rates and Charges for Electric Service, 2015 WL 1773986, at "61, (BPU Docket No.
ER12111052, March 2015).
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order to make responsible efforts to work toward solving the problem.3 For its part, Rate

Counsel has c+nsistently refused to provide any remedy within the bounds of public utility law

and practice to help solve this public health issue. Instead, their response is ’No.’ ’No’ to any

proposed Company program to deal with the non-company owned LSLs. ’No’ to recovery of

any doltars spent on non-company owned property, and ’No’ to any suggestion as to how this

public health concern should be addressed or alleviated. This Motion is yet another data point

continuing Rate Cotmsel’s adamant refusal to address this public health concern.

Lead in drinking water is a complex problem that requires Rate Counsel, SUEZ and the

Board to work together to resolve. There

customers to replace their lead service lines.

is an urgent need to incentivize the punic and

This need challenges Rate Counsel, SUEZ and the

Board to be courageous and innovative in doing what is necessary to effectuate positive change

that gets us beyond "No". SUEZ’s experience in 2019 demonstrates that the punic and

customers are reluctant to replace their lead service lines because of the cost involved. Granting

Rate Counsel’s Motion effectively places the public back at status quo on a public health issue

that all can agree is unacceptable.

3 The current requirements of New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection in enforcing the Lead & Copper
Rule, see. e._g~., 40 C.F.R. § 14t.84(a), requires the Company to test all its service line connections (both ’Company’
and ’Customer side) for lead. If lead is discovered, the Company side is recommended for replacement and the
parties have agreed that those replacements should be rate base eligible through the DSIC mechanism Exhibit "B"
¶ 24. The dispute between the parties is how to deal with replacing ’customer-side,’ or ’non-company- side’ LSLs.
SWNJ filed for a piIot program in this case which first asks for a $1,000 payment for that replacement cost,
expenses the net remaining cost of replacing those lines (initial results indicate about $3,000+ per single family
residence, Exhibit "B" ¶ 23 - leaving a net of about $2,000 per residence), treats those unamortized costs as a
regulatory asset, amortizing those net costs over 7 years, without ever owning or controlling (or putting into rate
base) the replacement LSL. To date, Rate Counsel simply refuses to have other customers bear any cost needed to
eliminate a significant portion of lead from leaching into customer taps, but relies on each individual
customer/homeowner to deal with it themselves, if they wish, thus practically leaving the LSLs in place.
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As will be discussed later in this brief, there are many issues still to be addressed by the

BPU before acting on this request. We urge Your Honor to promptly deny Rate Counsel’s

Motion, so that the public and our customers will know that the Board and SWNJ are working

actively to address their lead concerns, and the parties can move forward with the remaining

issues to be resolved---either through agreements or litigation resulting in a Decision and Order

f~om Your Honor and the Board. The merits of the Pilot Program should be evaluated and tested

by the Board. Given, New Jersey’s historic ieadership on water quality issues, if the Pilot

Program is allowed to proceed it will certainly be a model that will be studied nationally.

PROCEDURAL HISTORY

SWNJ filed its Petition with the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities ("BPU" or

"Board") in this matter on March 22, 2019. Thereafter, the Company filed a clarifying letter on

April 8, 2019. Rate Counsel flied a letter on ApriI 12, 20t9 objecting to the Company’s request

for deferred accounting. SWNJ responded to Rate Counsel’s objection the same day. The

Company subsequently flied a letter with the BPU Secretary providing additional clarification as

to its position and requesting action at the next BPU agenda meeting. The Board transmitted the

matter as a contested case to the Office of Administrative Law on May 21, 2019. Thereafter,

SWNJ filed the Direct Testimonies of James C. Cagle and Mark McKoy in support of the

Petition. Rate Counsel filed the Direct Testimony of Howard Woods on October 18, 2019, and

the Company filed the Rebuttal Testimony of James C. Cagle on December 10, 2019.

In order to attempt to address the exceedance of the Lead and Copper Rule’s ("LCR")

maximum contaminant leveI ("MCL") of 15 parts per billion ("ppb") of lead in various residence
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tests for lead in the first dxaws of tap water, SWNJ has initiated this proceeding to mitigate the

punic health issues associated with the well-documented dangers of lead exposure. The action

level exceedanee ("ALE") that SWNJ has been addressing relates to testing results of 2H 2018

and 1H 2019 required certain actions to be taken including actions related to the treatment

process, as well as actions relating to what the testimony of all parties believe is a significant

source of lead - Lead Service Lines. As described below, the issue now before Your Honor

relates only to the non-company side of the Lead Service Line. See Exhibit "A."

STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS NOT IN DISPUTE

SWNJ respectfully refers Your Honor to the Statement of Material Facts Not In Dispute,

which is attached as Exhibit "B."

LEGAL ARGUMENT

THE LEGAL STANDARD GOVERNING A MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION.

A motion for summary decision is govemed by N.J.A.C. 1:1-12.5. The motion may be

granted where "the papers and discovery which have been filed, together with the affidavits, if

any, show that there is no genuine issue.as to any material fact challenged and that the moving

party is entitled to prevail as a matter of Iaw." N.J.A.C. 1:1-12.5(b). The party resisting the

motion for summary decision "must by responding affidavit set forth specific facts showing that

there is a genuine issue which can only be determined in an evidentiary proceeding." Id.

In short, "It]he standard governing agency determinations under N.J.A.C. 1:1-12.5 is

substantially the same as that governing a motion under Rule 4:46-2 for summary judgment in

civiI litigation." L.A.v. Bd. of Educ. of City of Trenton, Mercer County, 221 N.J. 192, 203-204
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(2015) (internal citation and quotations omitted). Thus, the factfinder is obligated to view the

evidentiary materials in the light most favorable to the non-moving party, and draw all

reasonable inferences from the evidence in favor thereof. L.A, v. Bd., su__up~ra, 221 N.J. at 204

(citing Brill v. Guardian Life Ins. Co. of Am., 142 N.J. 520, 523 (1995)).

At bottom, there are numerous issues that remain in need of resolution in this matter. One

need only consider that the parties do not agree on the relief the company has requested to

confirm that issues of law and fact exist. Rate Counsel seeks to convince Your Honor that this

proceeding can be disposed of on purely legal grounds. However, as set forth below, Rate

Counsel has constructed a strawman in an attempt to obstruct the cIear and obvious remaining

factual issues still underlying SWNJ’s Proposal.4 As such, denial of Rate Counsel’s Motion is the

only proper outcome.

4 In any event, there are numerous material issues remaining to be either agreed upon between parties and/or
determined by the Board before any suggested pilot program could be implemented. Among these are a determined
set of priorities for identifying the schedule of non-company owned replacements, whether those priorities are
geographic, operational, or using some other method. A determination would still be required as to how to handle
the customer/owner commitment to cover the first $I,000 if the customer and owner of the residential property
containing an LSL are different. Another issue may well be what to do with customers/owners who have actually
replaced their non-company owned service lines after some specified date, but before this program is implemented.
S Public Hearing Comments on Jan. 21, 2020 (transcript not yet available); see also Certification of James C.
Cagle, dated January 31, 2020.
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II. (~ENUINE ISSUES OF MATE~AL FACT REMAIN IN DISPUTE. THIS ~QUIRES THE
DENIAL OF RATE COUNSEL’S MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION.

A. SWNJ can be Permitted to Amortize the Costs of Performing Non-Company
Owned Lead Service Line Replacements Through a Pilot Program that
Addresses a Public Health Concern.

The Company’s decision to seek approval for the proposed pilot program was not made

in a vacuum. As such, context is required to more fully appreciate the facts and circumstances

and background of the proposed pilot program. By characterizing the costs associated with non-

company side LSL replacement as "’unreasonable exactions’ solely in order to pay dividends to

shareholders[,]" Rate Counsel misses the forest for the trees. RCm pg. 9. The issue of lead in

water is a significant concern as evidenced by numerous studies. SWNJ’s proposal is intended to

address that problem in a manner that is wholly transparent to customers and facilitates

customers taking actions that alleviate those community public health concerns. It is uncontested

that one of the most significant methods to reduce lead levels in any community’s drinking water

is to replace non-company side LSLs.

The Environmental Protection Agency and the Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention "agree that there is no known safe level of lead in a child’s blood.’’s (Emphasis

supplied). This fact must be viewed in light of the "paramount policy" set by the New Jersey

Safe Drinking Water Act ("NJSDWA") "to protect the purity of the water we drink[.]" N.J.S.A.

58:12A-2. The NJSDWA affirms the Board’s "essential" obligation to ensure "the maintenance

5 United States Environmental Protection Agency, Basic Information about Lead in Drinking Water,
https://www.epa.g~v/gr~u~d-water-and-drinking-water/basic-inf~rrnati~n-ab~ut-~ead-drinking-water (last accessed
January 14, 2020)
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of high-quality potable water.., in order to safeguard the health and welfare bf the people of the

State.[.]"

Thus,’the Company’s Proposal is designed to benefit our customers and our communities

as a whole by addressing a legitimate tap water problem: removing lead from drinking water.

Without a viable program to re_place non-company side LSLs, lead will remain in the service

lines. Indeed, partial service line replacements can increase the potential for harm from lead
o

exposure in the short-term.

This occurs because partial LSL replacement is likely to disrupt the coating that has

aecumuIated on the inside of the service line which disruption, in turn, can increase the amount

of lead leaching into the water, and through the potential for increased chemical reaction where

the new line meets the old: In fact, one study indicates an "unexpected rise in measured lead

levels" that lasts for up to 4 to 18 months after a partial replacement is completed] The safest

solution is full line - both company and non-company owned - replacement at the same time.

This is underscored by recent developments. In its recent proposal for revisions to the .Lead and

Copper Rule, the EPA noted that partial LSL replacement "may pose a risk to the population due

to short-term elevations in drinking water lead concentrations ... which last for an unknown

period."8 Consequently, the EPA ’°considers full replacement of the LSL as beneficial.’’9

6 EPA Science Advisory Board, Evaluation of the Effectiveness of Partial Lead Service Line Replacements 2 (2011)
("The weight of evidence indicates that [partial LSL replacement) often causes tap water lead levels to increase
significantly for a period of days to weeks, or even several months.").

7 Economics of Lead Pipe Replacement, V.K. Chambers and M.D. Hitchmough, Report prepared for the United
Kingdom Department of the Environment (May 1992), at pg. 75.

8 EPA LCR Proposal, supra, at pg. 209.
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III.

The concem is not only national, but local. Municipalities within New Jersey have

recognized the dangers posed by obsolete LSLs. To this point, the City of Newark recently

enacted an ordinance recognizing "the hazard that lead in drinking water poses to the health and

safety of residents." See Exhibit "C." Moreover, New Jersey is the State with the fifth highest

number of remaining LSLs.I° These considerations were ali important in the Company’s decision

to move forward with the Proposal for a pilot program.

RATE COUNSEL DEFLECTS FROM MATERIAL ISSUES IN DISPUTE TO SEEK AN ADVISORY

OPINION NOT AT ISSUE IN SWNJ’s PETITION.

Rate Counsel’s argument clearly hinges on the incorrect presumption that SWNJ is

seeking rate base treatment for the costs of replacing non-company side LSLs. See. RCm pgs. 7-

8, 10-14. Rate Counsel argues that New Jersey law prohibits non-utility owned property from

being included in rate base and this is what SWNJ’s proposal is seeking to do with non-company

side LSLs. However, SWNJ’s proposal does not seek rate base treatment for any non-company

owned property. Instead, SWNJ’s proposal seeks to defer the costs associated with the

replacement of non-company owned LSLs through the term of the pilot program and amortize

those costs over a seven (7) year period. Despite Rate CounseI’s arguments to the contrary, there

is no precedent that prohibits such a proposal. It is a policy implicated factual question that is

appropriate for resolution by the Board If during the course of the next few years, the BPU

decided to transform this pilot program with its surcharge into some other rate mechanism,

SWNJ would work with the parties and the BPU to do just that.

Io Cornwell, David A., et aI. National Survey of Lead Service Line Occurrence, American Water Works Association

Journal 108:4, April 1, 2016.
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A. Rate Counsel’s Reliance on the Used and Useful Principle for an Asset’s
EligibiIity in Rate Base is Inapplicable to this Proceeding as SWNJ is NOT
Seeking Rate Base Treatment for the Costs Associated with Non-Company
Side Lead Service Line Replacements.

As set forth herein, there is no legal prohibition against the relief SWNJ’s proposal seeks.

In fact, the Board has used these techniques before. As the BPU has done with respect to Hope

Creek, and the Atlantic Generating Station from the 1970s/1980s, there are many alternatives to

providing recovery of costs expended in the public interest, whether they be for public health

concerns as in tNs matter, or to meet punic interest demands in other cases. They do not require

inclusion in rate base. Other alternatives are available. In re Atl. City Elec. Co., 1983 WL

913534 03PU Docket No. 822-116 Jan. 13, 1983); In re Pub. Serv. Elec. and Gas Co. Electric

and Gas Base Rate Proceedings, BPU Docket No. 77t 1-1 I07 (May, 1978), attached as Exhibit

"D." 11

The Atlantic Generating Station ("AGS") was a planned floating nuclear power plant off

the Atlantic City coast that was abandoned by PSE&G. Exhibit "D" The utility sought to

recover costs associated with planning and designing its investment in the AGS. The parties

agreed that all iegitimate costs were to be amortized over a 20-year period. Exhibit "D." Thus,

AGS represents a situation where a utility was permitted to recover expenses that were never in

rate base and never used and useful for rate base purposes.

The Board more recently did this in a fully litigated JCP&L rate case including the

impact of Superstorm Sandy. See In re Verified Petition of Jersey Central Power & Light Co. for

Review and ApprovaI of Increases In and Other Adiustments to its Rates and Charges for

Attached as Exhibit "D" is the relevant Board Order concerning the Atlantic Generating Station ("AGS").
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Electric Serg.ice, 2015 WL 1773986, at "61, (BPU Docket No. ERI2111052, March 2015).

Expenses were amortized over a number of years with a return on those expended dollars.~2

While SWNJ disagrees with Rate Counsel’s position, regarding a bright line prohibition

of non-company owned assets in rate base, there is no need to engage here in any lengthy legal

discourse. This is because the resolution of the issue now before Your Honor does not require

disposition of this question since it has not been proposed. In other words, to afford Rate Counsel

the decision it seeks, an advisory opinion would be necessary since it would be dismissing a

petition and rejecting a request that was never made. However, courts and this Board generally

decline to issue advisory opinions. See, e._g~., Crescent Park Tenants Ass’n v. Realty Equities

Corp. of N.ew York, 58 N.J. 98, 107 (1971) ("[W]e will not render advisory opinions or function

in the abstract.[.]") (internal citation omitted); Burlin_~on Tp. V. Middle Dept. Inspection

Agency, Inc., 175 N.J. Super. 624, 627-628 (Law Div. 1980) (court will not decide matter "upon

a state of facts which are future, contingent and uncertain." (intemai citation and quotation

omitted). Thus, Your Honor and the Board shouId decline Rate Counsel’s implicit offer to issue

just such an advisory opinion in this matter.

12 Therefore, the Board ACCEt~S ALJ McGiIl’s finding that O&M expenses
associated with the 2011 storm costs should be amortized over six years with
carrying costs on the unamortized balance but MODIFIES the Initial Decision
to authorize a carrying cost rate of 2.52 percent. The 2.52 percent is equal to the
t.92 percent rate on 7-year constant maturity Treasury securities on January 2,
2015 (which is the date that this rate was set on or closest to January 1 of this
year) pIus 60 basis points.

[In re Verified Petition of Jersey Central Power & Light Co. for Review and Approval of Increases In and Other
Adiustments to its Rates and Char~es for Electric Service, 2015 WL 1773986, at "6I, (BPU Docket No.
ER1211 I052, March 2015) (emphasis in original)].
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B. The Company’s Proposa! does Not seek Rate Base Treatment.

"The rate base/rate of return methodology requires examination of the utility’s property

valuation (which constitutes its ’rate base’), expenses (including income taxes and an allowance

for depreciation), and the rate of return developed by relating its income to its rate base." ~

Inc. v. Passaic CnW. Util. Auth,., 367 N.J. Super. 487, 505-506 (2004) (citing Jersey Cent. Power

& Light Co., su__p_~_, 85 N.J. at 529)). Rate base is defined as "’the fair value of the property of the

punic utility that is used and usefuI in the public service.’" In re Petition of Jersey Cent. Power

& Light Co., 85 N.J. 520, 529 (1981) (quoting In re Petition of Pub. Serv. Coordinated Transp., 5

N.J. 196, 217 (1950)).

There is no requirement that an expenditure to be recovered by a utility must be incurred

on property owned by the utility. To this point, examples are so numerous that it would be a

Sisyphean task to engage in an in-depth analysis of them all. Nonetheless, a few are worth note,

such as when a utility must spend dollars to pave streets (not owned by the utility) or pay for

repair work to a customer’s yard or landscaping inside the public right of way that were

disturbed by a utility work crew. These scenarios are but some examples that controvert Rate

Counsel’s attempt to stretch general legal principles further than they were intended or currently

exist.

C. Contrary to Rate Counsel’s Arguments, the Board is NO’iT Bound by a Rigid
and Inflexible Formula in Setting Rates.

The case law Rate Counsel cites for the general proposition that "investment that is

recoverable in utility rates is limited to ’the fair value of the property used and useful in the

public service’" is taken out of context and inapplicable. S RCm pg. 7 (quoting Ati. Cit2~

Sewerage Co. v. Bd. of Public Util. Comm’rs., 128 N.J.L. 359, 365 (1942)); see also In re Public
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Serv. Coordinated Transp., 5 N.J. I96, 217 (1950) ("[t]he rate base is the fair value of the

property of the punic utility that is used and useful in the public service.") (emphasis supplied);

N.J. Power & Light Co., ~, 9 N.J. at 509 ("It is established that the rate base in a proceeding

of this nature is the fair value of the property of the public utility that is used and useful in the

public service at the time of its employment therein ....") (emphasis supplied). It need not be

pointed out to Your Honor or the Board that rate base is only one aspect of the ratemaking

formula. Expenses, Revenues and Rate of Return, for example, also need to be considered. Rate

Counsel focuses on only one aspect of the ratemaking formula and its citations would have

everyone ignore those other aspects. But again, rate base is not at issue here.

Unfortunately, as is the case throughout its brief, Rate Counsel makes sweeping, general

statements that are inapplicable to the facts of this matter. Rate Counsel then misstates these

quotes from oft-cited cases. The foregoing citations represent nothing more than restatements of

what may or may not belong in rate base. Rate Counsel apparently wishes Your Honor to read

those selected quotations out of context as support for the proposition that non-company LSL

replacement costs cannot be recovered in rates. However, the citations that Rate Counsel offers

do not support this reading. And that is a consistent flaw throughout Rate Counsel’s motion.

Thus, while Rate Counsel relies on select language from Atl. City Sewerage Co,, 128

N.J.L. at 365 in an attempt to demonstrate the purportedly inflexible standard the Board must

apply, additional language from the Court in AtI. City Sewerage Co. disproves Rate Counsel’s

argument. SWNJ urges Your Honor not to rely on the selected quotations but to ’read on,’ and in

so doing, recalI that SWNJ is requesting rate treatment of a deferred expense amortized over

seven years - not requesting inclusion of non-company owned assets in rate base.



For example, in Atlantic City Sewerage., the Court explained that "It]here is no formula

making for certainty in the exercise of [the Board’s] authority. The estimation of the fair value

base is not controlled by arbitrary roles. It is not ’a matter of formulas,’ but rather of ’a

reasonable judgment’ grounded ’in a proper consideration of all relevant facts." 128 N.J.L. at

365 (citing Simpson v. Shepherd, 230 U.S. 352 (1913). The Court also noted that "[e]ach case is

governed ... by its own circumstances. The Board is empowered to determine what in the

particular situation is a just and reasonable return; and it must have broad discretion in the

exercise of that authority, controlled by the statutory standard. Since rate making is a legislative

process, its exercise involves a range of legislative discretion." Id__~.

Rate Counsel also relies upon N re Public Serv. Coordinated Transp., 5 N.J. 196, 217

(1950), where the Court cited Atlantic City Sewerage. and explained that "[t]laere are a number of

formulae useful in the determination of fair value; depreciated original cost, depreciated prudent

investment, reproduction cost Of the property less depreciation, cost of reproducing the service as

distinct from the property, and there are undoubtedly others. But the Board is not bound to

and, indeed, should not use any single formula or combination of formulae in arriving at a proper

rate base for the determination of fair value is not controlled by arbitrary ruIes of formulae, but

should reflect the reasonable judgment of the Board based upon all the relevant facts."

(Emphasis supplied).

Thus, the cases cited by Rate Counsel demonstrate that it is beyond dispute that the

"Legislature has delegated its rate-making power" to the Board, and the Board "is vested with

broad discretion in the exercise of that authority." Pub. Serv. Coordinated Transp., su_q~a., 5 N.J.

at 214. The BPU has the flexibility to assess each particular case in light of the unique facts and
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circumstances it presents. A.A. Mastran~91o, Inc. v. Envtl. Prot. Dep’t_., 90 N.J. 666, 685 (1982)

("BPU was intended by the legislature to have the widest range of regulatory power over public

utilities."). Here, Rate Counsel seeks to have Your Honor make a ruling that would effectively

iimit that flexibility and serve as the foundation for a precedent that would tie the Board’s hands

moving forward.

To address a serious public health concern, SWNJ’s proposed pilot program would defer

the costs associated with non-company side LSL replacement and recover those costs over a

seven (7) year period by creating and amortizing a regulatory asset earning a return. As set forth

in greater detail above and in Section IV, infra, the authorities proffered by Rate Counsel do not

demonstrate a prohibition against such a solution, nor do they prevent the Board from exercising

its "broad discretion" in ~rtherance of reaching "an innovative and a mutualIy fair interim

solution to a critical problem[.]" Jersey Cent. Power & Light Co., su_p_!a., 85 N.J. at 532.

To be absoiutely clear, it is fandamentaI in ratemaking that there are differences in

customer impact between a rate base approach and the SWNJ proposed regulatory asset

approach. As an example, if the replacement of non-company side LSLs were included as utility

plant in rate base, customers could be paying costs and a return on those assets for muttiple

decades. Using a simple example onIy, if one assumed a 10 year program to replace those LSLs

where such costs are recorded in rate base, and a 60 year life for those LSLs (for ease of

computation), customers could be paying for recovery of, and a return on, those non-company

side LSLs for 70 years (10 years to replace and install, then depreciated the Iast installed LSLs

over 60 years).
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In contrast, should SWNJ’s proposed pilot surcharge program remain unchanged, and

assuming that same 10 year program to replace and install the~ replacement non-company side

LSLs, the maximum number of years rates could be impacted would be about 17 years (10 years

to replace and install ~th the tast LSLs replaced being amortized over seven (7) years). The

earlier replacements slaould be amortized away before the replacement program would even be

completed.

Since the replaced non-company side LSLs would never be owned by the Company nor

put into rate base, their useful lives would be irrelevant to the Company or any of its ratemaking

calculations, since the Company would net the customer/owner’s $1,000 against the total cost of

the replacement amd only that net amount would be added to the accumulating and amortizing

account, and it would be amortized away over 7 years. By recovering that amortized regulatory

asset over seven (7) years as a surcharge, the costs would be fully transparent to the Board and

its customers and the pilot program and its surcharge would have a limited life.
\

In any event, as shown below, and described above, the Company’s Proposal does not

violate applicable laws and there is no legal justification for Your Honor to grant Rate Counsel’s

motion. Because the Company’s Proposat does not violate the law, it continues to present factual

and policy questions that must be resolved by the Board.

D. Persuasive Authority Demonstrates that SWNJ’s Proposal is Constitutional.

1. Other Regulatory Bodies have Permitted Water Utilities to Replace
Non-Company Side Lead Service Lines and Fully Recover those
Expenditures Including Carrying Costs.

Rate Counsel argues that the Company’s Proposal is "unconstitutional" and cites general

passages from archaic decisions as supposed evidence of its claims. See RCm pg. 8. This
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argument, however, is meritIess. Indeed, regulatory authorities in other states have already

accepted proposals similar or identical to the one at issue in this case. For example, in 2017 the

Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission ("PAPUC") approved a settlement by York Water

Company to replace non-company owned LSLs when it replaced company-owned service lines,

as welI as when customer-side LSLs were discovered in the normal course of business. See Joint

Petition for Settlement and Request for Certification, Pa. Pub. UtiI. Comm’n., Docket No. P-

2016-2577404 (Jan. 23, 2017), attached as Exhibit "E" and Order of the Pa. Pub. Util. Comm’n,

Docket No. P-2016-2577404 (Mar. 2, 2017), attached as Exhibit "F~"

Under the water company’s plan and the terms of the settlement approved by the

PAPUC, the company was permitted to replace - but not own - non-company side LSLs and

record the replacement costs as a regulatory asset to be amortized in its next base rate case. See

Exhibit "E" at ¶¶ 27 - 29; Exhibit "F." In permitting the company to replace non-company side

LSLs and record the costs as a regulatory asset, the PAPUC noted that the company’s prior test

results had exceeded the action level set in the Lead Copper Rtde ("LCR"). Exhibit "F." The

PAPUC further recognized that "[r]eplacing the Company-owned lead lines addresses only part

oft he problem. Customer-owned lead lines also need to be replaced." Exhibit "F." In that case

the PAPUC concluded by noting that LSL replacement was a "pressing health and safety

issue[.]" Id~ The PAPUC’s approvaI of this proposal occurred well before October, 2018, when

Pennsylvania enacted legislation permitting the PAPU~ to allow water utilities to replace non-

company side LSLs and fully recover those expenditures. See 66 Pa. C.S.A. § 131 i(b)(2)(ii).

Thus, the 2017 York Water case and subsequent Pennsylvania Legislation cut against

Rate Counsel’s argument that the Company’s Proposal is somehow "unconstitutional" based on
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the United States Constitution and "Federal jurisprudence[.]" S RCm pgs. 8-9. Given that the

PAPUC approved a joint-settlement in 2017 (to which the Pennsylvania punic advocate was a

party) that permitted essentially the same reliefthe Company is seeking here, and that same relief

was subsequently ratified b’y the Pennsylvania Legislature, arguments that such relief is

somehow "unconstitutional" under federal case law and the Constitution are simply wrong. This

fact is supported by the numerous other state regulatory bodies and legislatures that have

utility to recover costs associated with customer-side LSLpermitted a privately-owned

replacement. ~3

2. Other Examples Demonstrate that Utilities can Recover Costs related
to Non-Utility Owned Property.

Other examples undermine Rate Counsel’s argument that there is a categorical

prohibition against utility recovery for expenditures on property it does not own. In addition to

the Superstorm Sandy situation with respect to JCP&L’s costs noted above, consider issues

related to such items as cloud-based computing.

Historically, utilities have empioyed their own information-technology ("IT") systems

and servers. Utilities have hired their own IT staff and purchased the software necessary to run

their operations. All of these costs were capital expenses subject to rate base treatment. In recent

years, however, the rise of cloud-based computing has altered the way multiple companies - and

~3 If numerous other States have addressed this problem through legislation, regulation, and/or individual cases, is
Rate CounseI the first entity to view it as unconstitutional? See Michigan, Mich. Admin. Code § 325.11604;
Missouri, In re Missouri-Am. Water Company’s Request for Authorit,/to Implement General Rate Increase for
Water and Sewer Service Provided in Missouri Service Areas, 2018 WL. 2388974, at * 10-11 (Missouri Pub. Serv.
Comm’n, Docket No. WR-2017-0285, May 2, 2018), attached hereto as Exhibit "G"; Indiana, In re Petition of
Indiana-American Water Compaw, Inc. for Approval of its Lead Service Line Plan, Indiana Utility Regulatory
Commission, Order, Docket No. 45043 (Jui. 25, 2018), attached hereto as Exhibit "H"; Wisconsin, Wis. Stat. Ann.
§ t96.372 (West 2020).
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possibly even some utilities - approach investing in IT. Cloud-computing removes the obligation

that a utility own and operate an IT system. Instead, with cloud-computing, IT services, software, ¯

and support are provided by a third-party. This allows companies to rely upon the expertise of

the cloud-provider and realize cost-savings through utilizing shared IT infrastructure.

Nonetheless, Rate Counsel’s stringent interpretation of the used and useful principle could

prohibit utilities from including cloud-based computing services in rate base because such

services are not utility property.

However, regulatory authorities in other states have adopted proposals that allow utilities

to treat contracts for cloud-computing services in the same manner as if they were utility

property. This enabIes the utilities to place the upfront costs associated with the contracts into

rate base. Then, the cost is amortized over the life of the contract.I4 Thus, even though the

utilities do not own the cloud systems and software and do not employ the IT staff who work for

the third-party cloud company, the utilities are permitted to obtain full recovery on the costs

associated with using cloud-computing systems and services. This is not to say that SWNJ is

requesting such treatment here. The Company is suggesting that the Board use its flexible

authority to ensure that the punic’s health and safety are protected by deferring a necessary and

prudent expense and amortizing it away over a reasonable number of years.

IV. THE~ IS NO PROHIBITION WHATSOEVER AGAINST EXPENSING COSTS ASSOCIATED
WITH NON-COMPANY OWNED PROPERTY AND AMORTIZING THESE COSTS OVER TIME

WITH AN" APPROPRIATE ~TURN.

14 Sere Utility Earnings in a Service Oriented World." Optimizing Incentives for Capital- and Service-Based
Solutions, Advanced Energy Economy Institute, January 3 0, 2018, available at:

o o ohttps://in fo.aee.net/hubfs/AEE %20Institute_Utility ~20Earnings ~20F1NAL_Rpt_ 1.30.18.pdf
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As with the generally appIicable principIes cited with respect to rate base treatment in

Section III, supra, Rate Counsel’s extensive reliance on In re Petition of Rockland Elec. Co. for

Approval of an Advanced Metering Program, 2017 WL 3849232 (BPU Docket No.

ER16060524, Aug. 23, 2017) is misplaced. S Attachment to RCm pgs. 2-3. In that matter,

Rockland Electric sought a change in base rates and other relief related to its proposal to deploy

Advanced Metering Infrastructure (°°AMI"), or "~smart meters" throughout its territory. Id_..~. One

aspect of the proposal sought approval to perform incidental repairs to non-company owned

property, such as meter pans, faulty electric cables, etc., as necessary during the depIoyment of

AMI. Such work was not related to the roll-out of AMI itself. Under the proposal, Rockland

would then capitalize the costs of the repairs and add them to its rate base. Id.~. at pg. 12. Rate

Counsel opposed the proposal to capitalize the costs related to the incidental repai~." work for the

same reasons RateCounsel offers in this case. Id__~.

In Rockland, the Board found that the non-company side work was "necessary for the

safe installation of the AMI meter to avoid unnecessary delays in the AMI Program’s

implementation[.]" Id__~. at pg. 22. However, the Board found that ’°the proposal, as requested,

violates settled New Jersey case law." Id___~. (emphasis supplied). Thus, the Board denied

Rockland’s request to capitalize the costs related to the incidental repairs to rate base and stated

that such costs °°shall not be recovered from the Company’s ratepayers." Id__~. Despite this specific

language, the Board then found that the AMI meters could not be "used and useful" without the

customer-side work. See Attachment to RCm pg. 22. Therefore, the Board o~N prohibited

Rockland from recovering costs for "the work not related to the AMI Program roll out" which

would "continue to be the responsibility of the customer." Id._~. (Emphasis supplied).
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~lNus, a fair reading of the Rockland decision reveals that the utility was abie to recover

the costs of any customer-side work related to the AMI rollout. The plain language of the

Board’s decision reveals this:

Recognizing that AMI meters could not be operated as ’used’ and
’useful’ without this work, the Board          WAIVES
General Information Section No. 22 of RECO’s current tariff only
with respect to work done related to the AMI Program roll out and
done specifically for installation of an AMI meter at the customer’s
location. Any work not related to the AMI Program roll out will
continue to be the responsibility of the customer. With respect to
the cost of such work, the Board HEREBY FINDS that RECO’s
proposal is contrary to settled New Jersey case law. Accordingly,
the Board I~REBY DENIES RECO’s request to capitalize such
costs. Costs related to this work shall not be recovered from the
Company’s ratepayers.

[Attachment to RCm pg. 18. (Bold and underlining in original,
italics supplied].

The italicized language in the above passages demonstrates that the Board is referring

exclusively to the incidental work the utility wished to perform that was not related to the AMI

Program roll out. However, the Board in fact permitted the utility to recover costs associated with

the AMI Program roll out even though on non-company property. Id.

Despite this, Rate Counsel has presented the Rockland decision without context and

attempts to stretch its holding far beyond the bounds which it could rationally extend. To this

end, Rate Counsel claims that it is "noteworthy that the Board did not deny cost recovery of the

customer-owned property to Rockland solely on the basis that Rockland proposed to ’rate base’

the investment." RCm pg. 13. Then, in a leap of logic that is unsupported by the plain language

of the Rockland decision, Rate Counsel argues that the Board "denied cost recovery in any form"

when it held that "[c]osts related to this work shall not be recovered from the Company’s
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ratepayers." RCm pg. 13 (quoting Rockland, at pg. 22). As explained immediately above,

however, any fair reading of Rockland forecloses Rate CounseI’s interpretation.

Nonetheless, Rate Counsel seeks to wield the Board’s decision as a sword to prohibit cost

recovery for work on non-company owned property in any way, shape, or form. The Rockland

decision is not so broad and the Board’s authority is not so inflexible. Under SWNJ’s proposed

pilot program, no part of a replaced non-company side LSL would be placed into rate base.

Instead, it would be expensed and amortized over seven (7) years. Thus, the Rockland decision is

not directly reIevant to tNs Petition -. unless Rate Counsel is attempting to broaden the

implications of this Petition and tie the Board’s hands moving forward. Replacing non-company

side LSLs is a measure used to ameliorate a public health concern. SWNJ’s request to expense

the costs of non-company side LSL replacement and amortize those costs over seven (7) years is

not barred as a matter of law by the Board’s language in the Rockland case.

Rate Counsel has not met its

CONCLUSION

burden under N.J.A.C.N.J.A.C. 1:1-12.5. First, Rate

Cotmsel’s Motion is based on issues not presented by SWNJ’s Petition. As such, Rate Counsel

seeks an advisory opinion. Beyond this, Rate Counsel offers up a slew of inapplicable or

inapposite legal arguments. As demonstrated above, Rate Counsel is not entitled to Summary

Disposition as to those unrelated issues.

Plainly put, the Petition at issue in this proceeding poses the following issue: can SWNJ

fulIy recover prudent expenditures made to replace non-company side LSLs for the benefit of the

public health as a regulatory asset amortized over seven (7) years? Despite Rate Counsel’s

motion that issue (and numerous others) must still be resoIved. As such, there can be no dispute
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that SWNJ has met its burden and demonstrated the existence of genuine issues of material fact.

Rate Counsel’s Motion must be denied.

RespectfuI1y submitted,

STEPHEN B. GENZER

Enclosure
co: Attached Service Lists (w/encl., via email onIy)

By:
Stephen B.
Saul Ewing, Arnstein & Lehr LLP
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In the Matter of the Joint Petition for Approval
of Suez Water New Jersey Inc. for Approval of a
Pilot Program to Facilitate the Replacement of
Lead Service Lines and a Related Cost Recovery
Mechanism

OAL Docket No.: PUC 07138-2019S
BPU Docket No.: WO19030381

Hon. Jacob S. Gertsman, ALJ

O~ER DENYING MOTION FOR
SUMMARY DISPOSITION

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED on this ~ day of

Counsel’s Motion for Summary Disposition in this matter is DENIED.

. ,2020, that Rate

Hon. Jacob S. Gertsman, ALJ
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Exhibit A

Water Service Line Responsibititie$

W~ter Main Propert~y Line





Statement of Material Facts Not in Dispute

Petitioner Suez Water New Jersey ("SWNJ") is a public utility providing water service to
approximately 258,000 customers throughout the State of New Jersey, including a large portion
of Bergen and Hudson Counties.

2.    Among nmnerous other statutes and regulations, SWNJ is required to comply with the
Federal Lead and Copper Rtfle, 40 C.F.R. Chapter 1, Subchapter D, part 141, Subpart I.

3.    New Jersey has adopted the Federal Lead and Copper Rule ("L & C") by reference at
N.J.A.C: 7:10-5.t.

4. SWNJ is also subject to the Water Quality Accountability Act, N.J.S.A. 58:31-1 et seq.

In accordance with the Lead and Copper Rule sampling requirements, SWNJ has been
sampling 100 or more customer taps every six months.

6. Using approved DEP~PA testing protocols, during the July to December 2018 sampling
period, 15 samples out of 108 exceeded the 15 parts per billion (ppb) Lead Action Level,¯ . . "?C ~oen JL~; ~,Y ;e~ uJl?neg ~ 0n a9; 0 t~ pplelrncge nPt~ ;;°od~
resulting in 202~r~e~xt~e~dl t8h4e ~b;~dLedaU~114 samples 1

15.6 ppb.

7.    The original 15 samples were located in residential properties in eleven towns in Bergen
and Hudson Counties.

8.    Per the currently in place L & C, the Lead Action Level is exceeded if the 90th percentile
exceeds 15 ppb utilizing the NJDEP approved interpolation method. 40 C.F.R. 141.80(c)(1). As
a regulation, the L & C can change over time. All references in this Statement of Material Facts
Not in Dispute refers to the L & C in place as of 3/22/19.

9.    Due to the current Lead Action Level exceedances for the July 2018-December 2018 and
January 2019-June 2019 periods, the L & C requires SWNJ to replace seven percent of the Lead
Service Lines ("LSLs") in its distribution system on an annual basis. 40 C.F.R. t41.84(b)(1).

10. Sometimes a residential building is customer-owned and sometimes it is owned by
someone else. SWNJ considers its ’customer’ to be the person or e0tity on record with SWNJ as
being responsible for paying its regular water or wastewater utility bills to SWNJ.

11. For purposes of this statement, ’service lines’ are defined as those pipes or connecting
segments of pipe or ’lines’ connecting the water mains in the street to customer premises.
Usually, but not always, that service line is made up of two segments: a company-owned
segment connecting the main in the street to a connecting ’curb box’ or ’meter barrel’ (usually
located at or near the residential building’s property line at the curb--a part of which is
sometimes called a ’gooseneck’), and a non-company owned segment connecting the ’curb box’
to the meter in or next to the residential building. Sometimes this non-company owned portion
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of the service line is referred to as the ~customer’ side. The ’service line’ is referred to as a
’Lead Service Line’ ("LSL") if the material or any part of any portion of that entire service line
is, in whole or in part, is made up of the mineral ’lead’.

12. During these particular exceedance periods of July-December 2018 and January-June
2019, the L & C requires SWNJ to replace "that portion of the lead service line that it owns." 40
C.F.R. 141.84(d).

13. The CUl~ent L & C requires SWNJ to notify the customer or owner of the property, that
SWNJ is planning to replace the company owned portion of the LSL and/or gooseneck and must
at the same time offer to replace the non-company owned portion of the line at the owner’s or
customer’s cost. 40 C.F.R. 141.84(d). SWNJ reports that it has been complying with this
provision by coordinating and facilitating the non-company side replacement with the contractor
and customer/owner.

14. If SWNJ is going to replace the company owned portion of an LSL, SWNJ must offer to
replace the non-company owned or customer-side portion of an LSL, under the L & C, but
SWNJ "is not required to bear the cost of replacing the privately-owned portion of the line, nor is
it required to replace the privately-owned portion where the owner chooses not to pay the cost of
replacing the privately-owned portion of the line .... " 40 C.F.R. 141.84(d).

15. Following its initial Lead Action Level Exceedance for the July-December 2018 period,
SWN1 filed the Petition in the current matter on March 22, 2019.

16. SWNJ’s Petition proposes a "pilot program" involving replacement of non-company
owned, or customer-side, Lead Service Lines.

17. Under the proposed pilot program, when SWNJ is performing replacement work on
company-owned LSLs or goosenecks, SWNJ will investigate whether the customer-owned
portion of the line also contains lead, by testing in an easily available and reasonable manner
either the end of the non-company owned LSL near the curb box or the other end of the non-
company owned portion of the service line, near the meter, if accessible, to determine whether
the service line contains lead at that location.

18. Within this proposed pilot program, when a non-company side LSL is identified, SWNJ
proposes to offer to replace the non-company side portion of the LSL when SWNJ is performing
work on adjacent company-owned Lead Service Lines or goosenecks.

19. In replacing the non-company side portion of the LSL, SWNJ proposes to charge the
individual customer (or owner of the residential building) $1,000 of the total replacement cost.
The proposed pilot program would allow the customer to pay this surcharge as a monthly charge
of approximately $83.33 per month for 12 months.

20. SWNJ proposes that the total difference between the full cost of LSL replacement and
that $1,000 from each affected customer/owner be recovered from all SWNJ’s water customers
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by accumulating those dollars into a separately tracked account, and that account would be
recovered from all SWNJ’s water customers.

21. SWNJ proposes these costs ~lus administrative and carrying costs on the unamortized
balance-carrying costs) would be amortized and recovered from ratepayers over a period of
seven years. SWNJ proposes to identify and recover the dollars within that account as an
identified surcharge on customers’ bills.

22. SWNJ proposes to recover carrying costs at its authorized overall rate of return on the
unamortized balance of the separately tracked account. The regulatory mechanism SWNJ
proposes in order to obtain rate recovery on this account is that SWNJ would establish a
regulatory asset for the unamortized costs to be recovered over time from all SWNJ water
customers.

23. As of August 16, 2019, the average cost to replace customer-owned service lines has
been approximately $3,000 per service.

24. In addition to recovering the costs of replacing non-company owned LSLs through the
pilot program surcharge, SWNJ proposed to include the recovery of the company owned portion
of Lead Service Lines through the surcharge. The Company agreed in discovery from Rate
Counsel to include the company-owned portion of Lead Service Line replacement through the
DSIC surcharge, so is no longer requesting that regulatory treatment through this proposed pilot
program mechanism. The issues in dispute in this matter are limited to whether a pilot program
should be adopted by the BPU ordering other SWNJ water customers to pay for replacement of
non-company side LSLs through a surcharge mechanism.

25. SWNJ and Rate Counsel acknowledge that SWNJ does not own nor is it in control of the
non-company owned portion of the service line. This will not change under the proposed Pilot
Program.

26. The Board of Public Utilities transferred this matter to the Office of Administrative Law
on May 21, 2019, with the Honorable Jacob Gertsman being assigned to preside.

27. SWNJ has replaced certain non-company owned LSLs, at shareholder expense, in certain
instances where sampling has indicated a Lead Action Level exceedance.

28. The American Water Works Association and the American National Standards Institute
have adopted ANSI/AWWA C810-17, titled Replacement and Flushing of Lead Service Lines.
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29. Among other things, ANSI/AWWA C810-17 includes a sampling and flushing procedure
which a customer should follow if a customer declines to replace the non-company owned side
of an LSL (Sections 4.2 through 4.4 and Section 5.2) and partial replacement is done. SWNJ is
currently advising customers of this procedure.

30. The total actual number of non-company side lead service lines is curremly unknown, but
is in the process of being ascertained.

-4-
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AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND TITLE XVI, ENTITLED "HEALTH, SANITATION AND
AIR POLLUTION," OF THE REVISED GENI=RAL ORDINANCES OF THE CITY OF
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY, 2000, AS AMENDED AND SUPPLEMENTED, BY ADDING
A NEW CHAPTER 23, ENTITLED "MANDATORY REPLACEMENT OF LEAD
SERVICE LINE".

WHEREAS, the City of Newark operates the Pequannock water system and
the Wanaque water system, the City’s water distribution system, to service its
residents and other neighboring municipalities; and

WHEREAS, the Pequannock water system and the Wanaque water system
are, and continue to be, clean sources of water; and

WHEREAS, there exists approximately 18,000 privately owned properties
serviced by obsolete lead service lines within the City of Newark, 15,000 within the
Pequannock water system; and

WHEREAS, the lead service lines connect to the City’s water distribution
system, but are owned by the proper~y owner; and

WHEREAS, in 1953 the City of Newark prohibited the use of lead service lines
and plumbing in new construction; in 1986 Federal law banned the use of lead solder
on pipes in the construction of new homes; and

WHEREAS, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (the
"USEPA") adopted regulations to control lead and copper in drinking water and the
NJDEP directed the City to replace lead service lines in accordance with the
USEPA’s lead and copper rule; and

WHEREAS, the City believed and believes that the provision of clean, lead
free drinking water to its residents is a public purpose beneficial to the City as a
whole and any benefit to any private land owner in accomplishing this purpose is
incidental and subordinate to this primary public and governmental purpose; and

WHEREAS, in October 2018, the City of Newark created a comprehensive
plan to protect families that may be exposed to lead in the water due to obsolete
lead service lines on their property; and

WHEREAS, as part of its comprehensive plan to protect residents from
exposure to lead, the City of Newark introduced a corrosion control system expected
to reduce the lead ~evels in the water by reducing the corrosion of the lead service
lines on Private property; and

WHEREAS, in a good faith effort to continue to protect its residents from
exposure to potential lead in the water, the ©itV of Newark distributed 38,000 water
filters and over 31,000 replacement cartridges free of charge, provided free blood
testing for children under 6 years old and provided free water testing; and
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WHEREAS, in addition, the City of Newark created a $75,000,000.00 program
to replace outdated and obsolete lead service lines on private property
Service Line Replacement Program"), and to protect its residents from the potential
dangers of lead in the water where residents could contribute up to $t,000.00
towards the cost of replacing their lead service lines; and

WHEREAS, it has come to the City’s attention that property owners      with
lead service lines are not signing up for the Lead Service Line Replacement Program
as fast as is necessary to immediately and effectively address the lead service line
issue, and the safety of its residents; and

WHEREAS, residents have discontinued using water on properties with lead
service lines -- this may render the corrosion control system ineffective because of
the significantly decreased water flow through the pipes; and

WHEREAS, the Mayor and the .Qualified Purchasing Agent declare that an
emergency exists due to the non-use of water coupled with the slow response of
affected property owners to sign up for the current Lead Service Line Replacement
Program which results in slower reduction of the lead levels in the drinking water;
and

WHEREAS, the City of Newark, in response to this emergency has created a
$120,000,000.00 Lead Service Line Replacement Program which will be free of
charge to property owners with existing lead service lines on their private property;
and

WHEREAS, N.J.S,A. 40:48-2 authorizes a municipality to make, amend, repeal
and enforce such other ordinances, regulations, rules and by-laws not contrary to the
laws of this State or of the United States, as it may deem necessary and proper for the
good government, order and protection of persons and property, and for the
preservation of the public health, safety and welfare of the municipality and its
inhabitants; and

WHEREAS, N.J.S.A.. 40:48-2.12(a) authorizes the Governing Body of any
municipality to make, amend, repeal and enforce ordinances to regulate buildings and
structures and their use and occupation to prevent and abate conditions therein harmful
to the heaith and safety of the occupants of said buildings and structures and the
general public in the municipality; and

WHEREAS, for the health, safety and welfare of its residents and the Municipal
Council desires to require all property owners serviced by a lead service line, to replace
that service line through the program established by the City at no cost to the property
owner or replace the line at their own expense and due to the hazard that lead in the
drinking water poses to the health and safety of residents, that permission from the
owner of the property to replace the lead service line is not required.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL OF
THE CITY OF NEWARK, NEW JERSE,Y, THAT:

Note: Additions are shown in bold and underlined.

SECTION 1. Title XV| entitled Health, Sanitation and Air Pollution of the Revised
Genera! Ordinances of the City of Newark, New Jersey, 2000, as amended and
supplemented, by adding a new Chapter 23, entitled Mandatory Replacement of
Lead Service Line as follows:

16:23-1. Definitions.
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For the, ,purP,O,ses of this Chal~ter:

shall m_e_a_n the City of Newark,

Contrac.tor shall mean a licensed vendor that contracts with the City of Newark
,to replace lead service lines.

Dwellinq sh..all mean a buildinq or structure or part thereof containin~l .one (~t) or
more dwelling units, This chapter shall also al0plvto buiidin.qs and struct_ures
t~hat a.r.e not used for residential ourpq.ses.

Dwelling unit shall mean._anv ~o~m or _qrouDs of rooms or any part thereof located
within a building and formin~ a single habitable unit with facilities which are used
or desi,qned to be used for livin¢l, sleepin_~, cooking, eatinc~ or bathing.
Department shall mean the Department of Water and Sewer Utilities of the CitV of
Newark, New Jersey.

Lead safe shall mean any condition that does not allow access or exposure to
~ead, in any form,, to the extent that adverse human health effects are possible.
Lead Service Line shall mean the water line on private property that leads to the
structure or buildin.~l that is connected to the main City of Newark water line.

Occupant shall mean a person or persons in actua.J, possession of and livinq in
the buildin~ or dwellin..q unit.
Owner shall mean any......person who has legal title to any dwelling, with or without
acc.ompanving actual possess[0n therepf; 0..r~.who has equitable title and is either
in actual possession or collects rents therefrom; or, who is executor, executrix,
trustee, _~uardian, pr receiver of the estate of the owner, or as mort_~a~ee or as
vendee in possession either by virtue of a Court order or by a~reemen. ~ or
voluntary surrender of the premises by the person holdinq the le~al..title,.0r as
collector of rents has char_tie, care or control of any dweilin.~l or roomin.cl house.

16:23-2.     it is hereby established that the existence of lead service lines is
prohibited in the City of Newark.

16:23-3      A Droloerty owner m~y be excluded from the Mand..a.torv Reola.cem~nl
of its lead service line by providing the Department. of Water and Sewer Utilities~
within ninety (90) days of the E.ffecti~9. Date of this Ordinance, with written .proof
from a licensed and certified plumber that it does not have a lead service line on
its p~opertv and/or that the lead service line .was previously removed and
replaced.

16:23-4. Mandatory Replacement of Lead Service Line

The owner of any dwellin_~, buildin~ or structure serviced bv a lead
service line is recluired to replace the lead service line q.n their oroDertv,
The replacement of the lead service line must be completed within
ninety (90) days of the Effective Date of this Ordinance. An extension of
time may be ~lranted where the owner can demonstrate, to the
Department of Water and Sewer Utilities designee~ that a.~Qod faith
effort has been made to coml~lv..with the ordinance.
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2. The owner of the any dwelling, building or structure shall replace thei~
lead service line. by any Qf+the fol..!.owing methods.:

"Si_qnin~ ul~. for the Lead.Service Line Replacement Proqram
offered ..by the City of .Newark and allowincl contractors to accesP
0q.tbeir.propertv to conduct the replacement, The Contractor will
provide the owner with a Riqht...of E0t~ form., for completion, ThP
Ri~.~ht of Entry ,form will provide the Contractor with access to th+
property_to verify the e.~tstence of a lead service line; or

.Replacin.q the lead service line on their own and at their own
exl~ense. If an owner selects this opti..on+ then replacement must
be completed within, ninety (.~0) days of e.ffective date of this
Ordinance. An extension of time may .be granted where the owner
can demonstrate+ to, .the..Department of Water and Sewer Utilitie-~
designee, that a ~lood faith effort has been made to comply with.
the ordinance. An owner is recluired to provide the Department of
Water and Sewer Utilities with proof that the lead service line hmm
been replaced. Proof must include at a minimum: a .permit issued
bv the Del~artment of Water and Sewer Utilities, to. a licensed
l~lumber authorized to do the work; an invoice from the
contractor who comoleted the work; a copy_ Of the estimate
with any report of the work completed.., and an inspection report
verifvinm the..., removal.

t6:23-5. Authorization to Access Property

Notwithstandin~ Section 16:23-4~ if an owner of the dwellin~..~, building...Or
structure does not.sign up._f.op the Lead Service Line Replacement
Program or does not replace its lead service line within ninety (90) davP
of the Effective Date of this Ordinance (or within the time framP
I:)rovided in an extension), or is inaccessible or otherwise denies accesm
to the I~rooertv to enable the replacement of the lin.~,..then the followin,q
procedure shall be followed:

The City shall secure entrance to the prol~ertv from the owner or
current occupant of the dwellin.q, buildin~ or structure, and the.
City shall incur no liability from the owner. The contractor wii-i-
provide the owner with a Right of Entrv form for completion, ThP
Riqht of En~ form will provide the Contractor with access to th+
.propertV to verify the existence of a lead service line. The City
shall restore the property to its oriminal conditiq .n., or as close am
Oossible to its oriqinal condition: and

if access is granted by the occupant of the dwellinq, building, or
structure, then the occupant shall be held harmless and no
liability shall incur to the City or occupant due to the replacement
of the lead service line by the..City of Newark;. and

If access is denied by the current occupant or owner~ then the
City shall commence proc.edures,.including, filing a Court act..i.on..
to conduct the replacement of the lead service line
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16:23-6. Proof Of ,Lead S,,~,wice Line Replacement Required for Certificate of
Occupancy, C,,ertificate of Code Compliance. and ,,Smoke & Carbon
Monoxide Detector Certificates.

Upon the sale or transfer of own,ership of, any dwellinq, buildin,q
or structure: the owner must prQyide proof that the lead service
line has been            in ~rder to secure a Certificate of

Certificate of Code Compliance. ,an.d., Smoke ,,,.~
Carbon Monoxid.e. Detector Certificates.

Upon the sale of any C!ty:owned 10r~pertv. _within nineW (90)
days of_the closing, the buv,e,,r is responsib|e,,for replacing th~
lead service l~n¢, by either enrollin,q in the Lead Service Line
Replacement Program or in accordance with 16:23-4 2(b) above.

16:23-7. Penalty.,

Violations of this Ordinance bv any p.erson or corpo, ration shall be 1ounishable
~by a fine of at least Two Hundred Fifty Dollars and Zero Cents ($250.00) but not
exceedin.q One Thousand Dollars and Zero Cents ($1,00Q.00)., or ,by
~mprisonment for a term not exceeding ninety (90) days or by a period of
community service not to exceed ninety (90) days.

SECTION 2: If any provision of this Ordinance or application thereof to any person(s)
or circumstance is judged invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, the invalidity shall
not affect other provisions or applications of the Ordinance that can be given effect
without the invalidated provision or application, and to this end the provisions o~ this
Ordinance are declared severable.

SECTION 3: This Ordinance shall take effect upon final passage and publication in
accordance w~th the laws of the State of New Jersey.

STATEMENT

This Ordinance amends and supplements TitIe XVI, entitled "Health, Sanitation and Air
Pollution", of the Revised General Ordinances of the.City of Newark, New Jersey, 2000,
as amended and supplemented, by adding a new Chapter 23, entitled "Mandatory
Replacement of Lead Service Line."
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OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

N~WAR~ NEW JERSEY .O7~02

Call

February 5, 1980

TO THE PARTIES:

Public Service Electric.and Gas Company -
Rate Case
OAL Docket No. 887-79
BPU Docket No. 794-310

Gentlemen:

Enclosed you wi!l find the Initial Decision in this matter deciding
issues pertaining to revenue requirements which include the Alta6tic abandn-
ment loss. A subsequent Initial Decision on the rate design issues will be
forthcoming shortly.

PurSuant to a stipulation agreed to by Rate Counsel, Staff and the
Company, the period for exceptions in this matter is five working days, not
including the day of receipt of the Initial Decision, for any Initial Decision
rendered in this case.

DM/ad
Enclosure

Sincerely,

DAVID McGEE
Administrative Law Judge

Naw Jersey L~ A n Ea.al Onnortunit ~" Emola vet
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OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION )
OF PUBLIC SERVICE ~ECTRIC AND )
GAS COMPANY FOR APPROVAL OF AN )
INCREASE IN ELECTRIC AND GAS )
RATE AND FOR CHANGES IN THE )
TARIFFS FOR ELECTRIC AND GAS )
SERVICES~ P.U.Co N.J. NO. 7 )
ELECTRIC, AND P.U.C.N.J. NO. 6 )
GAS,~.p~RSUANT TO R.S. 48:2-21 )

INITIAL DECISION
REVENUE REQUIREMENTS

O.A.L. DKT. NO. PUC 877-79
BPU DKT. NO. 7.94-310

(APPEARANCES ATTACHED)

BEFORE THE HONORABLE DAVID J. MCGEE, A.L.J.:

On April 20, 1979 Public Service Electric and Gas Company (hereinafter

referred to as petitioner, company or Public Service) filed a petition for authority

to increase its electric and gas rates and change its tariffs for electric and gas

service pursuant to N.J.S.A. 48:2-21. The proposed overall increase was designed to

produce $374,5LI,000 in additional annual operating revenues. $289,602,000 of this

increase is attributable to electric service, (a 17.84% increase) and $84,909,000 of

this increase is attributable to gas service (an II.36% increase).

It was not necessary for the Board to suspend Petitioner’s requested

rate increase as the stipulation in Petioner’s last rate case (Docket No. 711’Ii07)

provided that petitioner would not increase its rates until March i, 1980. In April

1979 the Board found this matter to be a contested case and transmitted this

matter ~to the Office of Administrative Law for determination. An initial hearing

was held in Newark, New Jersey on May 15, 1979 after proper notice. Further

hearings were held in the field to solicit public comment in Trenton, Camden, New

Brunswick and Hackensack, New Jersey after proper notice.



Three interim decisions were rendered during the course of these

The Company made a motion in May 1979 for a change in the

LeveZized Energy Adjustment Clause (electric) ~n the magnitude of approximately

9% overall. After five days of hearings, this proposed increase, which was

contested by the parties, was allowed in the full amount by the Board on July 2,

1979. On July 27, 1979 the Company made a motion for change in the Levelized

Raw Materials Adjustment Clause (gas) in the amount of approximately 14%

overall. The company’s motion was stipulated by the parties at a reduced level of

approximately II% overall. That stipulation was approved by the Board on

September 27, 1979. In December 1979, Petitioner, Staff, Rate Counsel and the

Industrial Intervenors stipulated to a change in tariffs that would charge boiler fuel

gas customers a higher rate pursuant to the Natural Gas’Policy Act of 1978 and

flow the excess revenues back to all other customers via the mechanism of the

Raw Materials Adjustment Clause. This stipulation was approved by the Board on

December 19, 1979.

The record in this matter was officially closed on December 14, 19~9,

however, the record was left open to further consider the treatment of the

company’s proposal to amortize the electric fuel underreeovery which by the end of

June 1980 is projected to be $220 million. In addition to the active participation of

the Public Advocate throughout these proceedings, the Port Authority, the

Industrial Intervenors, the Federal Government Agencies, Linden Chlorine Pro-

ducts~ and Allen Goldberg, pro se, have participated at various phases of the

proceeding.

Briefs were filed by Petitioner, Rate Counsel, the Port Authority, the

Industrial Intervenors, the Federal Government Agencies, Linden Chlorine Products

and Allen Goldberg, pro se. The positions of the parties are Rate Counsel

recommending $122,627,000" in additional annual revenues Staff recommending

$198,754,000" and, the Federal government agencies recommending zero rate

relief. After a review of the record and after consideration of the positions of the

parties in this matter, I have decided herein that petitioner is entitled to

$211,154,000 in additional annual revenues.

* After second stipulation with 12 months actual data excluding fuel undereovery



OAL DKT NO. PUC 877-79

Motions for intervention were made by numerous municipalities, coun-

ties, and consumer groups. The interventions raising an issue were the interven-

tions by Daniel Rita, a citizen and Public Service ratepayer, Allen Goldberg, also a

citizen and Public Service ratepayer, and Abraham Isserman, representing a group

of senior citizens. My ruling on the intervention of these parties was to allow them

to intervene, reserving my right to consolidate their appearance or limit their

I also noted that their intervention would be in the form of an

experiment to see if in fact their intervention would become burdensome.

During the course of the proceedings neither Mr. Rita or Mr. Isserman

appeared. Mr. Goldberg did participate through cross examination, direct

testimony, requests for discovery, and briefs. Mr. Goldberg had a limited

understanding of legal procedure. In addition, Mr. Goldberg drew most of his

a~gun~ents from facts that were already in evidence. The few additional requests

he made for information were very burdensome to the ~ompeny. Having been

granted the right to obtain the information, Mr. Goldberg made no use of it.

The proposed Uniform Administrative Procedure Rules (UAPR) creates

a new catagory of intervenor called participant. A participant has the right to file

a brief and argue orally at the close of the case. Most of the effective

participation by Mr. Goldberg could have been achieved through participant status.

Almost all evidence used by Mr. Goldberg would have been available in the record

had Mr. Goldberg not had the right to discaver information. I recommend for

future cases that pro se intervenors be accorded participant status where 16 USCA

2631 (A) does not apply.

Mr. Goldberg in his reply brief mistakenly relies on 16 USCA 2631 (a) as

giving him an obsolute right to intervene. If Mr. Goldberg had been fair enough to

quote the beginning sentence of 16 USCA 2631(a) it would be apparent that his

right to intervene is in a proceeding where there is "consideration of one or more

of the standards established by subchapter II of this Chapter or other concepts

which contribute to the achievement of the purposes of this chapter." There being

limited consideration of the purposes described in 16 USCA 2611 in a normal rate

case, Mr. Goldberg’s right to intervene is not absolute. The issue of intervention in

a future proceeding should consider 16 USCA 2131(a) and 2611.



Qo_mpensati0n of Pro Se Intervenor

Alien Goldberg, a pro se intervenor, has requested compensation for his

time and expenses in participation in this matter. 16 USCA 2632(a) and (b) provide

for compensation to intervenors who’s interest would not otherwise be adequately

represented in a proceeding. The rate ease proceeding is arguably a

proceeding where intervention by consumers is permitted because consideration is

being given to "other concepts which contribute to the achievement of the purposes

of this chapter" 16 USCA 2631(a). For purposes of discussion only, will I assume

this to be he case. The issue is whether Mr. Goldberg’s interest is not otherwise

adequately represented.

Mr. Goldberg is a residential consumer and the Division of Rate Counsel

represents the public interest. Does Rate Counsel represent the residential

consumer? The residenti~ consumey group is the lagest group of ratepayers. An

analysis of the rate design testimony in "this case shows Rate Counsel taking a

pbsjtion detrimental to the industrial customers and favorable to the residential

customer. An analysis of the points Mr. Goldberg makes in his brief show that on

every point he makes Rate Counsel or the Federal Government has made a similar

proposal. The only difference is in degree not in concept. I conclude that Mr.

Goldberg is represented adequately by Rate Counsel and not entitled to compensa-

tion.

First Stipulation

During the briefing period, Rate Counsel, the company and Staff

entered into a stipulation without prejudice to their right to litigate the stipulated

issues in subsequent proceedings (stipulation attached). I have reviewed the

stipulation and find that if I were to decide the issues stipulated to, my decision

would be in conformance with the stipulation. Therefore, notwithstanding the

position of the other parties in this proceeding, I adopt the stipulation as my

decision in this matter.
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The stipulation produces the following adjustments:

Proforma Ooeating Income

Annualizat~on of wages and
Group Life Insurance

Payroll Tax Increase

Pension Expense Increase

Pennsylvania Public Utility

Realty Tax Amortization

Rate Case Expenses

(11,651)

( 631 )
( 211 )

2,530

108

Productivity Savings 448

Gain on Disposition of Pro£erty 171

Gain on Reacquis[tion of Debt 430

Second Stipulation

When the twelve month actual figures became available, Rate Counsel,

Staff and the Company agreed to a stipulation of various issues including the

treatment of the projected $220 million underrecovery under the electric fuel

adjustment clause. It was agreed that $140 million of the $220 million was

uncontested and would be recovered over a 28 month period via the levelized

Energy Adjustment Clause effective on the date of the Board’s order in this

proceeding. The unamortized balance of the $140 million will not be included in

rate base and will not accrue interest. This basic agreement between the parties I

concur in and adopt as my decision in this case.

The other issues stipulated to which I also concur in and adopt as my

decision in this case are summarized as follows:



Depreciation Reserve

Working Funds

Pennsylvania Gr Tax

Rate Base (000 omitted)
Stipulated

Adjustments                        Total     ~
(9 mos. actual data)              (12 mos. actual data)

Electric Gas Total
(1,73~) 8-~-~8 ) 1,576,075

(2,693) - 6,684

(23,851) - (2,629)

Annualization Adjustments

(customer growth & depre-

ciation)

Accel. of Fuel Amort.

OPerating Income

Stipulated

Adjustments Total

(9 mos. actual) (12 mos. actual)

Electric Gas Total

1,300 ¯ -

(2,629) - (2,629)

The stipulation also provided that Rate Counsel would withdraw its

proposal to not transfer the present $250 million of CWIP in rate base to Hope

Creek. Finally, the stipulation provided for a roll-in of 20.941 mills of electric

energy costs into base rates, a procedure I concur in and adopt as my decision in

this case.

TEST YEAR

The Company proposed a test year ending December 31, 1979. At the

filing of the petition, three months actual and nine months estimated data were

available. Updated figures were made available by the Company throughout the

course of the proceedings. At the time of this writing, twelve months of actual

data have become available. A]] parties concurred in the use of the 1979 test year.

I also find the test year ending December 31, 1979 to be reasonable.

RATE BASE

The Company proposed a rate base amounting to $5,249,433,000.

schedule of the Company’s proposed rate base is contained in this decision as

Appendix I. The discussion that follows deals with the issues that have been raised

with regard to rate base.
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CWtP Inclusion In Rate Base

Other in this case can be viewed as either’ consistent or

inconsistent with previous Board decisions. Consistency with what has been done in

the past assumes a static condition with regard to the Company, the industry and

the financial markets. Conditions are not static but in a constant state of flux.

The CWIP issue addresses the dynamic character of the company and the industry.

The parties have taken rotary opposite positions. Rate Counsel maintains that the

$250 million of CWIP presently in rate base should be in effect taken out of rate

base after Salem No. 2 comes on line. The Company proposes an additional $250

million be included in rate base for a total of $500 million. (~hile Rate Counsel has
withdrawn its proposal to eliminate $250 million CWIP, I have retained the
analysis of this issue as it is germane to the proper level of rates.)

The dynamics of the situation are a growing cost of debt in relation to the

embedded cost. The Company will experienqe the maturity of some 2.75% debt

next year while the present coslt.of mortgage bonds is 12%. After the crisis year of

1974 the Company moved to increase it~ [~ercentage of equity thus providing

greater coverag.e for its bonds. Bond coverages during.1977 and 1978 were 3.55 in

each of those years. The large construction expenditures of the past have or will in

the future be included in rate base. This results in these higher priced items, due

to inflation, becoming a rich source of accelerated depreciation and cash flow.

Depreciation has increased from $I09 millionn in the 1974 to $167 million in 1979.

The deferred tax reserve has grown from $31.3 million in 1974 to $138.7 million in

1978. Every year since 1969 the Company has experienced a fa~ off in the rate of

growth in peak demand. This has resulted in construction expenditures being

delayed or cancelled altogether.

The question is, considering the dynamics of the situation, whether the

Company is in a weak position with regard to its future construction budget, an

adequate position, or whether they are in too strong of a position. All of the

dynamic factors previously cited are taken into account in the Company’s cash flow

analysis.

The issue of whether to eliminate the inclusion of the present $250 million of

CWIP in rate base focused almost exclusively on the company’s cash flow

projections because the cash flow analysis is the prime determinate of coverages

and AFDC. The Company’s original projection was as follows:
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$20 Million in Rate Relief

Construction & Internal Internal
Year Maturities Cash Cash %

1979 633.2 271 42.8%
1980 617.5 234.4 38%
1981 738.3 207.6 28.1
1982 613.2 201.I 32.8
1983 625.4 151.6 24.3

Rate Counsel did not use the companies construction figures but took

cash flow figures from the Company’s October 10, 1979 bond prospectus. Rate

Counsel then eliminated certain expenditures. These expenditures were as follows:

PS- Con Ed interconnection

ETSC & EDC Expenditures

.Hope Creek, Anticipated sale

of portion of faci}ity

Total deduction

$41 milliod

32

5O

123

ETSC and EDC expenditures (Staten Island LNG Facility and gas

exploration expenditures) were eliminated because they were non-jurisdictional.

This is the same argument presented for the exclusion of these expenditures from

rate base, a position on which I have stated my disagreement. I will therefore

include these expenditures. The elimination of a portion of Hope Creek was

sufficiently rebutted by the Company. The Company stated any sale of a portion

of the Hope Creek Facility would be on an exchange basis. In other words, the

Company would exchange 10% of Hope Creek for i0% of a similar facility. An

exchange would not reduce the level of expenditures.

Rate Counsel presented a persuasive argument with regard to the PS -

Con Ed interconnection. Because Con Ed will be paying a rate of return on the

interconnection construction, no added pressure on earnings will result from these

expenditures and therefore, $41 million should be eliminated.

Rate Counsel also did not include any provision for maturities in its

calculation. Considerable evidence was presented by both Rate Counsel and the

Company showing that various financial analysts did or did not include maturities



their ~eulation of cash flow expenditures,The result is the conclusion ,that

’"~ ;~~~ internal sources, so that money would have come from short-term borrowings, As

cash is generated from the fuel amortization, those short-term borrowings would

be paid off in effect creating an additional expenditure. I will, therefore, not

consider fuel amortizations as a part of internal cash because this source of cash is

washed out by a like amount of expenditure.
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In the last weeks of the hearings, Rate Counsel proposed a final

adjustment which was designed to show that the Company’s forecasted construction

expenditures have always exceeded the amounts aetualIy expended on construction.

Rate Counsel estimated this overestimate to be $50 million per year. Although there

were remaining hearing days ]eft, the Company did not contest Rate Counsel’s estimate. I

will, therefore, deduct an appropriate amount due to the historical overestimate.

My position on cash flow is summarized as follows:

1980-1981
Construction Expenditures ($millions)

October prospectus
Less: PS-Con Ed Construction
Plus: Maturities
Less:Historical Overestimate
Tbtal"

$ 1,258
(41)

72.5
(100)

$1,189.5

~980 y 1981
Internal Oash - $20 million in Rate Relief

( $ milli6’~)

Retained in Business
Depreciation
Deferred Taxes
Amortizations
(less ourrent fuel)
Total Cash Flow

(168,2)
361

150.7
103.4

446.9

Total Cash Flow = 446.9 =

1,189.5Construction Expenditures
37,5%

Rate Counsel set out to demonstrate that the Company would meet its

construction expenditures at a level of 50% internally generated cash even with $20

million in rate relief. As the above figures show, that figure is a much lower 37.5%. Rate

Counsel never conceded that the 50% standard was the correct standard. Rate Counsel

suggested that the percentage could be as low as 35%. The question arises then as to

what is the standard.

A review of exhibit RC-99, Rate Counsel’s source document for determining

internally generated cash, shows that the percentage of cash from internal sources ranged

from 42.3% to 69.2% for the years 1976 through 1978. During those years, the ,company

retained very modest amounts of money in the business. During this period coverage~ were
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adequate ranging from 3.24 to 3.55 and AFDC as a percent of earnings ranged from 22.7

to 29.3. I find that the 5{)% standard proposed by the Company is the proper standard. I,

therefore, concur wit/~ Rate Counsel’s decision to wit!xlraw this issue from

this case.

The other side of this issue is whether an additional $250 million in

CWIP should be included in rate base. An updating of Exhibit P-44R for the level

of rate relief recommended herein is shown as follows:

50% Rate Relief (177 Million + i0 Million via

$50 Million CWIP in rate base)

Capital Requirements 1980-1981
Less:historic oyerestimate
Less: Con-Ed interconneetion
Adjusted Capital Requirements.

Cash from Operation
Add:Additional Income from

ALJ recommendation
Adjusted Cash
% Cash from operations

Mortgage Indenture Coverage
AFDC as % of earnings

1464.1
1O0
40

841.2

25.5
666.7
666.7 = 50.3%
1324

3.05-3.4
33.8- 29.3%

It is the position of this judge that cash flow, coverages, AFDC as a

percentage of earnings are adequate as shown above. If Rate Counsel’s October

bond prospectus figures were used for construction expenditures, the effect would

be to increase coverages and decrease AFDC as a percentage of earnings. The

actual figures for AFDC and coverages, then, is probably at the bottom ahd top end

of the ranges described above. Perhaps the Company will sot be in perfect

financial health, but in this difficult inflationary period it is unfair for the rate

payers to assume the added burdens of including an additional $250 million of CWIP

in rate base. I, therefore, reject the Company’s proposal to include an additional

$250 million of CWIP in rate base.



Rate Counsel prot~osed the use of a new approach to working capital,

which approach is now under consideration by the Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission (FERC). It is presently in the draft stages and input from industry

and public advocate groups is being solicited. Rate Counsel’s adjustment would

result in a reduction to rate base in the amount of $195 million. The Company has

used the I/Sth method, the method consistently approved by the Board.

Testimony indicated that Rate Counsel’s witness admitted there were

some problems with FERC approach. The Company has further pointed out that

the formula is defective with regard to unbilled revenues, the forty (40) day

revenue lag, purchased power, nuclear fuel and payroll taxes.

The’FERC approach may be inaccurate but the I/Sth formula is also

inaccurate. Testimony indicated that a highly regarded investment research firm

reported that the Company has a negative working capit~ requirement in excess of

$13 m]11ion. In a YERC case involving electric wholesale utiility rates a form of

lead-lag study was performed and the results lead FERC to reconsider the use of

the I/Sth formula. Carolina Power and Light, Docket No, ER76-495. Rate Counsel

demonstrated that if working capital was determined in accordance with that

opinion, petitioner would have a negative working capital. ~e_n a lead-lag study

has been performed in eases involvin~ New Jersey water compaflies, the I/Sth

method proved to be inaccurate and overly generous. Elizabethtown Water

~, Hearin~ Examiners Report and Recommendation, Docket No. 781-6. It is

difficult, however, to make a comparison between water companies and gas and

electric companies.

The question presented is which of the inaccurate methods, FERC or

the I/Sth, is most accurate. The Company has demonstrated that the YERC

method is inaccurate in some respects but has not shown, when confronted with

Rate Counsel’s evidence, that the I/Sth formula is a good approximation of the

appropriate level of working capital. All Rate Counsel’s evidence, plus the results

of the lead-lag study performed in the l~iizabethtown Water Company case,
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indicate the actu~ leve~ of working capital is much lower than that claimed by the

Company. I will, therefore, reduce working capital by the $195 million amount

recommended by Rate Counsel, however, the Company is directed to perform a

lead-lag study in its next rate case.

The Company stated on the record that if its position on the I/Sth

formula was accepted, that it would agree to Rate Counsel’s adjustments with

regard to materials and supplies. The I/8 Formula has. not been accepted and the

Company has not argued against the materials and supplies adjustment in their

brief. I wfl], therefore, accept Rate Counsel’s adjustments.

Staten Island LNG facility (ETSC & EPC)

In the early 1970’s the Company embarked on a plan to import LNG

fron~ Algeria. To implement this plan the Company first financed then bought a

company called Di~trigas which at the time had obtained a~ necessary approvals

from agencies having jusridiction over the proposed facilities. In addition, the

Federal Power Commission (FPC) had stated in a decision that it would not assert

jurisdiction over the proposed facilities (47 F,P.C. 752 (1972) and 47 F.P.C. 1465

(1972)). It was only after the FPC declined to assert jurisdiction that Public

Service provided financing to Distrigas.

On May 25, 1973 the I~PC reversed itself and asserted jurisdiction over

the facililties. The issue of the certification of the facilities }s still before the

FPC (now FERC).

In the meantime Public Service has made an alternative proposal to

FERC which is to use the Staten Island Facility as a peak-shaving facility. In other

words, gas would be liquified and stored at the facilities during the summer and

then pumped out during the coldest, peak winter days. For an additional $64

million this conversion to a. peak-shaving facility could be accomplished.

The Company can and does store gas at other facilities. In determining

the economics of converting the Staten Island Facility a study was done comparing

the costs of conversion to the cost of using other existing storage facilities. The

study showed it was cheaper to convert the Staten Island facility, however the sunk
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costs of the Staten Island facility were ignored and the comparison was made on

the basis of conversion costs only.

A potential problem exists when this facility comes on line. Will New

Jersey ratepayers pay the the sunk costs or w~ their contribution be limited to

conversion costs or the costs of other competitive forms of storage? In recognition

of this potential problem the Company is seeking to limit its investment in the

facility by requesting that the current expenses of the project be paid currently

rather than capitalized. I find the recovery of current expenses to be inappro-

priate. The facility will have to stand on its own when it comes on line, with all

legitimate costs of construction included in determining the rate that will be

determined by FERC. Also, to award rate relief for hurrent expenses would

provide better treatment to this facility than any of the company’s other

construction projects; I wi~., therefore, disavow the recovery of current expenses.

Staff in its brief argues that the Staten Island. facility should be taken

out of rate base. Staff cites difficulty in obtaining regulatory approvals, protests

from nearb.y residents and the three to four year lag in the facility coming on line,

as reasons for taking the project out of rate base. Staff, however, does not discuss

the benefits of the project.

Ignoring sunk costs, the project is cheaper than other forms of storage.

The Company has also shown a need for additional storage. Testimony indicated

that future incremental supplies of gas coming from Canada and Mexico will be on

a high load factor basis. In other words, to take this gas the Company must receive

almost equal amounts of gas all year round. They can not take more in the winter

and less in the summer. Storage facilities are needed to augment these high load

factor supplies.

Testimony also indicated that FERC was under the pressure of a court

ruling remanding the case concerning FEI~C’s jurisdiction back to FERC. The court

specially commented on the unfairness of FERC reversing itself on the question of

jursidiction. Distrigas Corporation v. Federal Power Commissiont 495 F.2d 1057

(19745), cert. den. 419 U.S. 834 (1974). Testimony by the Company also indicated

that the greatest drawback to the original LNG facility was the passage of ships
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through a narrow waterway near Staten Island. There being no plan now to import

LNG, the greatest difficulty to the Company’s plan has been removed.

The Company further testified that costly existing oil gas facilities

could be retired with the addition of the peak-shaving facility. The Company

would to a lesser degree be subject to supply curtailment. The supply of gas would

be interchangeable w~th existing supplies, and plant that is already constructed

would be utilized.

Considering the foregoing, I disagree with staff. The need, economics,

and practical advantages of the facility outweigh the objections cited by staff. I

will, therefore, a~ow the $81,933 cost of the facility in rate base.

Rate Counsel goes further in its objection to the Staten Island Facility.

Rate Counsel Woul~d notonly’take the facility out of rate base but in addition wodld

investigate abandoning,-the projecct. To justify’ this approach evidence was

produced to show that other sources of supply such as liquified propane gas (LPG)

would be a more economical source of supply. However, there was considerable

difficulty with the testimony of the witnesses and the’ approach they followed.

Neither of rate Counsel’s two witnesses on this subject had the

necessary expertise in the design of a gas distribution system. They were not

disqualified as witnesses, however, but allowed to testify with the understanding

that their testimony could not support a decision by the Company to change its

present use of gas supplies. As testimony progressed it became evident that the

Company had considered many more aspects of the use of LPG than Rate Counsel’s

witnesses. However, after the Company had taken advantage of every available

opportunity to discredit Rate Counsel’s expert witnesses, the fact remained that

Rate Counsel’s proposal was still $19 million cheaper than the Company’s.

There were, however, questions left unanswered, such as the long run

availability of LPG as opposed to the long run availability of pipeline gas.

Questions of the safety of LPG, which has a different specific gravity than natural

gas, were posed but left for the most part unanswered. To further explore this I

suggest an investigation be initiated by the Board to consider these questions as
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~vell as o~hers before any action is taken by the Board concerning the Staten Island
facility. Pending an investigation by the Board, I will allc~ the Staten

Island facility in rate base.
OPERATLNG INCOME

The Company demonstrated a test year utility operating income of

$328,017,000. After             the Company proposed a pro forma utility

operating income of $346,568,000. A schedule of the Company’s test year income

and pro forma income is contained in this decision as Appendix If. The discussion

that follows deals with the issues that have been raised with regard to pro forma

utility operating income.

Annualization Adjustments

This i~ue ebmprises two individual adjustments. The income effect of

these adjustments is set f6rth below:.               : .

AFDC
Interest Expense (Staff)
Income effect

(000 omitted)

$11,924

26,072

Both, Staff and Rate Counsel would depart from past Board policy and

deduct these adjustments from operating income. It is my position that these

adjustments should be considered in the context of setting forward looking rates.

Testimony in the record, but brought to the forefront through the

Company’s brief, indicated that minor expense items are estimated to increase by

$16 million during 1979. Projecting that same level of increase through year-end

1980, an $8.6 million decrease in income due to minor expenses will occur ($16

million x 54%). Testimony also indicated that a conservative estimate of the

additions to rate base through year-end i981 is $650 million without Salem No. 2.

Taking one-half of this amount, and deducting $175 million in accumulated

depreciation, there would be an approximate need for an additional rate of return

and added depreciation expense in the amount of 18.1 million. (150 x .08 = 12 and

325 x 3.5% x 54% = 6.1). Salem No. 2, when it comes on line, wilI increase

operation and maintenance expense by $2.8 million, depreciation by $7 million and
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rate of return by $17.1 million (213.5 x 8% = lT.l). In addition, the Company wil]

experience growth in the total number of customers resulting in added income of

$4 million. The income effect of these increases is set forth below:

Year End 1980

Minor expenses 8.6

Additions to Rate Base
rate of return 12

depreciation 6.1

Growth in Customers ’(4)

Salem No. 2

O&M 2,8

depreciatibn

rate of return 17.1

Increase in expenses 49.6

Annualization Offset 14.1

I will a~ow the annualization adjustment with regard to AFDC but not

with regard to the Interest expense deduction, so as to provide on offset to the

increase in expenses occurring approximately by year-end 1980. As can be seen

from the above calctilation the $14.1 million offset to increases in expense, by not

allowing annualization of the interest expense deduction, is reasonable.

Energy Development Corporation (Gas Exploratio..n)

The current structure of the payment of costs with regard to the

Company’s gas exploration activities ~s that the investor s.upplies the capital and

the ratepayer guarantees his return. The return the rate payer pays, however, is

reduced by the profit on all sa~es of gas. The gas must be directed to Public

Service under the terms of the gas exploration agreements. If the sales of gas are

adequate to pay the investor his return the rate payer pays no return, except the

return paid during the period of time the gas exploration facilities are under

construction,
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So far the company’s gas exploration activities have been more than

successful, exceeding the industry average for successful wells. The ratepayer so

far is responsible only to pay a return for facilities under construction, typically a

three year period. The project has proved to be succesful and the cost structure

has been a fair one. Rate Counsel, however, proposes to change the cost

responsibilities by imputing added income from the project. This will have the

effect of changing the cost responsibilities. Rate Counsel proposes this change,

yet there is no impetus for doing so. The project is succesful thus assuring supplies

of gas and further reducing the rate payers responsibility by providing greater

profits. The company should be rewarded for its good business judgment and

allowed to explore for gas uneffected by a change in rate case treatment. I,

therefore, reject Rate Counsel’s adjustment with the caveat that if the project

proves unsuccessful there will be time enough to make appropriate adjustments.

For the same reasons stated above. I also reject Rate Counsel’s proposal to reflect

on]y 80% of the investment in EDC in rate base and .for the Company to pay t~e

salary of an independent geologist to aid the Board.

Donations

The Board has consistently held that donations which are reasonable in

amount and non-discriminatory in purpose shall be allowed as le~timate operating

expenses. Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Docket No. 761-8 and Public

Service Electric and Gas Company, Docket No. 709-494. Where a policy of the

Board has been announced with consistency, I am bound to follow Board policy. I

will, therefore, e.llow the $258,000 for donations as a lesdtimate operating expense.

Interest Income Related To Kerr McGee

In order to purchase uranium from Kerr-McGee, the Company makes

advances to Kerr-McGee which accrue interest. When Kerr-McGee sells the

uranium to the Company it credits the sale for the advances and accrued interest.

Rate Counsel would make an adjustment for the accrued interest because the

accrued interest is at a rate of 8% while the overall rate of return recommended
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herein, the cost of capital, is much greater. It is 9.81%. The Company argues

against this adjustment on the general grounds that it is another source of

attrition. I have dealt with the problem of attrition in the

adjustments discussion and found an appropriate amount as an offset. I find Rate

Counsel’s proposed treatment of this item to be appropriate and will reflect an

adjustment of $~ ?l, 000 in operating income.

Con Ed Interconnection Interest

Simi]ar to the Kerr-McGee adjustment, Rate Counsel recommends an

adjustment to Con-Ed interconnection interest. As with Kerr-McGee, I will reflect

an adjustment to operating income in the amount of $53,000.

Nuclear Ad. vertisin~.

Currently, the Company is purchasing advertising space and runnirlg

articles on the subject of nuclear energy. The articles contain quotes from

scientists belonging to an organization called Scientists and Engineers for Secure

Energy (SESE). The Company pays for the advertisement .~ind also makes a

contribution to SESE. The advertising payment is treated as a legitimate expense

while the contribution is treated as a below the line, discriminatory donation. Rate

Counsel opposes the treatment of these advertising expenses as legitimate and

would move the expense below the line.

The evidence indicated that the contents of the advertisement was an

attack on "a small but highly vocal minority who have been spreading fear and

alarm despite the irrefutable record of atomic energy’s safety." The advertisement

is not a discussion of the merits of nuclear energy but an attack on a group that

opposes nuclear energy. The article seeks to identify and draw political battle

lines between the two groups. The article is very definitely political in nature.

There can also be no doubt that nuclear energy is a political issue, when presidents

do not care to speak on the issue, thousands of demonstrators gather public!y and

eongressiona! committees hold hearings on the issue. In conc!usion I find that both

the article and the subject of nuclear energ~ are political in nature.
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The ~]uestion then is whether Board policy treats political advertising as

below the line. Rate Counsel neglected to point out in their brief that the Board

has already dealt with this entire issue. The Board held generic hearings on the

subject of advertising which resulted in a decision by the Board broadly treating

many forms of advertising as below the line. It is not clear but the Board

apparently granted reconsideration of the issue to consider a narrower scope to the

No action was ever taken on reconsideration. By operation of BPU

regulations if no action on reconsideration is taken within sixty (60) days the

reconsideration is denied. It was generally understood, however, that the Board

would not take any action on advertising until the entire issue was resolved.

Technica~y, however, there is a valid, outstanding Board order treating advertising

as below the line.

The issue as to political advertising is not unresolved however. At no

tiptoe in the board’s consideration of the issue did it question whether political

advertising was not to be t~eated as" below the line. Political advertising always

fell within the narrowest scope of the proposed treatment of advertising. I,

therefore, conclude that at least as to political advertising it is Board policy to

treat such advertising expenses as a below the line expense.

ATLANTIC GENERATING STATION ABANDONMENT LOSS

In December 1978 the Company officially abandoned the Atlantic

Generating Station project, which was a project aimed at siting floating nuclear

power plants off the coast of New Jersey. Rate Counsel stipulated with the

Company in the last rate case that the proper treatment of this loss was to

amortize the loss over 20 years with no rate of return being earned on the

unamortized portion.

The treatment of the loss was stipulated to, but the appropriate amount

of the loss was the subject of extensive litigation in this case. Rate Counsel

undertook a thorough review of the entire history of the project. As a result of

their review, Rate Counsel recommended the following adjustments:
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Atlantic Generating Station

(000 omitted)

Joint 0 wnership

Renegotiationn of AGS Contract

AFDC

(~45,380)

(iI,8~7)

(10,139)

Termination Costs:

Salvage

Unabsorbed Overheads

Valves

Sales Assessment

Corporate Managed Costs

Marketing Expenses

Wind down expenses

Joint Ownership.

($~o,ooo)

(29,800)

( 900)
(1,400)

(soo)
(2,800)

113,786

Rate Counsel would make an adjustment due to the joint ownership

provisions of the Atlantic Gene!ating Station (AGS) contract. The Company gave a

20% share of the AGS Facilities to Atlantic City Electr~e Company (ACE) and

Jersey Central Power and Light Company (JCP & L) in return ACE’s and JCP & L’s

responsibility in the event of termination was l.imited to $6 million. The 20% share

of the facilities and the cost responsibility were disproportionate. In other words

ACE’s and JCP + L’s share of the cost upon termination should have been greater if

based on their 20% share of the generating capacity.

Reasonableness and prudence, the standards used in this proceeding,

contemplate varying levels of risk in decision making. If one is in a high risk

situation, it may be prudent to elect a high risk alternative. The AGS project has

not been viewed by the Company as high risk. They have sought to minimize the

risks. Rate Counsel has commented on the difficulties of the project, but they

seek to compare AGS to the normal situation of a land-based nuclear facility.
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Rate Counsel therefore perceives the risks of AGS as no different than a land-

based fac~ity. I will, therefore, assume AGS has attached to it a normal level of

risk in terms of ultimately brining the facility on line.

Rate Counsel’s argument is that the disproportionate joint cost arrange-

ments of AGS was imprudent because it is contrary to the industry standard which

is a proportionate sharing of costs. In order to demonstrate this standard, Rate

Counsel looks to other Public Service facilities which the Company has undertaken

jointly with other utilities. Rate Counsel shows that with these other facilities

there is a proportionate sharing of costs and thus creates a standard. The Company

shows that each joint facility has its own p~culiarities and there can be no standard

generalized from an analysis of these facilities. Further~ the peculiarity making

disproportionate cost arrangments necessary for AG$ was the need for extensive

transmission fac}lities in ACE’s and JCP & L’s service territories. Evidence has not

been produced from’ other jurJsdJetJ~ons pre~umab}y because of the JimJted expertise

of Rate Counsel’s witness.

The Company grants that the other jointly owned facilities, Salem and

Hope Creek, are located out of the Company’s service territory, are served by

extra territorial transmission lines, and the costs were shared proportionately. The

Company shows, however, that the reason for this proportionate sharing was

because both of these facilities were originally planned to be located within the

Company’s service territory at Burlington and Newbold Island. The agreements for

the cost sharing were originally executed without the parties contemplating the

need for extra territorial transmision lines.

I find the Company’s position to be persuasive and conclude that Rate

Counsel has not established a standard by which the Company can be judged. I will,

therefore, not al]ow this adjustment.

_R.enegotiation of the OPS Contract

In 1974 the Company renegotiated the OP$ contract. The contract

originally entered into was in the nature of a joint venture. Both the Company and

Offshore Power Systems (OPS) stood to gain from the success of the project. OPS
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sought to mass pruduce floating nuclear generating stations. Obviously the more

units they could sell the greater their profit would be. The Public Service

Company had a fixed price contract, but the price.would be reduced as OPS was

able to sell additional units. I~ accepting a fixed price contract Public Service

gave up control over the management of the projects costs.

By 1974 OPS had sold no units to anyone other than Publiic Service. The

load forecasts of Public Service showed decreasing growth in projected load ever

since 1969. One must assume Public Service’s experience was typical of the

industry along the Eastern Seaboard. OPS therefore probably knew of these trends

and negotiated the contract in 1974 with an eye to the down side, or what their

protection was in case of termination. The Company on the other hand while they

had experienced a decrease in load growth, bad also experienced the abandonment

of other projects due to environmental problems. The net result was that the

..C}o~pany had an increased need for generating ca[~acity and was. viewing the upsirle

of the contract ’or what would be their costs for completing the project. Not

surprisingly~ the Company was able to negotiate very reasonable terms for the

extension of the service dates of the offshore nuclear units because the Company

was looking to the upside and OPS to the downside. Each party got what they

wanted. The terms of the renegotiated contract retained the fixed price nature of

the contract giving Public Service little control over the management of the

project’s costs.

Rate Counsel argues that the lack of control of the project’s costs

resulted in $i1,567,000 in costs that need not have been incurred. Rate Counsel

maintains the Company had the incentive to ignore the long range downside costs

of termination because they wanted the short run benefits of improved cash flow.

Rate Counsel demonstrates that the Company was in the throes of a serious

financial crisis in 1974 which gave rise to a need for improved cash flow. Rate

Counsel further argues that not only did the Company have the incentive, but it in

fact acted imprudently because there were many indications in 1974 that the

offshore nuclear facilities would never be needed.



From the testimony I conclude, that on the basis of the information

available to the Company, that a reasonable projection of the future showed a need

for the offshore facilities. How, ever, all projections carry with them uncertainty.
The Company was aware of this uncertainty as was demonstrated by the fact that

some consideration was given to a 2.5% growth rate which would have rendered all

the offshore facilities unnecesary.

When confronted with uncertainty a prudent man hedges his decision.

This is what the Company failed to do. The Company placed a II of its eggs in the

upside basket of the renegotiated contract.

The remaining question is whether the lack of control the Company had

over the management of the project’s costs resulted in unnecessary expense. Rate

Counsel maintains that the work on the construction of the OPS manufacturing

plant .could have:been delayed ~o~ to five years. The Company argues in rebuttal

that there were wind-down and stuart up costs a~sbciated with a delay in the

construction of the manufacturing plant u~accounted for by Rate Counsel’s

$ii,567,000 cost. The Company also wishes the costs viewed in context. The

Company was able to realize a reduction in progress payments of over $425 million

during the same period as result of the renegotiation.

I find that Company’s arguments with regard to the wind-down and start

up costs noteworthy, but these costs are unquantified. I also find that there are

benefits from the renegotiation of the contract, although unquandfied, which

would offset the $II,567,000 cost proposed by Rate Counsel. I must resolve the

doubts concerning these unquantJfied adjustments against the Company, however,

because it has the burden of proof in this regard. I will, therefore, deduct the

entire amount or $II, 567,000.

AFDC

Rate Counsel argues that the Company should have stopped accruing

AFDC on the offshore nuclear project at the point in time when it first began to

enter exploratory discussions contemplating termination, which was October 1977.
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The Company maintains the appropriate date for calculating AFDC is December

1978, th~ date of leg~ termination under the terms of the contract.

In October 1977 the Company first entered into discussion with OPS

Iookin~ toward termination. It was agreed that February 22, 1978 would be the

deadline for reachin~ agreement on termination costs and those termination ~osts

would be calculated according to the level of just and reasonable expenditures

made before December 29, 1977, The project, however, continued until its official

termination d~t~ o/~ December 1978.

The question is at what point should AFDC no longer be accrued: When

a project is ~Imos¢ dead but has a feint pulse or when the project is officially

pronounced dead? Rate Counsel argues that even if the pro~eet has a feint pulse,

the appropriate date is December 29, 1977 because that is the date on which the

Compar{y’s liability" was fixed retroactively b.y the contract and that should also be

the date on which the ratepayers’ liability is fixed. Rate Counsel’s logic is

. .convincing and I concur with Rate Counsel’s position.

Termination - Unabsorbed Overheads

When termination costs under the contract between Public Service and

OPS ~vere finall~ negotiated Jn February 1977 unabsorbed overheads were a major

item in the negotiations. Unabsorbed overheads are explaJned by the Company as

follows:

"The concept of unabsorbed overheads is w~dley recog-
nized and accepted as a legitimate termination cost.
The basic idea of unabsorbed overheads is that when an
order for a major piece of equipment is placed, facilties
and personnel are reserved for that order and prelimi-
nary engineering work is done, If that order is later
cancelled, and if those facilities and personnel and
preliminary engineering work cannot be otherwise
utilized, a cost of termination is recognized as an
unabsorbed overhead."
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The Company also cited _Apex Metal Stamping Co. v. Alexander and

sawyer lee~, 48 N.J. Super 476 (App. Div. 1958) as proof that unabsorbed overheads

are considered by the courts as a legitimate termination cost. I conclude from the

ComPany’s explanation of these costs that they are legitimate, real costs of

termination. The remaining question is how much of these costs are legitimate.

The Company sought to prove $29.7 million was the appropriate level of

this expense by showing that the negotiation process was fair and favorable to the

Company. The Company argues that OPS’ original claim for unabsorbed overheads

was for $142.4 million and as result of the negotiations that figure was reduced to

$30.I million and possibly as low as $21.9 million if the redction in OPS’ overall

claim is attributed to unabsorbed overheads. The difficul.ty with this argument is

that the Company had no idea what level was appropriate because they were not

allowed to see Westinghouse’s books. Westinghouse is the parent corporation of

0PS and the entity that incurred the unabsorbed overhead costs. I must, therefore

reject the Company’s justificatio~ of this expense as the costs have no basis in

concrete fact. This does not mean that a utility is precluded Trom ever entering

into a settlement negotiation. It means that a utility must be mindful of its

regulatory responsibilities and be able to produce some basis to support its

settlements.

Having rejected the Company’s estimate of the level of costs, the result

is a legitimate cost exists without quantification. Rate Counsel maintains that this

cost be quantified as zero. If it }s a legitimate cost, it cannot be quantified as zero.

To resolve this issue I will allow one-half of the $29.7 million estimated by the

Company or $14.85 million.

As an addendum, I note that the Company attempted to resusitate its

position in its reply brief by showing that actual payments pursuant to a contract

were made by OPS to Westinghouse for unobsorbed overheads in the amount of $25

million. These payments were later audited by Price Waterhouse. All this

evidence proves is OPS made payments to Westinghouse. These payments could

have been fair and reasonable because an attempt was made to accurately reflect
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the costs of the subsidiary to judge its performance or these payments may have

been a vehicle to plow profits into the parent company. I can draw no conclusion

from the fact that payments were made.

The Company settled the contract with OPS on the basis that $18

raill~on was the cost of salvage which would offset Public Servicers total responsi-

bi~ty. Rate Counse2 maintains a higher salvage value is appropriate. Their salvage

estimate is $28 million.

Rate Counsod attacks the Company’s figure on .the basis that they had

limited opportunity to inspect the property, that they should have hired an

appraiser, and that the figure is suspect because it agrees with OPS’ estimate.

I find .that the Company had an adequate basis on which to estimate the

salvage value. The Company had a least a dozen engineers at the construction site

throughout the life of the project. These engifleers periodically made estimates of

termination costs. The Company’s General Manager of Real Estate, who is the

curren~ president of the Chapter of the American Institute of Real Estate

Appraisers, inspected the property at the construction site and had available to him

the same information on which Rate Counsel based its estimate. The company has

also demonstrated substantial weaknesses in Rate Counsel’s estimate. Considering

the foregoing, I will allow $18 mill~on as the value of salvage.

Marketing Costs

Rate Counsel would reduce marketing costs by $2.8 million from $4.2 million,

arguing that OPS should have shared in these costs because it stood to benefit from

its marketing effort through the sale of additional units. The Company relies on

the contract, arguing they were obligated to pay these expenses and further

arguing that the marketing effort would have benefited Public Service.
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As I have already held that the Company renegotiated the contract on

the upside when they should have hedged their decision, I find that Company’s

reliance on the contract unjustified. I therefore, will allow Rate Counsel’s

adjustment, as OPS stood to l~enefit substantially from the marketing effort.

However, I will only allow-one half of the adjustment as the Company has

demonstrated that Rate Counsel has incorrectly calculated this adjustment.

Valve

The Company has adequately demonstrated on the record that the value

of the valves was included in the $18 million salvage value. I will, therefore, make

no deduction for this item. Rate Counsel argued this item. was not included in the

$18 m~llion salvage value.

Maintena6ce and Security

The Company claims the appropriate level of maintenance and security

costs to protect the construction facility for two to three years while it was being

salvaged is $2.1 million. The only proof in this regard is Mr. Mallard~s statement

that " such a facility clearly could not be salvaged all at once, and hence this is a

legitimate cost." ] find the Compnay has not met its burden of proof and will,

therefore, allow Rate Counsel’s adjustment of $1.2 million which is based on a one

year salvage period.

Field SMes Assessments and Managed Corporate ~osts-

The Company originally conceded that these two ~tems, field Sales

Assessments, $1.4 milliion, and Managed Corporate Costs, $0.6 million, were

inappropriate. In its reply brief the Company does not concede these items,

arguing that these items were in effect bargaining chips. The Company argues that

some recognition should be given to their ability to negotiate a settlement figure

lower than their original estimate of their liability.
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The Company’s position is a sensible one since Rate Counsel used the

Company’s estimate of its liabJI~ty as a starting t>laee for its adjustments. I will

therefore, deduct $2 miLHon for Field Sales Assesments and Managed Corporate

costs, but will offfset that amount by the $8 million the Company was able to save

through its negotiation efforts.

S_u_~=m a~y .Of ~Ad~ustm ants - Atlanti~

Company Proposed Amount

Less Termination Adjustments

$319,9 million

Sales Assesment

Unabsorbed overheads

Group

Marketing Expenses

Maintenance & Security

Negotiations Gains

Deduct ter mi nation ad]ustment

Less Renegotiation Adjustment

Less AFDC Adjustment

Plus $6 million paid by other utilities

1,4

14,85

0,6

1,4

1,2.

(
11.45

(11,45)

(7.37)

295,48
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Tax computation:

Before Tax Loss

Non-Taxable (13.9%)
Taxable Base

Tax at 48%:     -

After Tax Loss

Total Net Loss
ALJ Net Abondonment Los

Divide by 20 years

Adjustmemt to Income

295.48

41.07

254.41

122. !2

132.29

173.36

173,360

8,668

RATE OF RETURN

The Company’s witness Dr. Phillips recommended a 14.5% rate of

return on equity using a comparable earnings approach. Dr. Phillips’ method was to

demonstrate that utilities were either riskier or had risks comparable to the

Standard & Poor’s 400 Industrials. He then used the = average rate of return on

equity of the 400 industrials, 14.5%, as the rate of return for the petitioner.

The Company employed a second rate of return witness Mr. Meyer,

who’s method was characterized as not being a classic rate of return method. Mr.

Meyer testified that th~ equity investor would require a dividend yield on book

value at least equal to the bond rate of the same company which ~n the then

current market was 9.75%. To produce the 9.75% dividend y~eld on book value, the

Company would have to earn a 15% rate of return on book common equity assuming

a 6596 payout ratio. As a proof that his position is correct, Mr. Meyer calculated

the actual return to the investor in terms of yield and growth and found that the

actual return f~ll within a range of 12.75% - 14.75%, a range considered reasonable

by Mr. Meyer.
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Both Dr. Phillips and Mr. Meyer put forward positions on rate of return

as witnesses for the Company, Dr. Phillips reeommendd 14.5% and Mr. Meyer 15%.

A rate of return on equity of 14.25%, however, represents the Company’s position.

Rate Counsel presented the testimony of Dr. Marcus who principly used

a Discounted Cash Flow approach (DCF) but also a comparable earnings and a

spread method approach. Dr. Marcus’s recommended position was a 13.1% rate of

return on equity.

The Federal Government Agencies, an intervenor in the case, presented

the testimony of Dr. Belmont who also used the DCF method. Dr. Belmont

determined a range of reasonableness for the equity re.re of return. A return

between 12.03% and 12.75% was recommended as reasonable by Dr. Belmont with a

single most pro[~able .value of 12.53%.

Beginning with the’Federal. Government Agencies position of 12.53%

rate of return on equity, I note that a past Board decisions have allowed a 13% rate

of return, a return higher than recommended by the Federal Government, and the

Company’s stock has never sold at or near book value at that 13% rate of }eturn. I

also note that since the 13% rate of return was first awarded by the 19oard, market

conditions have changed considerably, necessitating a higher return. I, therefore,

reject the position of the Federal Government.

In the concluding weeks of the testimony in this case, the Company

produced evidenced updating Rate Counsel’s position as proposed by Dr. Marcus.

The update was necessitated by the change in market conditions occurring in the

fall of 1979. That evidence is summarized as follows:

RATE COUNSEL’S

POSITIO N

COMPANY

UPDATE

Divident Yield 9.6% 10.05% 10.05

Expected Growth 3.0% 3.0 3,25

Cost of Equity 12.60% 13.05 13.30
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Dividend Yield Adjusted

for Selling Costs and

Pressure

Fair and Reasonable Return

(1) lO.1% lo.58 lO.58
(2) 10.86 10.86

(1) 13.1096 13.58 13.83

(2) 13.86 14.11

(1) 5.0% pressure and selling cost adjustment

(2) 7.5% pressure and se~ing cost adjustment

Dr. Marcus in petitioner’s last rate proceeding used.a 3.25% growth facctor

and a 7.5% pressure and selling cost factor. Dr. Marcus’ testimony as to why he

down graded these factors.in this case was unpersuasive. I will, therefore, use the

higher factors,’ih ~ssessing Rate Counsel’s position.                       ’ .~

The company recalculated Dr. Marcus’ dividend yield figure using both an

’eighteen month average, which dilutes the high dividend yield months in 1979, and

a twelve month average ~hrough October 1979, which is reflected in the above

schedule. The Company pointed out that even using the more conservative

eighteen month figure, which is 9.93%, with a 3.25% growth factor and a 7.5%

pressure and selling cost factor, the result is a 13.99% rate of return on equity.

Using a twelve month average, as can be seen from the above table, the rate of

return is 14.11%.

Another approach is to look back in time to when the Company stock

last sold near book value. In 1977 the Company’s stock sold at 93% of book value

after a rate decision by the Board in 1976 which allowed the Company a 13% rate

of return. Assuming the Board made the correct decision as evidenced by the

market place assessment (93% of book), it is possible to update the 1976 decision

by applying Marcus’ spread method.
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Dr. Marcus’ spread method divides the rate of return on equity into two

components; the utility bond rate and an increment of return representing the

higher risk of equities above the bond rate. The equity risk component remains

constant, therefore, it is possible to measure the change in market conditions by

observing the change in the bond rate. Subtracting the 1977 bond rate from the

1979 bond rate, an increment of 1.66% is determined. Today’s rate of return on

equity would, therefore, be 1.66% higher than the 13% allowed by the Board in

1976 or 14.66%. The 1979 bond rate was determined in mid 1979. Market

conditions have changed considerably since then. If that bond rate was determined

today it would be in the neighborhood of 100 basic points higher or 15.66%.

The company demonstrated that the testimony of its witness, Mr.

Meyer should also be updated. Mr. Meyer’s recommendation would no longer be

15%, but rather in the 15-17% range.

Using the 13.99% rate of return of Dr. Marcus as recalculated by the

Company and giving minimum effect to the 14.5% rate recommended by Dr.

Phillips, the updated 15-17% rate of Mr. Meyer, and the 14.66 to 15.66% rate as

developed by applying Dr. Marcus’ spread method, the 14.25% rate of return on

equity requested by the Company is reasonable.

Capit~ization

The Company’s proposed capitalization at December 31, 1979 according

to schedules submitted with the second stipulation is summarized as follows:

Long-Term Debt

Preferred Stock

Dividend Preference

Short-Term Debt

(Thousands of Dollars)

Amount Percent Cost Weighted Cost

$2,256,919 44.15 7.48 3.30

589,994 Ii.54 7.67 .89

29,568 .58 6.28 .04

119,074 2.33 13.00 .30
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Customer’s Deposit 14,500 .28 9.00

Deferred Taxes 247,512 4.84 0.00

Common Equity !,854,906 36.28 14~25

Total $5,112,473 100.00

.03
0.00

5.17

9.73

There are three issues with regard to the capitalization
and they are:

Rate Counsel imputes an additional amount of re-
venue to the Company on account of unbilled reve-
nues. The additional revenue produces additional
taxes which in turn results in greater deferred
taxes. Rate Counsel has therefore, increased the
amount of deferred taxes in the capitalizatidn which
are carried in the capitalization as cost-free capi-

Rate" C.ounsel noted that $18.5 million of the ’$119
minion of short-term debt was ~ade up of long-
term debt due within one year and carrying a cost of
2.75%. Rate Counsel then averaged the 2.75% cost
with the 13% cost proposed by the Company and
arrived at. an average cost of 11.6.%.

3. Rate Counsel would reduce the .equity balance for
the write-off of the Atlantic Generating Station
abandonment loss.

The first issue as to unbilled revenues is perplexing because if there is a

uniform rate in effect throughout the year and similar weather conditions prevail

from year to year, revenues calculated on an accrual basis (includes unbilled

revenues) and revenues accounted for on a cash basis should be equal. There was,

however, a change in the rate due to the electric and gas fuel adjustment clause

increases part way through the year. The accrual method would pick up more of

the revenues at the higher rate and therefore reflect greater revenues. The

question is which method is more appropriate?

For the most part the Company’s books are based on the accrual method

but for tax purposes the cash method is used with regard to revenues. Use of the

accrual method for tax purposes, which would include unbilled revenues, would

bring the tax calculation into line with the income statement and would eliminate

the mismatch in methods. I, therefore, concur with Rate Counsel’s adjustment for

unbilled revenues of $52,383,000.
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Rate Counsel’s adjustmer~t for 2.75%, maturing, long-term debt involves

considerations of how forward looking the rate ease should be. If one is to adhere

strictly to the test year, Rate Counsel’s adjustment is appropriate. If one is to

take a forward look, one would agree with the Company that the 2.75% bonds

would be replaced in 1980 at a much greater cost, a cost similar to the 13%

proposed by the Company. Since the Company has adhered fairly closely in this

case to the strict test year approach, except for the adjustments for wages, I will

allow the 13% rate for short-term debt.

The third adjustment for reducing the equity balance due to the

Atlantic abandonment, I find entirely without merit. The appropriate adjustment is

to rate base not the capital structure. The fact that the Atlantic abandonment loss

has been written off by the Company does not reduce the cost of capital. The

question is should it? Any appropriate adjustment would have to be done across the

board, adjusting all items’of capital because the capital used for Atlantic did dot

come just from equity sources. If su.ch a pro rata, across the board, adjustment

was done there would be no effect on the cost of capital as the "amount" columnn

would change but the percentages and costs would remain the same. I will,

therefore, not reduce the capital structure for the Atlantic abandonment write-off.

The resulting capital structure is as follows:

Long-Term Debt

Preferred Stock

Dividend Preference

Short Term Debt

Customers’ Deposits

Deferred Taxes

Common Equity

Total

Amount Percent Co Weighted Cost

$2,256.919 43.70 7.48 3.25

589,994 ]Io42 7.67 .88

29,568 .57 6.28 .04

119,074 2.31 13.00 .30

14,500 .28 9.00 .03

299,895 5.81 0.00 0.00

$5,164,856 100.00 9.61%



section, of this decision, the following summary of the revenue requirements,

Gas Total

798,043 5,011,518

9.61% 9.61%

Income Requirement

Pro Forma Operating Income

Revenue R~rem~t

404,9

~3~1~914

73,001

2.12

154,762

Conelusion

76,692 481,607

50,092 .......382,006

2.6,600 99,6~1

2.12 2. |2
56~392 211,154

Based on tl~e foregoing and after consideration of the
entirerecord in this proeeeding~ I FIND that:

The reasonable amount of the individual adjust-
ments to rate base and pro forma operating
income are as contained in Appendix I and Appen~
dix IZ,

The proper adjustments to the Company’s capital
structure are as contained in the discussion of
that subject herein.

The fair and reasonable rate of return on equity is
14.25% and the fair and reasonable overall rate of
return is 9.6 i%.



that:
Based on the above findings, I FLND and CONCLUDE

The reasonable level of rate base is
$5,011,518,000:

The fair and reasaonable rate of return applicable
to the rate base found reasonable herein is 9.61%

A level of reasonable operating expenses, as evi-
denced by the adjustments to pro forma operating
income, produces pro forma utility operating in-
come of $382,006,000.

Pro forma utility operating income of
$382,006,000 would produce a rate of return of
7.4% which is less than the rate of return found
reasonable herein and, therefore, petitioner’s pre-
sent rates are unreasonable.

Additional" annual utility operating income of
$99,601,000 would aff}~rd petitioner the opportu-
nity to earn a rate of return of 9.61% which has
been found reasonable herein.

Tariffs designed to produce $211,154,000 in addi-
tional annual revenues would produce $99,601,000
in addition~ annual utility operating income.

Based on the foregoing, it is HEREBY ORDERED that:

No increase in rates be permitted pending the
decision of the rate design section of this deci-
sion.

Upon the effective date of this decision,
Petitioner should include 20.941 mills of electric
energycosts in base rates. In addition, $140
million of unrecovered electric energy costs is
permitted to be recovered over 28 months through
the Leve~ized Energy Adjustment Clause. The
inclusion of 20.941 mills of electric energy costs
in base rates and the recovery of the above $140
million will result in a Levelized Energy Adjust-
ment charge for the period March I, 1980 through
June 30, 1980 of .2284 per KWH for Rate
Schedule HTS customers and .2443 per KWH for
all other customers.

Petitioner submit in its next rate case a lead-lag
study to determine the proper level of cash work-
ing capital.
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reporter.

It is RECOMMENDED that:

The Boa_,d consider the initiation of an investiga-
tion which would further consider the alternative
use of Liquified Propane Gas (LPG) to meet
petitioner’s peak day gas requirements.

EXHIBIT LIST

A copy of a list of the exhibits may be obtained from the court

This recommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected by

the Board of Public Utilities, which by law is empowered to make a final decision in

this matter. However, if the Board of Public Utilities does not act in forty-five

(45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise extended, this reoommended

decision shall beeomea final decision in accordance with N.J.S.A. 52:14B-10.
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I HF~EBY FILE with the Secretly of the Board of Public Utilities,

Gera~d A. Calabrese, my Initial Decision in this matter and the ~eeord in these

DATE

DATE                                                                                AGENCY HEAD

Mailed to Parties:

DATE

gyd



Appendix

Plant in Service
Held for future use

Nuclear Fuel
In Reactor
In Process
Spent Fuel
Materials & Assem.

Total Plant

Depreciation Reserve
Acc~m. Amort. of

~I. Fuel Assem5.
Cust. Advanoes
Net Plant
working Capital

i/8 of O&M Exp.
Prepayments
Working Funds

Total Cash
Materials & Supplies
Total Working Capital

Company A__~_~
Adjustments

Electric Gas Total    Electric    Gas    Total

3,979,088 942,333 4,921,421 3,979,088 942,333 4,921,421
19,083 1,579     20,662 - - 20,662

1,214,887 8,457 1,223,344 12,470 9 1,235,823

22,300 - 22,300 - - 22,300
105,185 " 105,185 " - 105,185

2,624 - 2,624 - - 2,624

~ - 1,264 " - 1,264
952,369 6,296,800 12,470 9 6,309,279

(1,197,720)(375,946) (1,573,666) - - (i~573,666}

(18,008)           - (18,008) - - (18,008)
(17} (4g) (66) . - (66)

576,374 4,705,060 ~-~,470 ~’~ ~,717,539

134,468 61,163 195,631 (134,468) (61,163) -
3,160 733 3,893 - - 3,893
6,554 130 6,684 - 6,684

97,925 100,603 ~98~528 (15,729) (39,034) 143,765

Net Plant & Working
Capital 4,370,~93 739,00~
Current LEAC ~nder rec. - Withdrawn
Unamort-Unrecovered Fuel 20,367 3,160
Investments & Advances

EDC - 89,068
ETSC - 80,499
EPC - 1,434

Gross ~ceipts Tax
Amort since 7/1/75 (31,15~)(14,933)

P.A, Gross Rec. Tax - Withdrawn
Non-Juris. Cust. (8,803)     -
Adjustments
Rate Base 4,~5!,202    898,231

5~i09,796 (137,727)(i00,188) 4,871,881

23,527 - - 23,527

89,068 - - 89,068
80,499 - - 30,499

1,434 - - 1,434

(46,088) - - (46,088)

(8,803) - - (8,803)
...... (137,~27) (i00,188’) ..........

5,249,433 4,213,475    798,043 5,011,518
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Operating Income (000 omitted)

�0mpa~y ALJ

Electric    Ga_~s    Tota____~l     Electric

328,017 273,404

(3,873)
(182)

539

{99)

3,231

536

4,503

(12,103)         -
(628)    -

1,684 -
(445) -
(329) -
(192) -

3,231 -
(487)    -

57,512       -

(2~,000) 20,000

{2,629) -

4,503 -

(9,385) 717

491 545
(11,058) -

(123)

4,520 -
163 109

2,530 -

- 11,925

(11,058)
(123)

Test Year Oper. Inc. 273,404 54,613
Adjustments :
i. Annual of Wages &

Group Life Ins. (8,230)
2. Payroll Tax Incr. (446)
3. Elim of Term Bldg.

Serv. Employees i, 145
4. Pension Exp. Incr. (273)
5. Donations (230)
6. BPU Asses. Incr. (113)

8. EIL~~ of Resale Cust.    (487)
9. Inclusion of AFDC     56,9176

i0. Exclusion of AFDC on
Add. $250 M CWIP (20,000)

11. Accel. Of Amort.
of Fuel (2,629)

12. ETSC & EPC
(~DC & Exp)             -

13. Amort of Atlantic
Aband. (9,385)

14. Annua!. of Salem No. 2 - Withdrawn
15. Kerr-McGee Interest     491
16. E!im of !SG/OPG Rev.
17. Gas Research Inst. Incr. -
18. PA Gross Rec. Tax

Kemoved 4,520
19. Con Ed Interest 163
20. PA Ut. Realty Tax

Amort. 2,530
20a.Amort. of LEAC

under rec. - Withdrawn
21. Annual of AFDC -
22. Wi ~--hdrawn
23. Withdrawn
24. Adj. to Rate Case Exp. 76
25. Productivity Savings 427
26. Gain on Disposition

of Property 138
27. Gain ~n Reacquisition 460
28. Pro Forma Interest @mnual.

resulting in tax saving -
29. Nuclear Advertising       -

Adjustments (ALJ)
Ad j ustments              25,133

298,537

(12,103)(62 )
- 1,684
- (445)
- (329)
- (192)
- 3,231
- (4 7)
- "57,51~

- (2,629)-

2,052 "6,555

(8,668)

1,036
(11,058)

(123)

- 4,520
- 272

2,530

9 11,934

33 ~71 - - 171
109 569 - - 569

- 81 - 81
~3,397 ~,061(6,582) 18,551    58.5~0 (~,521)    53,98~

48,031 346,568 331,914 50,092 382,006

32 108 - - 108
21 448 - .- 448



JOINT POSITION OF PARTIES
ON CERTAIN ISSUES

The undersigned                  without prejudice that

following agreement represents        position on

in this proceeding, Docket No. 794-310. This

ment will be set forth in each brief of

as an indication that no

signed as to the following items:

undersigned Counsel

the under-

A. Rate Base

1. Plant Held for Future Use

The Company’s rate base should include plant held for

future use in the amount of $20,463,000, which              the

year end 1979 plant held for future use balance. While this

amount includes an amount of gas plant held for future use,

such inclusion is related to this issue exclusively and is not

an indication of the appropriateness of any other issue or

adjustment in this proceeding.

2. Construction Work in p[Qgress

The Company’s construction work in progress balance

as of December 31, 1979 should be included in rate base. The

construction work in progress balance should be reduced for

in the amount of $8,573,000, o~her CWIP accrued,

$17,732,000, and suspended work in the amount of $193,000,

for a total reduction of $27,498,000. The CWIP balanceremains

at issue since it could be affected if the Public Advocate’s

operating income adjustments for AFDC and Kerr-McGee are

approved.



B.             Income

i. Annualization of and..G,<oup Life

The Company’s pro for annualization

of wages and group insurance should be reduced by .$76,000

to reflect the tax savings associated with capitalized wages

and overheads. The pro forma adjustment annualization of

wages and group life insurance reducing operating.income should

be $11,651,000.
2. Payroll ~ax Incre~@e’

The Company’s prb forma adjustment reducing operating

income to reflect payroll tax increas~ should be reduced by

$213,000 to reflect the ta~ associated with capitalized

wages and overheads. The appropriate adjustment reducing

operating income for payroll tax increases is $631,000.

3. Pension Expense !nqrease

The Company’s pro forma adjustment for pension expens~

which reduces operating income should be reduced by

$132,000 to reflect the tax savings associated with capitalized

wages and overheads. The pro forma adjustment for pension

expense increases which reduces operating income should be

$211,000. No Rate Base increase shall be made for adjus~nts 1,2 ~f

4. P~blic util~ity Realty Tax Amortization

Test year operating income should be by

$2,530,000 to reflect an exclusion of the Pennsylvania public

utility realty tax surcharge which occurred during the test

period.
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5. ~at.~. ~.a..~se.Expenses

Test year operating income should be by

$108,000 to reflect the Public Advocate’s adjustment to

test year rate case over 18

6. Pr~ductiyity~a~ings

Test year income should be increased by

$448,000 to reflect productivity savings associated with

efficiencies anticipated to occur in 1980.

7. Gain on DisPosition of .Propert~y

Test year operating income should be increased by

"$171,000 to reflect in test year income, gains on the dfsposition

of property sold by .P~blic Service Electric and Gas Company.

8. Gain on Reacauisition of Debt

Test year operating income should be increased by

$430,000 to reflect the gain which occurs when reacquiring

debt securities.

9. Kilowatthours Generated and Gas Sent Out

The electric and gas line loss factors which affect

kilowatthours generated and gas sent out are not in controversy,

and no adjustment should be made to operating income for these

items.

I0. Revenue Factor

The composite electric and gas revenue factor which

should be used as part of this proceeding is 2.12.



The in this are based

upon 9 months actual, 3 months estimated When 12-month

is available, it should be used in place of the

included in this Agreement.

The above Agreement on these                   the

position of the Parties for the e~clusive purpose of this

proceeding and £s not to be used in any way in any subsequent

proceedings as an indication of appropriate adjustments or as

the positions of the Parties in those proceedings. Further-

more, the stipulated positions contained’herein are a reflection

of the Parties’ positions on tho%~ particular issues and are

not to be used in any’way as an indication of any Party’s

position on any other issue in this proceeding which remains

in controversy.

L~wrence R. Co4e~
Attorney for Public Service
Electric and Gas Company

, De ’ ty
Attorney General, on Behalf
of the Staff of the NeW Jet
Board of Public Utilities

Camacho, Deputy
Advocate, on Behalf

of    ~ Department of the
Public Advocate, Division of
Rate Counsel



STATE OF NEW JERSEY
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES

IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION OF
PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS
COMPANY FOR APPROVAL OF AN INCREASE
IN ELECTRIC AND GAS RATES AND FOR

IN THE TARIFFS FOR ELECTRIC
AND GAS SERVICE, P.U.C.N.J. NO. 7,
ELECTRIC, AND P.U.C.N.J. NO. 6,
PURSUANT TO R.S. 48:2-21.

JOINT POSITION OF

DOCKET NO. 794-310
OAL D~KET~NO.~POC~877-79

After a review by the undersigned. Counsel and their

respective consultants of the actual operating results of Public

Service Electric and Gas Company for the 12 months ended December 31,

1979, test period, the actual growth in customers and customer

usage and the level o~ expenses incurred in the last quarter ~f

the test period, the ~ndersigned Counsel agree that the following

Joint Position with attached schedules represents their fina!

positions for this proceeding on the issues identified.

The undersigned Counsel agree that the following Joint

Position is being submitted to the Administrative Law Judge and the

Board for their consideration. If this Joint Position is not

accepted by the Administrative Law Judge and the Board, it is of no

force and effect.

i. Test Year Operating Income, Annualization of Sales and
Deprecfa~i0n EXP~s’e~                    ~

After a review of actual test year operating results and

the growth in sales experienced during the test period, the under-

signed Counsel agree that test year operating income of $328.0 million

is reasonable and representative of a normal level of income. As
\

a result, there exists no controversy between the undersigned Parties
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related to and depreciation expense.

2. Rate Base Items

As the undersigned Counsel agreed that no

should be made to the test period level of depreciation expense,

the of the depreciation reserve at December 31, 1979

of $1,573,666,000 should be reflected in rate base.

The undersigned Counsel agree that $6.684 million for

working funds should be included in rate base rather than the

~$7.759 million proposed by the Company.

’     ’Due to the uncertainty of the status o~ ~he Pennsylvania

gross receipts tax collected prior to the repeal of the tax by

Pennsylvania, no reduction should be made to rate base. The under-

signed Counsel agree that if a final determination of this tax

results in no liability to the Company, amounts collected from the

customers through rates effective June i, 1978 shall be used as

an immediate reduction of fuel costs.

3. Unrecovered Electric Ener~y~y~.~s~ts

After a review of actual results for the period ending

December 31, 1979 and the magnitude of the Company’s unrecovered

fuel costs, the undersigned Counsel agree that unrecovered electric

energy costs of $140 million should be recovered over a 28-month

period through the Levelized Energy Adjustment Clause to be

on the date of the Board’s Order in this proceeding. The undersigned

Counsel agree that the unamortized balance of this 28-month amortiza-

tion will not be included in rate base and will not accrue interest.



The projected underrecovered electric energy

costs balance without a~ortization would be approximately $220 million

by June 30, 1980. While certain remain in controversy con-

this unrecovered fuel cost balance including the outages at

Salem I and Hudson If, the undersigned Counsel that those

issues will be pursued as expeditiously as possible after the Board’s

Order on revenue requirements in this proceeding and that $140

million represents a reasonable estimate of unrecovered costs in-

cluded in the estimated $220 million which is not in controversy.

~ounsel als~ agree that the amortization of about $5 million per

month commen~ing on or after March !, 1980 will leave the major

portion of the $140 million of uncontested costs still unrecovered

when the issues in controversy have been fully litigated and

determined by the Board. Therefore, if the amount in controversy

exceeds $80 million, the uncollected balance of the $140 million

of costs would be available to cover such an eventuality.

The undersigned Counsel agree that recovery of $140

million through a 28-month amortization through the adjustment

clause without rate base treatment or interest on the unamortized

balance does not preclude the Company from requesting a recognition

and recovery of the carrying costs on unrecovered costs incurred

between January i, 1980 and June 30, 1980, when the level of the

charge for July I, 1980 is determined. Other parties reserve their

right to take a position on that issue at the appropria£e time.



Acceleration of Amortizatio~ for Electric Unrecovere~
Fuel Costs

The that pro forma operating

should be by $2.629 million to the Company’s

the amortization of electric un-

recovered fuel costs incurred prior to July i, 1977.

The undersigned Counsel also agree that rate base should

be reduced by $2.629 million to reflect one year’s impact of the

increased amortization on the unamortized b~lance.

Salem Unit No. 2 Ann~alization

The undersigned Counsel agree that the Company’s proposed

adjustment to reflect the impact o~ Salem Unit No. 2 being placed in

commercial operation should not be determined as part of the Board’s

Order on revenue requirements in this proceeding. As a result, the

position of the Public Advocate on the transfer of $250 million of

CWIP earning a current return to Hope Creek is moot and should not

be determined at this time.

6. Rol!-in of ~ectriqEnergy Costs to Base Rates

The undersigned Counsel agree that 20.941 mills of electric

energy costs should be included in base rates. This action has no

impact on the customer’s total bill. As a result of the roll-in

and the recovery of $140 million of unrecovered electric energy

costs over 28 months, the Levelized Energy Adjustment charge for

the period March l, 1980 through June 30, 1980 should be .2284¢ per

kwh for Rate Schedule HTS customers and .2443¢ per kwh for all other

customers.
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7. for

-.The undersigned Counsel agree that the appropriate time

fo~ the filing of Exceptions to any Initial Decisions of the

Administrative Law Judge should be 5 working days, not

the day of receipt of the Order, for and 5 working

days, not including the day of the filing of the Initial Exceptions,

for Replies to Initial Exceptions.

The Parties agree that this Joint Position has been made

exclusively for the purpose of this rate proceeding, Docket No. 794-310.

The Parties agree that this Joint’Position, in total or by

items, is in no way binding on the Parties in other proceedings before

the Board, or in other forums or jurisdictions; nor are the contents

of this Joint Position, in total or by specific item, by inference of

inclusion or deletion, in any way to be considered or used by another

party as an indication of the position of a party on any related

issue being litigated in this or other proceedings.

DATED: January 24, 1980

Attorney for Public Service
Electric and Gas Company

Carla V. Belld, Deputy
Attorney General, on Behalf
of the Staff of the New Jersey
Board of Public Utilities

Deputy Publlc
, on Behalf of the

of the Public
ate, Division of Rate

Counsel



GAS C~PANY FOR AN I~ .~£ASE IN ~RATES. DOCKET NO. 794-310.
(C~L DOCY~T NO. PUC-877-79)

David J.
Ad~sP.~ative Law Judge
Office of Administrative
185 Washington S~ree~
Newark, ~ Jersey 07102

Vaughn M. Donovan, Dirtier
Division of Rates & Accounts
~e~ of En~
Board of ~ublic ~tilities
II00 Raymord Boulevard
~%~ark, New Oersey 07102

J~ C. O’~ara, Chief
Bateau of Accounts
Department of Energy
Board of ~t~xlic Utilities
/i00 ~aym~nd Boulevard
Newark, New Jersey 07102

Walter P. Szymanski, Jr.
Bureau of Pates
Departn~nt of Energy
Board of Public Utilities
Ii00 Raymond Boulevard
Ne%~rk, .N~ Jersey 07102

-~f~n~r J. ~ac~!!~       ..
Bureau of Ra~es
D~partment o£ Energy
Board of Public Utilities

Newark, Ne~ Jersey 07102

r. Pa,%l S!evin
Bure~.%.~ of Rates
Depar~nt of Energy
£Dard of Public Ut±lities
ll00 Raymond Boulevard
Newark, New Jersey 07102

Kevin A. M~ss
Bureau of Rates
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Board of Public Utilities
ii00 ~aym~nd. Boulevard
Newark, N~ Jersey 07102

Jose Catalan
Bureau of ~ates
Department of Energy
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Ii00 Ralm~nd Boulevard
Negro~k, New Jersey 07102

Le~ard A. Peduto, Jr., Esq.
D~puty Attorney General
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Newark, New Jersey 07102

Lawrence R. C~ey, Esq.
Corporate ~ate Counsel
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Newark, New Jersey 07101

J~mshe~ K. Madan
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Deputy Director
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Richard A. Levao, Esq.
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OFF~ICIE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

0AL DK~. NO. P.~.C. 887-79
BEG DE~. ~0. 794-310

As per said s~a~u=e, the for~7-five (45) day period for Agency Eead runs from data
of receipt by =he Agone7 Head.

¯ 4121 - 11/13/79)

Jersey Is An Equal Opportunity ~mployer



OAZ, Dock~: No. 887-79
B~ Do~= go. 794-310

issues-pe=~alnlnE ~o reveDue-’r~ulremenns which include ~he Al~an¢ic abandn-
me.~u loss. A subsequenu lni=ial Decision on the rata deslg~ issues will he

IncludinE ~e day of recelp~ of ~he Initial Decision, for any ~ni~ial Decision
rendered in ~his case.

DM/ad

Sincerely,

A4minls~atlve La~ Judge



IN THE MATTF~ OF THE PETITIO~
OF PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC

~CR~E ~ ~C~C A~ G~
RATE AND FOE C~G~ ~ TH~
TA~FS FOR ~C~IC ~D GAS
S~V~C~, ~.U.C. N,J. NO, ~-

INITIAL DECISION

O.AJ~. DKT. NO. PUC
~PU DKT. NO. 7.94-310

(APPEARANCES A~ACI~)

.BEFORE THE HONORASLE DAVID J. MeGE~

On April 20, 19"~9 Public Service Klec~ric and Gas Company (hereinafter
referred ~o ~s petitioner, company or Ptiblie Service) filed a petition foc authority

to increase its electric and ~s rates and ahan~e, its ~atiffs for electric and gas
sarvice pursuant, to N.J.S.A. 48:2-21. The [~roposed ovee~ increase was desi&n!ed to
p~.odu~e. $374,51L,000 in additio,a! annual operatin~ ~’evenues. $289,802,000 of ~;his

increase is a~ributab~e to deetrie service, (a 17.84% inc,’ease) and $84,909,000 of
this increase is attributable to ~ se£vice (an tl.36,% increase).

It was not ne~essar7 for the Board to suspend Petitioner’s requestsd

rate in~rease ~ the ~p~a~on in Pet~one~s l~t rate ~e (Docket No. 7~-~07)

I9T9 the B~d to~d t~s matter ~o be a ~ontssted e~e ~d ~m~tted this

ma~er to the Office of Admi~t~ve Law for determination. An [~ti~ he~in~
w~ h~d in Newark, New Je~ey on May 15, 1979 ~tee @eopee notice. Further

he~in~ w~e held in the fi~d to solicit public comment in Trenton, Camden, New
8r~wiek ~d Raeke~aek, New Je~ey ~ter peo~er notice.
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The ree~x’d in Lhis ma~er" Was off~ci~Lly~ dose~ on De~ember 14, ~979,

howev~, the ~o~ w~. l~t o~en to f~h~ eo~ider the ,~eatmenZ of the

~omp~s pro~ to ~or~ze the ~ic fu~ ~derr~ov~y which by the ~d of

J~e ~980 ~ pro~t~ to be $220 m~on.. ~ ad~t~o~ to the ac~ve p~t~a~on o~

the 9ub~= A~te t~hoct these procee~n~ ~he Port Autho~ity~ the

Ind~i~ Inference, the F~ez~ Government Asencies, L~nden C~otJne Pr~

~c~ ~d A~en Gold.rE, pro so, have p~ticipat~ at v~io~ ph~ o~ the

procee~E,

Briefs were fried by Petitioner, Rate Counsel, the Port Authority, ~he

tndustz~s~ ~te~venors, ~he Feder~ Government A~encies, Linden C~orine ~rcduc~

~e~mmen~ $122,527,000=. ~n ad~tion~ ~u~ ~evenues ~t~ reeommen~

~98J5~,000¯ ~d, ~e Fe~e~ ~ov~nm~ ~e~ ~e~ommen~ zero

p~es ~n t~ ma~e~, ~ have de~ded ~e~ein ~hs~ pe~one~ ~ ent~ed

* Af~er second s~ipu~ation with 12 monl;hs actual data excludJn~ fuel undercovery
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The. proposed U~3.~orm Administrative Proee~lure Rules (UAPR) creates

a new ~atag~y of intervenor’ eRRed pa~tieipanto A participant has the ri~’~t to fLle

a brief and ~e ors.Lly at ~he-e.lose of the e~e. M~t of the ~feetive

~iciparion ~y ~. G~er~ co~d have been achiev~ ~o~h

~t ~ evidence ~ed by Mr; Goidbe~ wo~d have been av~able in the record

had Mr. Goldber~ no~ ~d the right ro ~o~ i~ormation. I recommend for

future ~ zhat pro se in~drvenom be accorded p~p~t stat~ where 16 USCA

263I (A) does ~ot a~ly.

Mr. GoidberE in b~s reply brief mis~akertly re~es on t6 USCA 2S31 (a) as

i~iv~nE him an obsolute riEhl: to intervene. If Mr. Goldbe~ had been fair enouEh to

quote the beginning sentence of i~ USCA 2~31(a) 1"~ would be apparen~ tha~ his

riKi~ ro intervene Ls in a ~>roceedin~ where there is ’oonsiderstlon o~ one or more

ot the standards established by subchapter rt o~ thLs Chapter or other eonCeL~S

whLch contribute 1:o the actdevemen~ o~ t~e purposes o~ this chapter," There be~n~

limited consideration of the purposes described in ~6 ~SCA 2611 in a norm~ rate

case, Mr. Goldber~s right to intervene is not absolute. Tl~e issue o~ intervention in

a future proceeding should consider 16 USCA 2131(a) oJ~d 2611.
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~r. Goidber~- ~. a r~iden~lal eonsume~ and %he. Di~ion of Ra=e
~e~r~enU ~he p~� int~u Do~ Ka~e Co~ ~e~en~ ~e ~esident~

e~um~ ~e ~d~ .eo~ ~o~ ~ the 1~ ~o~ of ratepeyem. An

p~ition ~e~~ to t~-:’~i~ e~tomem ~d favo~a~e ~o ~he ~e~dent~

c~tomer. ~ ~~. of the poinm Mr. Ool~erg-m~ ~ ~ bri~ show that on

ev~y ~int he m~ ~ete CO~ or ~he ~eder~ Government ~ made ¯ sfm~

prop~ ~e o~y ~fetea~e ~ in d~ee hoe in concept. I conclude that

GoJdber~ is regr~ented ad~uat~y by ~afe Co~ ~d ao~ enti~ed to ~ompens~

Durin~ the briefing; period~ Rate Counset, the company’ and Staff

entered into a stipulation without preiudiee to their right to l~tigate the stipulatsd

issues in subsequent proceedings (s~ipuiation attached). I have reviewed the

stipulation and find that |f I were to decide the issues stipulated to, my decision

world be in conformance with the stipulation. Therefore, notwithstandin~ the

position of the other parties |n thLs proceeding, I adopt the st~p~ation ~- my

de.JaSon in thi~
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(11,651)

Productivity Savings

Ga~ on Disposition of.

448

~30

Seeond.Stioulation

When the twelve month actual f£~,ures became available, Rate Cota~e!, .

St~f ~d ~he Comply ~eed to a sdp~ation

~eafment of ~he ~o~eeted $220 m~ion ~derreeover7 ~der the dermic fu~

adornment ~a~e. ~ w~ ~eed t~at S14~ m~on of the $220 m~on was

une~te~ ~d wo~d be recovered ov~ a 28 month period ~a the lev~zed

En~ Adjmtmene C~e effective on the da~e of

~ro~ee~n~. The ~mortized b~ee of the $140 m~ion

rate b~e ~d w~ not ae~ue inherit. Th~ basic ~eemen~ between the p~ties

eone~ in ~d adopt ~ my dee~ion ~ ~s c~e.

The o~her issues st£pufated to which [ a!so concur in and ado.or as my

de~on ~n this ease axe summarized as follows:
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adJux~tm~t wlll~.h wu d~!(ned to show tllat tile ¢oml)em~s (orbited oo~uolion

Eage Couns~ ~stimatad this overestimate to be $50 m~on ~ yeddo. A1~ou~,t~ there

were ~rn~ tiering’ days l.~t, ~e Company did not oonte~ Rate Cotmsel’s emdmate. I

~ ther~ore, d~ot an ~@prop~ate ~JUOUnt clue to the l~istorl~ overestimate,

My p~ on ~.sh flow is summarized ~s fo~lows:

$-1,253

?2.5
(1oo)

¯ t980 - ~981
’ Internal Cash - $20 ’rnRlion in Rate Ral.ief

( $

Retained in Bu~ines~
Degreeia~ion
Deferred Taxes
Amortizations
(less  urrent fuel)
Total Cash How

(168.2)
361

150
103.4

Total Cash Flow                               =      446.9     =
37 .~%

Constrtmtion Expenditures i, 189.5

Rate Counsel set out to demonstrate that the Company wouId meet its

construction expenditures at a leve! of 50% intern~y l(snerated cash even with $20

rnLl~on in rate relied. As the above figur~ show, that f(gttre is a mu~h lower 37.~%. Race

Counsel nev~ conceded that the 50% standard was the correct standard. Rate Counsel

suggested that the percentage could be as low as 35%. The question arises then as �o

what is tl~ standard.

A review of exNbit RC-99, Rate Cotmsel’s source document for determinin~

internally generated cash, shows that the per~enta(re of c~sh from internal sources ran£ed

from 42.3% to 69.2% fo~ the ye~.cs 1976 Chrou~(ll 1978. Durin~ those years, the company

retained very modest aJnounts o( money in the business. Durin~ this period coverages ~ere



P~m’~Ivania Gr Ta~

Rate ~ese (000 omi~ed)

TotRt

Total

6,684

O_~t~" ~neome

Ad~ustm, en~
(9 m~s.

Stipul~ted

Tot~

rues. actual)

Total

~e sti~ulation aJ~o provided ~hat Rate. Counsel would withdraw

proposal to not ~ransfer the.’p~esen~ $~.S0 million of CWIP in rate"base to Hope

C~ek. Finally, the stipulation provided for a roll-in of 20.941 mills of e~ectric

ener~y costs ~nto base r~tes, ~ procedu2e ~ cencur ~n and ~dopt as my decision

~h~s case.

TF~T

The Company pro~ed a test year encLing December 31, 1979. At ~he

f~ng of ~he petition, ~ee months actual and nine months estimated data were

available. Updated figures were made available by the Company throughout the

coupe of the proceeding,s. At Ule time Of this w~’iting, twelve months of

data have become avaJI~ble. All par~:ies concurred in Ule use o£ the ~979 resl~ year,

[ also fJn~ t~e test year endjn~ December 31~ 1919 to be reasonabteo

RATE BASE

The Company Dro~sed a rate base amounting to $5,249,433,000.

schedule of the Company’s p~oposed rs~e b~e ~s ~onr~ned ~n rh~ decision as

Ap9en~x L The ~ion tha~ foRows de~ wi~h the issues that ~ve been raised

with re~d to rate ~e.

A



Rate Base

The question is, considering the dynamics of the situation, whether the

Comt~any is in a weak posit.ion with rebuff to i~ future tongue,on budget, ~

adeq~te ~i~o~ or whether they ~e in too stron~ of a ~o~on. Aft of the

d~ic factors ~re~o~y ~t~ ~e t~en into accost in the Comedy’s c~h flow

The issue of whether to eliminate the inclusion of the present $250 m~ion of

CWI~ in rate base focused almost exclusively on the compels e~h flow

projections b~e the e~h flow ~is ~ the prime determinate of coverages

~d AFDC. The Comp~s ori~n~ 9rojeetion w~ ~ foflows:

-7-



$20 ~on in l?.ate I?.eY.ie~’

19T9 633.2 ~T~ 42.8%
1980 , 617.5 234.4 3896
1981 T38.3 207.6 28.i
1982 613.2 201.1 32,8
1983 625,4 15L6 24,3

Con Ed interconneetion $41 m~on

ETSC & EDC ExpencLi~ures 32

Ho~e Creek, Anne/paCed saie

Tot~ deduction. " 123

ET~C ". and EDC erpen~tures (Staten Lsland LNG Fac~ty and g~

e~oradon e~~es) ~e ~minated b~s~e they w~e non-~d~on~

Th~ ~ the s~e ~~ pr~ented ~or the ex~ion o~ thee e~en~t~es ~rom

rate ~e, a posi~on on which I have state~ my ~eemenr. I ~ therefore

in~ude thee e~en~. The ~mina~en of a ~or~on o~ Hope Cree~ w~

s~Ici~y rebu~ by ~e Comply. The Comply ~ated ~y s~e of a port,on

of the Hope Creek ~ec~ty wo~d be on ~ exeh~e b~is. ~ other wor~, the

Comply wo~d ex~Ee 10% of Hope Creek for 10% of a simfl~ fae~, An

exeh~e wo~d not re~ce ~he lev~ of e~en~tures.

Rate Counsel presented a persuasive argument with regard to the PS -

Con Ed intereonne~on. Beaause Con Ed will be pay~n~ a rate of ~eturn on the

inter’connection construction, no added pressure on earnings will result from ~hese

expenditures and therefore, $4f million should be eliminated.

Rate Counsel also did not include any provision for maturities in it~

calculation. Considerable evidence was presented by both l~.ate Counsel and the

Company showing that various financial an,]ysts did or did not hndude maturities



l~ate CourBe! cai~t~ted internally generated ~ssh a~ follows:

l~etained an bu~ine~ (40)
Depreaiation

232
~m~a~           205
~ot~C~      ,     ,758

The. Company demonstrated. through aeoo ,unt~n~" evidence that ~ete

w~ ~e~nt~te~. ~he Deferred ~ fi~re w~ ~o demo~trs~ed ~y ~he

Com@~
over the prop~" ~reatment of fu~ amor~zatio~. ~te Co~ added to ¢~h flow

$i01.~ m~on for the ~o~zati~ of the ~ent $220 m~ion ~derreeove~ ~der

the ~ec~ie

The Company argued against Rate Counsel’s treatment of fuel amorti-

zatiorm on the g-founds that if ~uel amortizations are added to oash, they should

do be added to exp~enditures. The Com.~e~y is ~o~’reet in their ~iew because the

$220 mi~on tot’ the-present underre~overy had to rome from some source of

The retained in bu~ness figa~res show that rash could not have rome from available

internal sources, so that money would have rome from short-term borrowingrs..-ks

cash L~ ffenerated from the fu~ amoetization~ those short-term borrowings would

be paid off in e~fect oreating an additional expenditure. I w~, therefore, not

eoe.Mder fuel amortizations as a part of internal rash because this source of cash is

washed out by a like amount of expenditure.



The o~her s~de o~ th~ Lssue is wheti~e~" an additJon~ $250 million in
CWZP s/~utd ~e in.cried ~ ~e~:e ba~e, AR updating" of ~vJ~b~t P-44R for the lev~

of m~:e re,ffe~ ~rec~ommended ~erein .~s strewn ss £o~ows:

50% Rate Rell_e~ (ITT ~i~lion + l0 M~on via

$50 Million CWI~ Lu rate base)

capital Requirements 1980-t981
¯ Less:historic overestimste
Le~s:-~ C(in-Ed intereonnee~ion
Ac~usted Capit~ R equLremer~ts

Cash fro~ O~eration
Add:Addi~onal blea~e from ....... :_

AZ~ recommendation
Adjt~ted C~
% C~ from o~stions

Morzgage Indenture Coverage
,~FDC as % of earnings

[464,t
[00
40

666,7 = 50,3%

3.05-3.4
33.~ - 29.3%

It is the position of th~ judge that e~.~h flow, coverages, AFD¢ as a

percentage of earnings a~e adequate as shown above. If Rate CounsePs Oczober

~ prospectus figures were uaed for’ construction expenditures, rlce effect would

be ~o ~ncrease coverages and decrease AFDC as a percentage of earnings. The

actual fig~es for AI~DC and coverages, then, Ls probably at ~he bottom and top end

of t:be ranges described above. Perhaps the Company will not be in perfec~

[~na~cJal ~e~t~, but in t~-ds difficult [nEationary period it is unfair for the rate

payers to assume the added burdens of ~ncLuding an additional $;S0 million of CWIP

~n rote ~e~e, [, Z~ere~ore, rehear r~e Company’s proposal to include an additional

$~S0 m~ion of CWIP in rote base.



Rate Counsel gropos,ed ~e use of s new approach to wcrklr~r ~pital,

Commi~ion (~T.~RC}. R’~ presently Lu tl~e dra.tt sta~es and ingu~ from industry,

and Dttblic advoc~tte groups is bein~ solicited. Rate CouzwePs adJustmenl would

result in a reduction to r~te base in the amount of $195 million. The Company

used the I/Sth method, the method consistently ~pproved by the Board.

Testimony indicated that Rate. CounsePs witne~ admi~:ed there were

some problems with ~7~C approaeh. The Company has further pointed ou’c that

the formula is defdel:ive wil:h regard ~o unbil~ed revenues, the forty (40) day

revenue la~, pu~mhs.~,~l power, auclear fuel and payrol~ ~axes.

The F~RC ~pgrc~ may b~ inaccurate but the I/Sth formula, is also

inaccurate. Testimony indicated that a’ h~ghly reg.ar~ed investmenl; research f~rrn

reported tlm~ t~e Compan~ h~s a negative, working ¢api~tal requirement in excess of

$1~ m~on. ~ a FERC case involvin~ b!ectr~c w’hote~a.Ie utiil~ty ra.~es a form

lead-lag study was perfo~’med and. the results ~ead FI~RC ~o reconsider the use

the I/Sttt formula. ~a~’o.~n.a Powe~ and Li=~h~, Docket No. ~R76-495. R~te Counsel
demonstrated that if workin~ capital was determined {n accordance with

opinion, petitioner would have a negative working ¢apital. ~ a lead-lag s~udy

has been perforrnsd in eases involving New ~ersey water companies, the i/Sth

method proved to be inaccurate and overly generous. Elizabe~.hto~.n. Water

company, Hearing Examiners Report and Recommendation, Docket No. 781-6. It

diffleult, however, to make a comparison between water companies and gas and

electric companies.

The question presented is which of the inaccurate methods, FERC or

the 1iSth, is most accurate. The Company has demormtrated that the F7.~C

method is inaccurate in some respects but has not shown, when ~onfronted ~vith

Rate Counsel’s evidence, that the llSth formula is a ~ood approximation of the

appropriate level of working capital .~J.l Rate Counsel’s evidence, plus the results

of the lead-lag study performed in the EZizabethtown Water Company case,



In ~e eai-ly 19?O’S the Company embarked on a plan to import LNfi

from A~erie. To implemerf~ this pla~ the Company firs~ financed then bought

compaay ce~ed Distri~ which ae the time had obtained aR necessary approvals

from a~en~ies havi~r jusr~d~ct~on over .the p~-oposed fa~flities. In addition, the

Feder~ ~ow~ Co~mM~on (~PC) had hated in a. de~on th~f t¢ wo~d not
j~e~dn over the prop~ fae~d~ (47 F.P.~. 75~ (1972) md 47 F.P.C. 1465

(197~)). It w~ o~7 ~eer ~e-~C deefined to ~% j~c~on that Pubic

Settee provided fin~E ~o

On May ~5, 1973 the FPC reversed itself and asser’ced jurisdiction over

the faci!Rties. The issue of the ~ertification of the facilities is s1:~]] before the

FPC (now FERC).

In the meantime Pubic Service has made an a~ternative proposai to

FERC which is to ~tse the S~a~;en Island FaciZity as a peak-shavi~ facility. ~ other

words, ~as wo~d be l.iquif~ed and stbred at the faei~ties during the summer and

then pumped out during the coldest, peak winter days. For an additional $64

minion this conversion to ~t peak-shaving faoRity could be accomplished.

The Company can and does store ~as at other facilities. In determinin~

the economics of conver~in~ the Staten Island Facility a study was done comparing

~he ~ost~ of conversion to the cost of using other exis~in~ storage fae~ties. T~e

s~udy showed it was cheaper to conver~ the Staten Island facility, however the sunk

-13-



Staff in i~ b~ef ar~n]es that the Sta~a Island f,aci~ty should be taken

ou.t of rate b~e, Staff citss .~ll.culty in obtainin~ regmflatory approvals, p~otests

h’om ~eseby residents’and the three to four year ~ag’ in the fac~ty comin%" on line,

as reasons for taldng ~he [~o]’ect out of r~te base. Staff, however, does not discuss

the benefits of the f)ro~ec~.

Ignoring-sunk costs, the [orojee1: is eheape~ than other forms of stocs~e.

~e C~mpany h~ ~o shown a need for ad~tion~ storage. Testimony indicated

that fuzee inoremenI~ ~@~ of ~ comtn{ from C~ada ~d Me.co ~ be on

a ~h l~d factor b~. ~ other wor~, to t~e t~s ~ the Com~y m~t receive

~m~ ~u~ amo~ of g~ ~ ye~ round. They e~ not take more in the winte~
~d I~ ~ the s~met. 8tota~e fac~ti~ a~e needed to augment ~hese high load

factor supp  .

Tes%imony also indicated that FERC was under the pressure of a co~t

ru!in~ remanding" the case coneef’nin~ FERC’s jurisdfct~on back to FERC, The court

speeia!ly commented on the unfairness of FERC reversin~ itseLfon ~he quest:ion of

jursidietion. Distr!.~as__Co~or_a.~p~n v, Federal Power Commission_,_ 495 F,2d

(19~4S)~ cert. den. 419 U.So 834 (1974). Testimony by the Company also indicated

that the greatest drawback to the original LNG facility was the passage of shi~

-14-



through ~ narrow waterway n.ear Staten Island. There beir~ no ~lan now to import
L~TG, the ~:~test ~L~ie~L~i to the Company’s plan h~.~ been removed.

The Company further testified that co~!y exiting oil ~ fac~ties

~d ~ re~d wt~ ~e ~d~on of ~e pe~-sha~ ~a~. The Comp~

wo~d be u~z~

Considezin~ the foregoing, I disa~,ee, with st~f. The need, economics,

and practice! advartt:a4~es of ~he fae~ty outweigh ~he ob~eodons ~ited by stall I

w~, therefore, a~ow the $81,933 ~st of the fa~iiity in ~te base.

Rate. C~u,nsel Eoes f~Jcther in its objection to the Staten Island Fa~i/it¥.

R~te Counsel wou!d, not only take the faulty ou~ of rate base bu~ in addition wou/d
investilFate ’abend.onms" the pro~e~ct, To ~u~tify this a[~proa~h evidence was

produced tp-.show that other, souroes of supply such as ttquifibd propane g~s (LPG)

would be a mo~e e£~riomi~al source of supply. However, ~here was ~onsiderabte
diffioulty with ~he ~estimony of" th~ witnesses ~nd the approach they ~oJ!owed;

Neither of ~ate Counsel’s two witnesses on this sub~e~t had the
necessary expertise in the des~ of ~ ~ss distribution s~tem. They were not
d~u~ed ~ witness, however, but ~owed ~o testify with the ~de~tan~n~
t~t their te~mony eo~d not support s de~sion by the Comply to ~h~e [~

pr~ent ~e of ~ ~pp~es. As tes~mony p~o~e~ed it became evident that the
Comply ~d oo~dered m~y more ~pe~ of ~he ~e of LFG th~ Ka~e Co~’s

wim~es. However, ~ter the Comply had t~en adverse of every av~able
oppo~t~ ~ ~e~1 rate Co~’s e~e~t w~emes, ~e fae~ ~em~ned ~ha~
~ate Co~’s p~o~ w~ s~ $19 m~on ehespe~ th~ ~he Comp~y’s.

There were, however, questions [eft unanswered, such ~ the long run
avsJ!abdity of LPG as opposed to the lon~" run availability of pipeline gas.

Questions of the safety of LPG, which has ~ different specific ~sv~ty than natur~

gas, were posed ~uZ ~eft for the most p.az~ unans~ere4. To further explore ~his I
suggest an ~nvesti~tion be initiated by the Board to ~onsider t~ese questions as



OPERAT~G ]~COM~

This Lssue comprises two individual adjustments.

these ~tdjust.m entsts set forth below’.

(OOO omitted)
A~DC    ’ $Ii,924
In~eres~ Expense (Staff) 14 ~14~
Income effect 26, O? 2

The income, effect of

Both, Staff and Rate Counsel would depart from past Board policy and

deduct these adju~tment~ from operating income, It is my position that these

adjustments should be considered in the context of set~.ing~ forward looldn~ rates.

Testimony in the record~ but brought to the forefront through the

Company’s brief, irldicated tha~ minor expense items axe estimated to i~rease by

$16 million during 1979. Projecting that sazne level of increase through year-end

1980, an $8.8 raft!ion deeredse in income due to m~nor expenses wi~ occur

mi~ion x 54%). Testimony also indicated that R conservative estfmate o~ the

additions to rate base through year--end 1981 is $650 million w~thou~ Saiem No.

TakJr~ one-ha~ of this amount, and deduetin~ $175 mLRion in accumulated

depreciation, there would be an approximate need for an additional rate of return

and added depreciation expense in the amount of iS.i million. (150 x ,08 = 12 and

325 x 3.5% x 54% -- ~). Salem No. 2, when it comes oft line~ wLR increase

oper.ation and maintenance expense by $2.~ miRion, depreciation by $7 minion and



experience ~’towth [n the total number of eus~otners resulting in added tn~o~ne of

$4 rnilliort. The income eff~ of ~hese increases is set fo~l:h ~elow:

Ye~ End lSS0

Additions to Rate Base
~a~e of re~urn

det~’eeiation

Growth in C~ome~

S~em N~ 2

de~e~ia~

rote of,

~c~e in e~e~es

A~zati~ Offset

I w~ a~ow the annua~zatlon adjustment with regard to AFDC but not

wi~ raged to the Int~t e~e~e deduc~on, so ~ to ~rovide on offset to the

increase in e~e~ oaa~g sppro~ma~y by ye~end 1980. As c~ ~e seen

from the above e~a~aZ~on t~e S1~.I m~on offset to inere~es in e~ense, by not

~ow~ ~u~zation of the interest e~e~e deduction, is reasonable.

Energy Deve!ooment Co ora ion (..Gas ,Ex ..io/ation)

The current structtU-e of the payment of costs with reKard ~o the
Company’s ~ exploration activities L~ that the investor supplies the capita~ and

the ratepayer ~a~ntees his r~turn. The return the rata payer pays, however, (s

reduced by the profit on all se!es of gas, The gas must be d~reeted to Public

Servi~e Ll!Ider the terms of the gas exploration agreement~. If the sales of ~ss are

adequate to pay the investor his return the rake payer pays no return, exce"pt the

return paid during the period of time the gas exploration facilities are under

construction.



Donations

The Board has eonsis~entty held that donations which are reasonable in

a~ount and ~on-diser(minatory in ~u~ose ~h~T1 be ~llowed as

e~~. Pubic Settee Elee~ie ~d G~ Com~7, Docket No. ~61-8 ~d Pubic

~etviee E1eetr~e ~d Comp  , Docket No, 709-494. Where a policy of the

Bo~d ~ been ~o~eed with eons~teney, I am bo~d to fo~ow Board policy. I

therefore, ~ow the $2~8,000 for donatio~

.!n.tere~ Income Re!e..t_edTo Ke~..’.~qOee

In order to purchase uranium from Kerr--~eGee, the Company ma!<es

advances to Kerr-McGee which accrue interest. When Kerr-McGee sells the

uranium to the Company it credits the sale for ~he advances and accrued interest.

Rate Counsel would make an adjustment for the accrued interest because the

accrued Intere~ £s at a rate of 8.°6 while the overa~ rate or" return recommended



here,, the

~ a~ent on the

a~ri~n.

Co~’s. ~o~ ~~t o~

Con Ed Int~r~onneetion Interest

Similar to the Kerr-McGee adjustment, Rate Counsel recommends an

adjustment to Corr-Ed interconnection interest. As with Kerr-McGee, I wR1 reflect

an adjustment to o.p~aring" income in the amount of $~3,000.

~u~ear ...Advert~g

Currently, the "Company is purchasing advertising space and running

articles on the subject o£ nuclear, energy. The articles contain quotes from

scient£sts belonging to ’an orFanization cs~ed Scientists and Engineers for Secure

Energy (SF.~E). The Company pays for the advertisement and a~so makes a

contribution to SESE. The adverting payment is ~reated ~s a legitimate exp. ense

while the contribution is treated ~ a below the line, discriminator’/donation. Rate

Counsel opposes the treatment of these advertising expenses as legitimate and

would move the expense below the Line.

The evidence indicated that the contents of the advertisement was an

attack on "a smal! but highly vocal minority who have been spreading fear and

alarm despite the irrefutable record of atomic energy’s se.fety." The advert~semen~

is not a discussion of the merits oz" nuclear energy but an attack on a group that

opposes nuclear energy. The article seeks to identify and dr~w political battle

lines between the two groups. The article is very de~init~y poLitica~ in nature.

There can also be no doubt that nuclear energF is ~ politica! issue, when presidents

do not e~re to speak on the issue~ thousands of demonstrators ~ather publicly and

congressional committees hold hearing’J on the issue. In conclusion I find that both

the article and the subject of nuclear energy are political in nature.
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The issue as to .oditieai adve~tistn~ is not unresolved however. At uo
-time in the board’s consideration of’ the issue did it ques~on whether poiitica!

ad~erttsin~ was not to 5e treated as be!ow the line. Po(itleaI edver¢isin~ al~ays

feR within the aarrowest seot~e of the [~rogosed tz;eatrnent of advertising, I,

therefor% ~ono/ude that at least ~ to poUdcal advertL~/nl~ it ~s Board policy to

~reat such advert~sLn~ exgenses as a-below the Hne exgense. ~

ATLANTIC GENES. ATING,, ,,.ST,AT!O N ANAN_DO N M ENT LOSS.

In December 1978" the Company offlci~y abandoned the Atiantlc
Generatin~ Station pro~eetr which was a project aimed at sitin~ floatin~ nuclear.

power .plants of~ the eeast of New Jersey, Rata Course! stipulated with the

amorttze the loss over 20 yeazs with no r~te of refurn bein~ earned on ~he
unamortJzed portiom

The treatment of the loss was stipulated to, but the appropriate amount

of the loa~ was the ~bjeet of extensive litigation in this case. Rate Counsel

undertook a thorough review of the entire b~story of the project. ’As a resutt of

their review, Rate Counse! recommended the foRowin~ adjustments:
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Termination Costs:.

Unabsorbed Overheads
(~o, ooo)

(29,800)

(1,400)

(

113,786

Joint Ow’ner~hio

Rate Counse~ wou!d make an adjustment due to the joint owner~Pi.~
provisiort~, of ~he A~de Gene~e~n~ Sta~on (AGS) ~ontraet The Comply ~ave a
20% shoe of the AGS Fae~tfes ~o A~anti~ City ~ee~ie Com~y (AC~) ~d
Je~ey Cen~ Pow~ ~d L~ Com~y (JCP & L) in re~n ACE’s ~d

r~po~b~ty i~ t~ ev~t of termination w~ limited to $6 minion. The 20% shoe
of the fa~~ ~d the ~t r~o~/b~ were ~9ropordonate. M othe~

ACE’s ~d JCP + L’s shoe of the ~t ~on tarm~na~on shoed have been ~eater
b~ed on th~ 20% shoe of the ~ene~dn~ capacity,

Reasonablenes~ and prudence, the standards used in this proceedin~

contemplate varyin~ levels of risk in dec~ion ma~n~. If one ~ in a ~h risk

si~ation, it may be pruden~ to deer a ~h r~k ~ternadve. The AGS pro~eet h~

not been ~ewed by the Comply ~ high risk. They have sought to m~mize the

r~. Rate Cou~ has commented on the ~fffe~ties of the pro~eet, but ~hey

seek to comp~e AGS ~o the normal situa~on of a l~d-5~ed nuele~ fae~ty.
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ba~ed facility. I wfl~ therefore, ~e AGS has attached to it a norma~ leveA of

r~sl< |n ~erms of ~!timately b~iu~ng the facility on LLne.

~a.~e Counsel’s az~,u~en~ Ls ~h-t the ~co~or~onate joint cost

merits of AGS w~ ~m~den~ ~e, ~ ~ con~y to ~e ~ st~d~d w~ch

~ a ~o~or~onate sh~ of cos~, ~ ord~ to deracinate th~ s~d~d. Ra~e
Co~ ~ ~o o~h~ ~c S~e fac~ies w~c~ ~he Com~y h~ undertaken

jo~y ~th o~er urines. Eate Co~ shows ~ha[ with ~h~e other far.ties

the~e ~ a ~o~ona~e sh~ of c~s ~d ~h~ a~eates a ~d~d. The Comply

sho~ that ~h joint fae~ h~ 1~ own ~ee~i~i~ ~d there c~ be no

g~er~d ~rom ~ ~~ of ~ese rarities. ~urth~, the pec~y
~r~or~onate c~ ~~en~ ne~ for AGS w~ the need ~or exte~ive

~m~Lon fa~ ~ AC~’s ~d JCP ~ L’s s~ce t~or~. E~dence h~ not
been p~uce~ from~othe~.j~c~o~ p~esu~ably became of the Umited e~er~e

The Company ~ants that the ~ther joi~y owned facilities, Salem and

Hope Creek, ~e toeated out of the Comp~y’s service territory, ~e s~ved by

ex~a t~ritori~ ~mi~ion Unes, ~d the eo~s w~e sh~ed pro~r~iona~e~y. The

Com~y shows, howev~, that the re.on for th~ ~ropor~ionate shying w~

b~&~e both of these fae~ti~ were ori~n~y planned to be ~oe~ed within the

Comp~y’s settee t~rito~ a~ B~n~on ~d Newbold ~t~d. The ~eemen~ for

the e~ shying wer~ ~i~n~y executed without the p~ie~ eontemplat~nE the

need ~or e~a ~erri~ori~ ~a~m~ion ~es. ¯

I ~nd the Company’s position to be persuasive a~d conclude that Rate

Counsel ~ not establ~hed a s~d by which the Comply c~ be ju~ed.

therefore, no~ ~ow ~s

Renegotiati0n~.of the O.,PS Con~ac~

In ~994 the Company renegotiated the OPS contract, The contract

origin~y entered into was in the nature of a joint venture. Both the Gompany and

Offshore Power Systems (OPS) stood to gain from the succes~ of the project. OVa
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able to s~ ad~do~ ~. ~ a~e@~ a fixed ~r~ee contact Pu~c S~ce

~ave ~ e~ ov~ ~he m~emec~ of the ~:oj~

By 1974 OPS had sold no tm~ts to anyone other than PubLiic Service. The

load forecasts d P~lic Service showed decreasir~ ~rowth in proie~ted load ever

s~nce 1969. One must assume PubI~c Service’s exgertence was typical of the

industry along the Eastern Seaboszd. OPS therefore probably knew of these trends

and negotiated the contract: in 1974 with an eye to the down side, or what their

protection was in ease of termination. The Comp~tn¥ on the other hand wt~e they

had exl~erienced a decrease in load growth, had a!so ex1~erienced the abandonment

of other pro~ects due to environmental problems. The net result was that the

¢ompahy had an increased need for generating capacity and was viewing the upside

of the contract or what would be their costs for completin~ the project,. Not

surpris.in~iy, the Company was able" to negotiate very reasonable terms for tt~e

extension of the service" dates of ~.he offshore hue!ear units because the Company

was looking to the upside,and OP$ "to the downside. Each party got what they

wanted. The terms of the r~ne~otiated contract retained the fi.~d prior nature of

~he contraot &dying Public Servioe litde control over the managemene of the

project’s costs.

Rate Counsei argues that the lack of control of the project’s costs

resulted ~n.$I~,567,000 in oosts that need not have been incurred. Rate Counse~

maintains the Corn.Deny had the incentive to ignore the lon~: range downside costs

of termination because ~hey wanted the short run benefits of improved cash flow.

Rate Counsel demonstrates that the Company was ~n the throes of a serious

financia! ~risis in I~74 which gave rise to a need for improved cash flow. Kate

Course! further argues that not only did the Company have the in.centive, but it in

fact oozed imprudently because there were many indications in t9’/4 that ~he

offshore nuclear toe.ties would never be needed.
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When confronted with uneertaJn~:y a p~*udent man hed~tes his decisiou,
This Ls what the Company taJied to do. The Company plaued a LI of its eg’Es in ehe

u~de b~st<et of the rene~ottated toni:reel:.

The rem.aJrd~1~ cluestior[ is whether the lack of eon~oi ehe Com~y had

ov~ the m~ement of the project’s eos~ res~ted ~ ~eee~y expe~e. Ra~

Co~ m~nt~ ~at ~he wor~ on the ~on~ru~tion of the OPS m~ae~rinE

pl~ ~o~d have been d~ayed, fo~ ~o Gve ye~s..~he Comply ~

~ha~ ~ere .weee win~down md ~ u~ c~ ~oeiat~ with

~o~u~on of ehe mm~aet~n~ p~ ~eeo~ted for .by Ra~e
$~,567,000 ~t. The Comply ~o w~hes ~he ~s ~ewed in eon~e~. The

Company we~ able to realize- a reduction fn proe’ress payments of over $4~ rnLL~on

dufin~ the same period as result of the rene~o~iation.

I find that Company’s af=~ument.s with reCard fo the wind-down a~d s~ar~

up ~ noteworthy, but these c~ts ~e ~qu~tffied. I ~so find t~t there ~a

bene~t~ from ~e ren~oria~on of the ~on~a~l~ although ~qu~i~ied, which

wo~d offset ~he $~567,000 cost propos~.by Ra~e Coum~. [ m~ restive the

doub~ eoneer~ ~h~e ~t/fied ad~tm en~ ~t the Comply, however,

because it h~ the burden of proof ~ t~s re~d, I w~, ~heretore, deduef ~he

entre a~o~t or $~, 567~000.

AFDC

t%a~:e Counsel argues that the Company should have stopped accruin~

AFDC on the offshore nuetear project at the point {n time when it first: began

enter ex.~.loratory discussions contempJatin~ termination, which was Octot~er ig?7,



a p~oje~ ~ ~ d~d b~ h~ s ~ei=~ 9~e o~ when the proj~t ~ offi~

prono~eed dead? R&~e Co~ ~es that ev~ ~ the pro~ect h~ a feint p~e,

the ~propria~e ~te ~ December 29, 19TT b~a~e ~hat is the da~e on which the

the date ~n which ~he ~tep~ye~’ ~Jab~ty ~s fixed+ Eate Co~’s lo~Je J~
eon~nei~ ~d t concur with Ra~e Couas~’s position.

Term~na.tion -. Un, a.~....o~bed, Q verh,es,ds

~hen ~erminat~on costs under the eontrae{ between Pubiic Service and

OPS were ~inaJ~y negotiated in Fet~r~az’y 19"(~ unabsorbed overheads were ~ ma~or

item in the negotiations, Unabsorbed overheads ace explained by ~e Company as

toLtows:

"The c+neept of unabsorbed overheads Ls w|dley
nJzed and accepted ~ a le~timate termination cost.
The ~ie ~dea of unadorned overheads is t~ ,~hen

~d p~onnel are ~es~ved tot {bat o~der ~d pcelJmi-
n~ en~neerin~ wor~ ~ done. !t {hs~ order
c~c~ed, ~d ff ~ose ~ae~Jties ~d pe~o~el ~d
pr~min~ en~neer~ work cannot be otherwise
ct~z~, a e~ of t~m£na~ion ~s reco~zed
~s~o~ed overhesdJ’



t~ ~e~e ~ s~owfn~ t~t t~e negotiation proee~ w~ f~r ~d fav~e ~o ~he

C~mp~y, The Comply ~ e~et OPS~ ori~n~ ~m for ~s~o~ed overhes~

$30~ m~on ~d ~i~y ~ low ~ $~.S m~on if the eededon in O~S’ ovet~

~m ~ a~ribue~,to ~crb~ overhea~. The ~ff~e~ with t~ ~mem

~hat the ~om~y had no id~ what levd w~ apptop~iaee ~eea~e they w~e

~ow~ eo s~ N~in~o~e~s b~. Nes~n~ho~e ~s the ~ent oor~ration of
OPS ~d ~he ~t~ ~t i~eu~ed ~he ~a~orbed. overhead e~. [ must, therefore
reject the C~mp~s j~t~ies~on o~ t~s #~ense ~ ~he e=~S have no b~ ~n
eono~ete fact. ~ d0~ not me.that* a ~t~ty M ~e~ded f~om eve~ ente~in~

into a se~tlem~t negotiation. It me~s that a utility m~t be min~i of
re~t~ respo~b~ ~d ~e a~te to produce some b~ ~o support

se~lemen~.

t-taring rejected the Compendia estimate of the tev~ of costs, the result
is a legitimate cost exists without quantification. Rate Couns~ maintains that this

~osr be quantified as zero. If it is a legitimate cost, Lt cannot be quantified as zero,

To resolve th~ issue I wi]! allow one-half of the
Company ~r $14.85

As an addendum, [ note that tl~e Company aztem[~ted to resusitate its

position in its reply brief by showing tha~ actRai payments pursuant to a contract

were made by OPS to Westinghouse for unobsorbed overheads in the amount of $25

m~on. These payments were la~er audited by Price Waterhouse. A!! ~hJs

evidence proves is OPS made payment~ ~o Westinghouse. These payments could

have been fair and reasonable because an attempt was made to accurately reflect
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the eo~ of the subsidiar3, to judge i~ performance cr thee ~a~e~ may

be~ a ve~e to ptow ~ofl~ into the p~ent eomp~y. I e~ ~aw no ~on~ion
from ~he tac~ ~t pa~ were made.

Rate �o, unsei a=a~ks the Cornpan~s fi~ure on t~e b~ t~t they had

~mited oppe~t~ to i~pe~t ~he ~rope~ty, ~hat ~ey shoed have ~r~d

~r~ ~d t~t ~he fibre ~ s~p~t because ~t ~ees with OPS’ estimate.

t f~nd that ~he Comply had ~ ad~uate ~is on w’hich to e~ima~e the

s~v~e v~ue. The ~omp~F had a le~ a dozen en~zee~ at the eonstruetfo~

t~o~hou~ ~he Mfe of the pro~e~t. Thee en~zee~ ~io~y made estimates of

t~mi~ati~ e~ts. The Comp~s Gener~ ~et of ~e~ ~t~e, who ~ the

~u~ent prudent of the Chapter of the Ameri~ I~tute of ~e~

Appr~s~s~ i~eet~ the property at the e~nstru~ion site ~d had &v~&ble to him

~he s~me i~ocm~on oa which R&~e Co~ b~ed ~ estimate. The ~omp~y

~o demo~tr&t~ ~u~t~ti~ wea~e~es in R~te Co~*s e~ima~e. Considetin~

the foregoing, I w~ ~ow Sl~ m~on ~ the v~ue of

Rate Cotmset would ~eduee macketin~ qosts by $2.8 m£11io{~ £rom $4.2 miiliou,

~n~ that OPS should have sha~ed in these costs because it ~ood to benefit from
its marketing effort through the sa/e of edditJona! uz~ts. The Compe.qy re!lea on
the ~ontraet~ argu~rcs they v~ere obligated ~o pay these expenses and further

a~&~dn~; that the marketin~ effort would have benefited Public Service,
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. As I have sh’eady he!d that the Company renegotiated the con~’act on

the u~ide w~en ~hey shoed have he~ th~ dec~on, ~ ~d that

r~ on t~e c~ac~ ~t~ied. [ t~er~ore, w~ ~ow Rate
’adjUst, ~ OPS ~d to benefit s~ti~y ~rom the m~e~ eHort

Maintenance and Se~ty

¯ The Company cl.~ms the appropriate level of maintenance and security
costs to protect the.constructi0n facRity for two to three years while it was being

salvaged is $2.1 m~ion. The o~y proof in this regard is Mr. M~ard’s statement

that " such a facili~"y clearly could not be salvaged a~ at once, and hence this is a

legitimate cost." I (~nd the Compnay has not met its burden of proof and wi~,

therefore, allow Rate Counsel’s adjustment of $I.2 million which is based on a one

year salvage period.

Fie~d Sales A..~essments and M~a_qed C.o~..o, Ora~,,,~,,�osts

The Company originaAly conceded that these two items, fidd Sales

Assessments, $L4 milLiion, s_nd Managed Corporate Costs, S0.@ m~ion, were

ina{)propriate. In its reply brief the Company does not concede these items,

ari~r~ that these items were in effect barg~ning chips. The Company ar~rues that

some recognition should be gi.ven to their abi~ty to negotiate a se~lemenI ~lgure

lower Khan their ori~ne.l estimate o~ their HabLlJty.
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The Compan~s ~ositicn /~ a sensible one

he.damon

Company P~r~x~ed Amount

Deduct termination adjustment
Less Renegodation Adffustm

Plus $6 tuition paid by o’~er

1.4

14.85

:.

11o45

(11.45)

(7.37)

295,48

$319.~ million
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41.07
254.41

132.29

The Compan~s witness Dr. Phi~i~ recommended a 14.5% rate of
¯ bet~n on ~ty.~i~ a eomp~a~e ~in~ ap@ro~ch. Dr. Phil’ method w~ to

demo~%r~te that ut~ were e~%her ~is~er or had r~ eomp~able ~o the

St~d~d ~ P~ 400 [nd~tri~.. Ke then ~ the av~age ~ate of ~et~ on

~ of the 400 in~i~, 14.5%, ~ the rate of ret~n f~ the ~etitioner.

The Company employed a second rate of return witness Mr. Meyer,

who’s method was characterized as not bein~ a elas.~ic rate of return method.

Meyer testified that the e~uity fnvestor would require a dividend yield on book

value at least equal to the bond rata of the same company which in the then

current market was 9.7596. To produce the 9.7596 dividend yield on book value, the

Company would have to earn a 15,% rate of return on book common equitF assuming

a 85% payou~ ratio. A~ a proof that his position is correct, Mr. Meyer ~a!eulated

the actu._...a!al return to the investor in terms of yield and Frowth and found that the

actual return feLl within a range of 12.75% - L4.7~%, a range considered reasonable

by Mr. Meyer.
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wi~esses foe the Company. Dr. Phi~ps reoommendd 14.5% and Mr. Meyer 15%,

rate ot retur~ on equity of 14,25%, however, represents ~he Compan!f$ position.

P~tte Counse~ presented the testimony o~ Dr. Marcus wl~o principly ~

a D~t~ C~h ~ow ~prvac~ (DCF) but ~o ~ comp~s~e e~n~ ~d ~

~read method spinach. Dr, M~e~’s r~ommended p~i~on w~ a 13.1% rRte Of

reZ~ ~. ~ty.

The Feder~ Government A~encies, an intervenor Lc the e~se, presented
the tes*,.~nony of Dr. B~mon~ who ~o ~ the DCF method.
determi~d a r~ of re~o~blene~ for the ~ty rate of ret~, A ret~

between 12.08~ ~d ~2.75~ w~ recommended ~ re~oneble by Dr. B~mcnt with a

si~ie m~ prob~le v~ue of

Bel~r~ with the Fede~’ai Gove~nmen~’Agencies position of t2.S3%

rate.of return on ~tD I no~e tha~ a p~t Bo~d decJsJo~ have ~owed a 13~ rs~e

ret~, s ~ ~Eher th~ recommended bY the Peder~ Government, ~d ~be
Comp~s stock ~ never sold at or ne~ book v~ue at t~at 13% rate of ret~n. I

note ~ sin~ ~e ~3~ rate of cer~n w~ firsZ aw~ded by the Board, m~ket

con~o~ have c~d considecsbly, nece~i~R~ng a hi~her re~urn. L therefore,

cejeet the pos~on o~ the Feder~ Gov~nmenr.

.~n the conc3udln~ weeks of the testimony in this ease, the Company

produced evidenced upda~in~ Rate CounsePs posit~on Rs pro.oosed by Dr. bla~cus.

The uDdate was necessi~ted by the change in market conditions ocecrrin~ in the

far of 197~. That evidence is summarized as foiZows:

RATE COUNSEL’S
POSIT~ON

COMPAHY
UPDATE

Divident Yield 9~6% 10.0~% !0.05
Exp. acted Growth 3,0% 3.0 3.:Z5
Cost of Equity 12.60% I3.OS 13,30
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Dividend Y~eld Adjured

for S~-W Costs and

and Reasona~e Return

(z) z0.1~ t0.ss

pressure and selti~ cost ad~ustmen~

pressure a~d se!~n~ ~t ad)usta~ent

Dr. Marcus Ln petitioner’s last eate proceed~n~ used a 3.25% g~ow~ facctor

end a ~.5~ pre~ ~d s~n~ c~ factor. Dr. M~c~’ ~esrlmony ~ ro why he

down ~ded ~e fa~to~ ~ t~ ~e w~ ~pe~uasive. I w~, therefore, ~e the

hi~her, factor, in:~i~ Rate Couns~ position.

The company, reea~tt~ted Dr. ~areus’ dividend’y~ald Hg’~u’e ~n~ both
eighteen month av~e~ w~h ~u~es ~he ~h ~dend ~d ~ont~ in 19~9~ ~d

~ tw~ve month average thro~h October 1979, which ~. ~eDe~ted in the above

scheme. The Comply pointed out that ev~ ~in~ the more

e~een mon~ f~re~ w~ fs 9.93%, ~ith a 3.25% ~o~h factor ~d a 7.5%

pre~e ~d s~n~ c~ rector, the res~ ~s a ~3.99% rate o~ re~n on

Dsin~ s ~ve month averse, ~ c~ be seen ~rom ~e above ~ab~e,

Another approach is to look back in time to when the Company stock

Last sold near book value. In 1977 the Company’s stock sold at 93% of book value

a~1:er a rate de~ision by the Board ~n 1976 which s{lowed the Company eL 13% ra~e

ot return. At~suming the Board made the aorreet decision, as evidenced by ~he

market place assessment (93% of book), it is possible to update the 19"t6 decision

by appl~ing Marcus’ spread method.
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The co,mpa~y demonstrated that
Meyer shoutd also be updated. Mr. Meyer’s

¯ 1596, but ~tther in the 15-179 range.

the testimony of its witness, Mr.

recommendation would no longer be

Using the I~,S9% rate .of return of D~.. Marcus as recalculated by the

:Company and giving m’,mimum’ e~fect to the ’ll.S,% rate recommended by Dr,

Philli~s~ the "apdsted 15-1796 rate of Mr. Meyer, and the ~4.66 to 15.66% rate as

developed by applying Dr. ~c~’ spread method, the 14.25% rate of return on

equity requested by the-Company is reasonable,

The Company’s proposed ~ap(tal~zation at December 31, 1979 accordin¢

to schedules submitted with the second s~pu!ation is summarized ~ follows:

Lone.Term Debt

Preferred Stock

Dividend Preference

Short-Term Debt

(Thousands of Do~a.,-s)

Amount Percent Cost

$2,256,919 44.15 7.~8 3.30

589,99~ L’[.54 7.67 .89
29,568 .58 6.28 .04

119~07~ 2.33 13.00 .30
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Cu~tome.,.’~ Depart 14,500 .28 9.00
Deten~ Taxes 247,512

Comm~ E~ L8~4,9~ 38.2~
To~ $5,i12,~?3 I00.00

0.00

9.7:~

Theee see thte~ issues w~th ret~afd to the ~apitalization
and they ate.-

1. Rote Counsel imputes an additional amount of
venue to the Company on account of unbilled .reve-
r~ues. The additional revenue .~roduees additional
taxes which in turn results in greater deferred
taxes, Rate Coup~al has therefore, increased the
~o~t of defen.ed ts~x~ ~n the ~a!~italizadon which
af.e ~n’ied in the eap~t~zation as cost-free

Race-Counsel notsd that $18.5 million of the $119,
million of short-teem, debt was made up of long-
term debt due ~ithih one year and carrying a cost of
~.75%, ~ate Course! then ave~’a~ed the 2.75%
with the I3% cast pro!~osed by the COml~any and
an’ived at sn &vere~e cost of

Rate Counsel would reduce the equity bsiance for
the writ~ff of the A~tte Generat~n~ Sta~on
a~d~ment I~,

The first: issue as to unb~ed ~evenues £s petplexin~ because if there is a

tmiform rate Ln e~feet throughout the year and similar weather conditions prevaJ!

f~om year ~o year, revenues csiculated on an accrue/ basis (ine!udes unbilled

~evenuas) and revenues accounted for on a cash basis should be equa!. There was,

however, a chan~e in ~he rate due to the electric and ~as rue! adiustment c!ause

in~reases part way ~hrou~h the year. The accrue! me~hod would pick u~ more of

the revenues ~t the hi~her rate and therefore reflect ~rea~er revenues. The

queslion Ls which method is more appropriate?

For the moat part the Company’s books are based on the accrual method

but for t~ !~urpcses the e~h method is ~ed with re~d to revenues. Usa of the

acer~ method for t~ purples, which wo~d include ~b~ed revenues, ~o~d

brin~ the t~ e~o~a~on into ~ne with ~he income sta~emen~ and wo~d ~mina~e
the mMmatch in methods. I,.~herefoPe, concur w~th Rate Co~’s adjustment for

unb~ed revenu~ of $52~383,000.
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The third adjtstment for ~eduoing the ~ty b~ee ~e to
At1~tic ~donm~, I ~d energy ~thout me~t. The appropriate
to rote ~e not the ~pit~ st~ct~e. The ~aot that ~he ARctic ab~donmen~

h~ been ~ten oft by the Comply do~ ~ot fence the c~t of capita. The

que~i~ ~ shoed it? ~y a~roFiate adj~m~t wo~d have to be done Rcr~ the
bo~d, Sd~t~g ~ items o~ capit~ became the eapit~ ~ed ~or A~tic did not

~ome j~ from ~ ~o~ees. It such a.pro" ~ata, ~cro~ the ~d, ad~tment.

w~ done ~ wo~d.~ no e~feet on the cost Of eapit~ ~ the "emoun~" cotumnn

wo~d ~e but the ~oent~es ~d costs wo~d rem~n the

theteiore, not re~ the eapJt~ s~e~e for the Atl~tie ab~donment

The resulting capita! structure fs as foLlow,s:

Long-Teem Debt

Preferred Stock

Dividend Preference

Short Term Debt

Customers’ Deposits

Deferred Taxes

Common Equity
Total

Amount ,,p e~en,t Cost Weighted Cost:
$2,256~919 43.70 7.48 3.2.’~~

589,994 ~.42 7,~7 .88

29,588 ,57 ~.28 ,04

~4,500 ,28 S.00 .03
299,895 5.81 0.00 0.0~

$5j64,856 LO0.O0 9.51%
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’ O~ DET NO. PUC $77-79

Ra~e, Case S~mary

From the e~tior= contained fn Appendix I (Rare Base) ~d Appendix
rt (Oper~rin~ Income) ~d from tl~e CapitJdizstiort s~laed~e set ou~ in tl~e ra1:e of

return section ~ this deoL~on, the foi!owin~ summary of tlle revenue requirements,

(000 Omitted)

Rate Base (At~endlx I)

Ra~e <)~ Return (se~ dts,~ussion)

Income R~ement

Pro F~ma Opers~ ~neome.

Income .D~ic~ey

T~ Factor
, Rev~ue R~remen~

2.12

21"1,154

Based on the foregoing and d~:er consideration of the
entre record in thL~ pr(o~eedin=j, I FIN._.__D.D that:

The reasonable amount of the individua! edjust-
men~s to rate base and .oeo formR operating
income ate as contained in A~pendix I and At~pen-

,,, The proper .adjust:meats to the Company’s Capital
structurs are as contained ~n the discussion of
tb.a~ sub~e~,t herein.

e The fair and reasonable rate of return on equity is
14.25% and the fa.tr and reasonat)~e overeJ.l rate ot
return is 9,61%.



that.:
Base~ on the a~ove findings, I I~I~D and CONCLUDE

L The reasonable level of rate base is
$5,011,518,000;

The t~ir end reasaonable rate of return at:~Licabie
to the rate base round reasonable herein is 9.61%

Q
A level of r~onable operatJng expenses, as evi-
de.need by the adjustments to pro forma operating
income, produces pro forma utility operating
~ome of

Pro torma utRity oper~tin6 income of
$382,006,000 would produce a rate of return of
?.4% which is Less than the rate of return found
re~sona~le herein and, therefore, petitioner’s pre-
sent rates are unreasona~e.

Additional annual utility operatinE" income of
$99,601,000 wou~d ~J~ord petitioner .the opportu-
rdty to earn a rate of return of 9.61% which has
been ~ound reasonable herein.

Tariffs designed to produce $~11,154,000 in addi-
l:ional annual revenues would produce $99,~01,000
in additional annual utility operating income.

Based on the fore~oLng, it is HEREBY ORDERED that:

No increase in rates be permitted pending the
decision of ~he rate design section oz" this deci-
sion.

Upon the eHective date of this decision,
Petitioner should include 20.941 mLlls of electric
energyeosts in base rates. In addition, $140
million of unrecovered electric energy costs is
permit’~ed to be recovered over 28 months through
the Levelized Ener=-’,’3 Adjustment Clause. The
ine.lusion o~ 20.941 mLRs of e~ectric energ~ costs
in base rates and ~he recovery of the above $140
million will result in a LeveLized Energy Adjust-
ment eha~rge ~or the period March 1, 1980 ~hrough
June 30, L980 of .2284 per [~WH for Rate
Schedule HTS customers and .2443 per KWH for
eLl otl~er customers.

Petitioner submit in its next rate case a Lead-lag
study to determine the proper |evel of cash work-
ing capital.

-37-



L
t:[on which wo~d fu~v’,:her (:on~ide~ the
~e of ~iqu,if~e~ P~’opane Gas (LING) ~:o meet
[~eti~ionee~s ~eel¢ day ~s requirement.

A copy of a li~ of ~;he exhibits may be obtained from the aoutt

This ~’eeommended decision may be affirmed, modffied or rejected by

~he B~ d ~ U~U~, which by law ~ empowered ~o m~e a f~ de.on ~n

~ ms~. ~dwev~, £ the B~d of Pu~e Ut~d~ does no~ act in fon~five
(~5) ~ ~d ~ s,eh dine ~mit M ofhetw~se ex~end~, ~ re~ommende~
decision sh~ b~ome a fin~ dec~ion in ace~ce with N.J.S.A~ 52: ldB-10.
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O"~5 DKT NO. PUC 8~’7-79

Gera~d A. Cala~’ese, my L~ial DeeL~ion in th~ maZ~er grid the record |n these

DATE

Receipt Aaknowled~e~:

DATE AGENCY HEAD

DATE
/ / /
FOI~FFICE 99 AD~..I~I~TRATIVE LAW

"39-



CWIP
Nu=lear Fuel

Cust. Ad~ce s
Net Plant
Working Capital

~repa~en~s

To~al Cash
Materials & Supplies
Total Working Capital

Electri~ Gas     Total Ga__Es    Tota___l.~_lElectric

3,979,088 942,33~ 4,921,421 3,979,088 942,333 4,921,421
19,083 1,579 20,662 - - 20,662

1,214,887 8,4S7 1,223,344 ~2,470 9 1,235,823

m22,300
105,185

2,624
1,264

5,344,431

22,300
105,185

2,~24
1,264

(I,197,720) (375,946) (1,573,666)     -

(I~,008)    - (18,008)    -

134,468 61,163
3,160 733
6,~54 130

97,925 I00,603
242,107 ~

Net Plant & Working
CapiCal 4,~70,793 739,003
Current LEAC under rec. - Withdrawn
Unamort-Onrecov~red ~uel 20,367 3,1~0
£nvestm~un~s & Advances

EDC ~- 89,068
ETSC - 80,499
EPC - ~,434

Gro~s Receipts Tax
Amor~ since 7/I/75

PoA. Gross Rec. Tax - Withdrawn
Non-Juris. Cust. (8,803)    -
Adjustments
Rate Base 4,351,202 898,231

- 22,300 _.
105,185

2,624
1,264

~     (1,573,666)

195,631 (134,468) (61,163J
3,893 - " 3,893
6,684 - 6,684

206,208 (!34,468)
198,528 (15,~29) (39,034) 143,765
4o4,~ ~~<~~

5,109,79~ (137,727)(i00,188) 4,87i,881 ¯

23,527 - - 23,527

89,068 - - 89,068
80,499 - - 30.499

!,434 - - ~4~4-~:~

(46,088}° - - (46,088)

(8,803~ - -

5,249,433 4,213,475    798,043 5,011~51~

£s~ ~176



(20,000) - (20,000)     20,000

(~,230) (3,873) {12,103)     - - (12,103)(446)     (i@2)    (628)     - - (628)



JOINT POSITION OF .~ART~ZS
ON CERTAIN ~SSUES

~ ~iS proceed~q, Docka~ N~. 7~4-31G. This aqree-

m~t wi~ be set f~r~ ~ each brief of ~e ~dersi~ Co.eel

as ~ ~dica~icn ~at no controversy exists between the

si~ ~ies as ~o ~e followinq item:

A. Rate Base

i. ~...~..~..~ Held fo~...........Futur~ use.

~e comedy’s rate base should include plan~ held for

furze ~e ~ ~e ~o~t of $20,963 ,000, which r~presents

year end 1979 p!~ held for fht~ use bal~ca. While

~o~ ~cludes ~ ~o~t of qas pl~ held for future use,

such ~clusion is related ~c ~is issue exclusively and is not

an ~dicati~n of ~e appropriateness of ~y o~her issue or

adjus~t in ~is proceeding.

2. Work in

The Company’s c~nst~c~ion work in proqrass hal~ce

as of Dece~er 31, 1979 should be included in rate base. The

cons~c~ion work in balance should be for

r~en~ions in the ~o~ of $8,573,000, c~%er CI~ accrued,

$17,732,000, and suspended work ~ ~e ~ount ~f

for a ~otal reduction of $27,498 ,000. The ~ balance

at issue since i~ could be affected if ~Se ~lic Advocate’s

operating ~come adjustments for ~DC and Kerr-McGee are

approved.



The C~y’s ~rO fO~ a~jus~enR for ~nua!izarion

t= ~efle~ ~e t~ savings associated wi~ capitalized

he SII,651,

The Company’s pro fu~a adjus~en~ reducing

~come ~ reflec~ payr~ll ~ax should be r~duced

$213,’~00 tO ~efle~’ ~e ~ savings associated with

3. Pension E~ense Zncr~ase

The Colby’s pEo fo~ adjustment for pension expense

~czeasa which reduces o~a~in~ income should be reduced by

$132,000 to reflec~ ~e t~x savings associated with

wages ~d overheads. ~e pro fo~ adjus~ent for pension

e~ense ~cxeases which reduces operatin~ ~come should be

$211,000. No ~e Base inc=eas~ shall be made f~ ~j~~ 1,2 ~.~

4.

TeSt ye~ operRtiaq income shGuld he increased

$2,530,000 to r~flect an exclusion of ~%e .ennsylvanaa ~lic

u~illty realty tax s~chazge which occurred during ~he test

period.



-5-

5. Rate Case Expenses

Test year operating income be by

~es~ y~ Eate case e~enses over IS ~n~s.

6. ~zcduct!vity S~.vin~s.

Tes~ ye~ operating income should be increased

efficiencia~ ~ici~a~sd to occ~ in

Tes~ ye~ operating iacome should be inc=eased by

$171,G00 ~o reflect in ~es~ year income, qa~s on ~

of property sold by P~lic Se~ice Electric ~d Gas Company.

8. Gaia on Reac~isition of Debt

Test ye~ opera~iaq income should be increased by

$430,000 ~o reflec~ ~e gain which occurs when r~ac~irinq

9. Ki~owat~o~rs .~en,@~ated and Gas Sent Out

The elec~ic and gas lane loss factors which

kiluwa~o~s generztmd ~d gas sent out are not !n controversy,

~d no adjus~en~ shoed be made te operating income for ~ese

Revenue Factor

The composite electric and gas revenue factor which

should be used as par~ of this proceeding is 2.12.



The numbers in ~h!s Agreement are based

months actual, 3 months estimated data. When 12-month

is availa~l~, i~ shcul~ be used in place of ~.he particular

included in ~b.is Aq=eemen~o

The above Agreemen~ on these issues

position of %he Panics for t-he exclusive purpose of

pr~caed~g~ as ~ indication of appropriate adjustments or as

of ~e P~ies’ posi~tions cn those particular issues ~d ar~

not ~m be used in ~7 way as ~ indication of ~y Party’s

~csition on any o~er issue in ~is proceeding which rmmains

Attorney for Public Service
El.ec~ricand Gas Company

.Attorney Ganer~l,. on Behalf
of t.he Staff Of ~he New Jar
Board of P,~lic Utili:!~s

Rate Counsel



~UAL AMORTIZATION ADJUSTMENT

Actual sendout
July - December 1979 16,467,516

Estimated sendout
July - December 1979 16,831,931

97.8

60,000 ~ °978 = $61,350



IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION OF
PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS
COMPANY FOR APPROVAL OF AN INCREASE
IN ELECTRIC AND GAS RATES AND FOR
CHANGES IN THE TARIFFS FOR ELECTRIC
AND GAS SERVICE, P.U.C.N.J. NO. 6,
ELECTRIC, AND P.U.C.N.J. NO. 5, GAS,
PURSUANT TO R.S. 48:2-21.

¯ DECISION AND ORDER

DOCKET NO.    7711-1107

Appearances (See attached Service List)

BY THE BOARD:
(Before Walter M. Braswell, Esq., and Edward D. Bestow,
Esq., Hearing Examiners)

On November 21, 1977, Public Service Electric and Gas Compan?.
(hereafter referred to as Petitioner or Public Service) filed a
@etition for authority to increase its electric and gas rates and
change its tariffs for electric’and gas service pursuant to R.S. 48:2-21.
The proposed increased charges were designed to produce approximately
$394,995,000 in additional operating revenues. The proposed increase
for electric service to become effective December 22, 1977 was designed
to produce approximately $304,351,000 in additional operating revenue
on an annual basis. The proposed increase for 4as service to become
effective December 22, 1977 was designed to produce approximately
$90,644,000 in additional operating revenue on an annual basis.

The Board, by Order dated December 6, 1977, suspended the
proposed increases to April 22, 1978 and, at the same time, fixed
January 4, 1978 as the initia! hearing on the question of the just-
ness and reasonableness of the proposed increases, changes and altera-
tions in the tariffs of the Company. By Order dated April 27, 1978,
the Board further suspended the effective date of the proposed in-
creases until August 22, 1978. The Board appointed Walter M. Braswell,
Esq., and Edward D. Beslow, Esq., as Hearing Examiners to preside over
this matter. Approximately 20 hearings were held during the past five
months. The record in this proceeding includes over 2,000 pages of
transcript, as well as direct prefiled testimony of numerous witnesses
and over 90. eyd~ibits.

In addition to the active participation by the Company
throughout these proceedings, there has also been the active.partici-
pation by the Board’s Staff, the Department of the Public Advocate
(Public Advocate), the Department of Energy (DOE), the Port Authority
Transit Corporation (PATCO), Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
(PANYNJ), Port Authority Trans-Hudson Corporation (PATH)’, Industrial
Intervenors (I.I.), the General Services Administration on behalf of
the Executive Agencies of the United States Government (GSA), Linden
Chlorine Products, and the New Jersey Chapter of the National
Association of Water Companies (Water Utilities).



On May i0, 1978, during a hearing conducted by this Board
!n this matter, all of the active parties in this proceeding presented
icomprehensive Stipulation for consideration by the H~aring F~xaminers
ind the Board on all of the issues developed during this proceeding.
~his Stipulation of the parties sets forth their resolution of the
~est year, rate base, operating income,                      rate of return,
zevenue requirements, rate design and tariff modifications. This
itipulation has been entered into by ~he parties after a review of
%he testimony of the Company witnesses and l~ngthy cross-examination,
as well as consultation w±th various experts~ retained by the various
participants in the proceeding. This Stipulation was entered as
evidence in the p;oceeding as Joint Exhibit I (J-l) and provides for
an increase in operating revenue for the Company of $153,118,000 (7.29%),
~ith $130,744,000 (8.89%) allocated to electric and $22,374,000 (3.56%)
~llocated to gas.

On May I0, 1978, Everett L. Morris, Senior Vice President -
~stomer Operations and chief policy witness for the Company, testified
that the Company was satisfied that the Stipulation represented a
reasonable resolution of the issues. Robert Henkes of Touche Ross &
Zompany, appearing as the accounting and revenue requirements expert
)n behalf of the Public Advocate, also testified that this Stipulation
~epresented a reasonable resolution of the issues in this proceeding.
)uring the course of this hearing on May i0, 1978, Counsel for all
~arties signing the Stipulation indicated that the Stipulation contained

resolution of the issues in this proceeding and that such resolution
~f the issues was reasonable. In addition, all such Counsel recommended
~at this Stipulation be the basis of the Board’s Final Order in this
~tter. No active party in this proceeding objected to the entering
bf the Stipu!~tion or having the Stipulation form the basis of the
~0ard’s Final Order in this proceeding~

Counsel for the Company and for t~e Department of the Public
~v0cate also indicated that two ~ssues raised by the Public Advocate
~ould~ be continued as a Phase II of this proceeding. The two issues

~elate to the construction audit presently being conducted on be4half
the P~lic Advocate by Theodore Barry & Associates on Salem Unit

1 and the appropriate depreciation rate for nuclear generating
~acilities. The impact of a final determination by the Board on these
~ssues, if any, would be reflected in the next rate proceeding.

The Board has reviewed all of the evidence in this proceeding
mdthe Stipulation presented by the active parties in this~ proceeding.
~he Board is satisfied that the Stipulation represents a reasonable

~esolution of the issues in this proceeding and notes that, except
~ere the Stipulation particularly states, the resolutions of the
,arious issues contained in the Stipulation are not binding on the
~arties or the Board in any future proceeding. The Board finds the

~hole Stipulation, as an entity, is reasonable and in the public
~nterest. The parties are commended for their cooperative attitude
throughout the case and in particular for their work in preparing
this joint Stipulation.

Certain elements of the Stipulation should be specifically
addressed before the Stipulation is accepted by the Board and used as
% basis for resolving the issues in this proceeding. The Board notes
!.that paragraph No. 1 of this Stipulation concerns the treatment in



AFDC, should be amortized over a 20-year period, beginning with the
first rate order received after the project’s cancellation. The reso-
lution of t~he legitimate or appropriate costs to be charged against rate-
payers in the event of cancellation is specifically reserved and is not
determined by the stipulation or by the Board’s acceptance of it. Fur-

~thermore, it has been agreed that the unamortized portion of this aban-
donment loss will not be included in rate base during the period of the

This potential treatment of abandonment loss is consistent
~with previous Board policy which has allowed amortization of such losses
~0ver reasonable periods but has excluded the unamortized portion from
~rate base (Newhold Island, Docket No. 744-335). The Board herein notes
~that all parties signing this Stipulation will be bound by this paragraph

~.in all future ra~e proceedings before this Board.

One of the key elements in every rate proceeding has been the
.finding and determination of a fair and reasonable rate of return for
~the utility. As part of this proceeding, the parties have stipulated
~that the fair and reasonable rate of return for the Company, as a result
bf this proceeding, is 8.83%, which is identical to that return found
fair and reasonable in the Company’s last rate proceeding (Docket No.
~61-8). It is also noted that the return on equity provided for in this
10int Stipulation is 13%, which, again, is the same return found fair
md reasonable by the Board in the Company’s last rate proceeding.

Several rate design issues, including cost-of-service study
llocation methodology, were raised during the course of this proceed-
ng and resolved by way of this joint Stipulation. The pre-existing
late design objectives of this Board have been maintained in that this
[tipulation provides for the further reduction of the number of blocks
% the tariffs, thereby flattening the charges, the maintenance of
~ectric summer/winter differentials, the extension of that concept to
Be Company’s largest electric customer classification, High Tension
~vice (HTS), and the implementation of full time-of-day rates for
his service classification, In addition, the Company has proposed in
is proceeding and all the parties have agreed that an optional elec-
iic residential t~me-of-day rate schedule would be offered to residen-
ml customers.

The Board views this movement to an optional time-of-day
~idential rate schedule as being in the public interest. Implementa-
~n of this rate schedule will not only give some residential custom-

with specific load characteristics an opportunity.to save money and
.ft load, but also will provide this State and Petitioner with valu-
,e information concerning the economics and impacts of residential
~-of-day pricing.

The Board has been concerned about the effect which increas-
l energy prices have had on all consumers and, more particularly, on
~ses of worship. As part of the joint Stipulation, Petitioner has

expects thls study to be undertaken as expeditiously as possible,
~nformation should be filed with the Board’s Staff as it becomes

dlable.

The joint Stipulation also provides for the Company to per-
~, in connection with the next filing of a rate case, alternate
~ctric cost-of-service studies. This will allow the Board and all
~ties to investigate ~n the next rate proceeding alternate cost-of-
:vice methodologies.

The Board should also note that the Stipulation has addressed
particular operating p~oblems unique to rail rapid transit, The

~d finds the Stipulation to be a reasonable resolution of thos@
51ems but retains its interest in this area for review of the



~ethodology in subsequent Public Service proceedings. The Stipulation
alsq provides for a credit to water utilities equal to the amount of

~ross receipts and franchise tax associated with their contribution of
revenue to Petitioner." This issue is generic to the utility industry;
and, while the treatment in this Stipulation for this limited purpose
is appropriate under N.J.S.A. 54:30A-49 et. seq., the qeaeric impacts

~0f this issue may be given further consideration by the Board.

Based on the entire record in this proceeding, including the
joint Stipulation of the parties, the Board FINDS AND DETERMINES that:

A fair value rate base for Petitioner in this proceeding
is $4,450,482,000~

The fai£ and reasonable rate of return of Petitioner for
this proceeding is 8.83%.

The~ operating income requirement for the test year July l,
1977 to June 30, 1978 is $392,978,000.

The pro £orma operating income ~or Petitione~ for the test
period July I, 1977 to June 30, 1978 is $323,379,000.

The additional revenue requirement for the company to earn
8.83% Qn a rate base of $4,450,482,000 is $153,!18,000, an .
increase in revenues of 7.29% allocated $130,744,000 (8.89%)
to electric and $22,374,000 (3.56%)to gas.

The schedules designated A, B and C, attached.hereto and
made a part hereof, reflect the appropriate rate base
(Schedule A), operating income (Schedule B) and revenue
requirements (Schedule C).

7. The tariffs and the proof of revenue exhibit filed with the
Stipulation as Attachment A and Attachment B, respectively,
are just and reasonable and are accepted for filing to be
effective for consumption on or after June l, 1978.

The B6ard HEREBY ACCEPTS the tariffs contained in the
(Exhibit J-l, Attachment A) to ~e effectiqe for consump-

on or after June i, 1978. It is HEREBY ORDEP~ED that Petitioner
notice of the new electric and gas charges in newspapers having
circulation within Petitioner’s service territory. This notice

appear at least five days prior to the implementation of the new
Petitioner is also ordered to file with the Board and all
to ~his proceeding by July 15, 1978 proposed charges for Rate

Residential Load Minagement (RLM).

All o.f the active parties’is this proceeding concur with the "
and entry of this Order.

May 19, 1978 BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES
BY:

GERALD A. CALABRESE
SECRETARY

GEORGE H. BARBOUR
PRESIDENT

RICHARD B. McGLYNN
COMMI SS IONER

EDWARD H. HYNES
COMMISSIONER

4 "



STIPULATED RATE BASE - JUNE 30, 1978

.a~t in Service
~ldfo~ Future Use
~struction Work In Progress
~�lear Fuel - ~n Reactor
~lear Fuel - !n Process

Total Plant
~preciation Reserve
~stomers Advances for
~nstruction
ccumulatedAmortization of
Nuclear Fuel Assemblies

Net Plant

orking Capitil :
1/8 of. O&M Expenses
Materials and Supplies

Total Working Capita~

let Plant and Working Capital
iime of Day Meters
namortized Unrecovered Fuel
~st (Net)
~vestments and Advances:
iEnergy Development Corporation
~ss Receipts Ta~ Amortized
since 7/1/75
~ss Receipts Tax Collected in
[~dvance of Payments
~C Assessment Collected in
Advance of Payments
[0njurisdictional Customers

Electric

$ 3 758 010
21 683

788 978
20 316
87 824

4 676 8ii
(1 040 130)

(i 804)~

(ll 651)
3 623 226

I00 601
63 327

163 928

3 787 154
i 215

27 298

(19 303)

(16 146)

(434)
(7 752)

$ 3 772 032

Schedule A.

Gas

$ 874 648
1 579

l0 723

(328 729)

(42)

558 17~

$ 4 632 61
23 2~

799 7~
20 3~

¯ 87 8’,
5 563 7i

(1 368 8~

(i 8~

(ll 6!
4 l~l 4~

49 628
34 991
84 619

642.798

4 461

47 472

(9 251)

(6 845)
(185)

678450

150 2:
98 3.~

4. 429 9.~
1 2:

31 7.~

47 4:

(28 5,~

(22 ~:

(7 7:

9 4.



STIPULATED PRO FO~MA OPERATING INCOME
TWELVE MONTHS ENDING JUNE 70, 1978

~ageAnnualization and
¯ Normalization

Related Federal Income Taxes

Payroll Tax Increase
Related Federal Income Taxes

Pension Expense Increase
Related Federal Income Taxes

4, Donakions
Related Federal Income Taxes

5. PUC Assessment Increase
He!ate~ Federal Income Taxes

Energy Development Coz~oration Net
Earnings

7. Eliminate Resale Customers - Net

8. Include Test Year AFDC

9. Pro-sort discount relatedto customer

Belated Federal ~n¢ome Taxes

I0. Amortization of Tocks Island
Abandonment loss ~over 3 years

ii. ~ithd~awn

12, Additional amortization of unrecovered
electric fuel costs
Related Federal Income Taxes

Schedule B
~g9 i of 2

Electric Gas Total

009
070) .~9 ss~)
47~ 4 482

(1 ~ga) (681) (2 079)
671 32~ 998

155 66 221

(836) (355) (1 t91)
A02 170 572

- 1 208 1 208

31 376 634 32 OlO

69 57 126
(S~) (ZT)

380

(178)

(792)
380



STIPULATED PRO FORMA OPERATING INCOt~
TWELVE MONTHS ENDING JUNE 30, 1978

(Thousands’of D~iia~S)

13. Amortization of un~ecovered gas
fuel costs over ~ years
Related Federal Income Taxes

I~. Withdrawn

15. Pe~sylvani~ Gross Receipts Tax
Related Federal Income Texes

New Adjustments

Gains on Sales of Property
Related Federal Income Taxes

Rate 6ase Expenses amortized over
two years
Relate~ Federal Income Taxes

Productivity Increases
Related Federal lhcome Taxes

E!ectric Revenue Growth
Related Federal Incom~ Taxes

Essex I and Burlington 5 Inactive Status
Related Federal Income Taxes

Retirement o~ Paterson Gas Plant
Related Federal Income Taxes

Reduced Level of Employees
Related Federal Income Taxes

Operating Income After Stipulations

Elec~ric

Schedule B

Gas Tota! .....

2 059 2 059

2 719

288

96
(46)

135
~as)

590

$273 642

124 &12
(~o)

89 185
(~3) (89)

703
(8Z7)

737

7 155

587
(~82)

1 703
(~7)

~0

$323 379



Schedule c

STIPULATED REVENUE R~QUIREMENT
(Tho~-a~ds of Dollars)

e Base

~ o~ Re~urn

rating Income Requirement

Forma Operating Income

rating Income Deficiency

~nue Factor

Revenue Deficiency

Electric Gas

$3 772 032 $678 450

8.83 8.83

$ 333 071 $ 59 907

273 642 49 737

$ 59 429 $ I0 170

2.200 2.~00

Total

$4 450 482

8.83

$ 392 978~

323 379

$ 69 599

2.200

$ 153 118
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717-731-1970 Main
717-731-1985 Main Fax
www, postschelt.com

Michael W. Hasself

mhassell@postschelLcom
717-612-6029 Direct
717-731-1985 Direct Fax
File #: 167578

HAND DELIVERY

Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Permsylvania Public Utility Commission
Commonwealth Keystone Building
400 North Street, 2nd Floor North
.P.O. Box 3265
Han’isburg, PA 17105-3265

Petition of The York Water Company for an Expedited Order Authorizing Limited
Waivers of Certain Tariff Provisions and Granting Accounting Approval to Record
Cost of Certain Customer-Owned Service Line Replacements to the Company’s
Services Account
Docket No. P-2016-2577404

Dear Secretary Chiavetta:

EncIosed please fmd the Joint Petition for Settlement and Request for Certification Pursuant to
52 Pa. Code § 5.531 in the above-referenced proceeding. As explained in the Joint Petition, the
parties respectfully request that Administrative Law Judge Elizabeth H. Barnes (the "ALJ")
certify the Settlement to the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission ("Commission"), pursuant
to 52 Pa. Code § 5.531, and that the Commission approve the Settlement expeditiously,
preferably no later than the Commission’s public meeting on January 26, 2017.

Expedited consideration and approval is necessary and in the public interest. York Water has
committed to replacing all t,660 Company-owned lead service lines in the next four years and
seeks to begin that work immediately while contractors are available in the winter months. It is
more cost-efficient to replace the Company-owned service line and the customer-owned service
line at the same. Moreover, if a customer-owned lead service line is not replaced at the same
time as the Company-owned servicel ~ere may be concerns about increased expost~e to lead.
Thus, in the interest of public safety, the Commission should approve the Settlement on an

¯ expedited basis.

Copies will be provided as indicated on the Certificat~ of Service.
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Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
January 23, 2017
Page 2

W. HasselI

MWH/skr

cc: Honorable Elizabeth Barnes
Certificate of Service
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true and Correct copy &the foregoing has been served upon the following
in the manner indicated, in accordance with the reqtt~ements of 52 Pa. Code § 1.54

(relating to service by a participant).

VIA E-MAIL AND FIRST CLASS MAIL

Phillip C. Kirctmer, Esquke
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
Bureau of Investigation & Enforcement
Commonwealth Keystone B~lding
400 North Street - 2 West
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265

Christine M. Hoover, Esquire
Office of Consumer Advocate
555 Walnut Street
Forum Place 5th Floor
HanSsburg, PA 17101-1923

Date: January 23, 2017
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BEFOt/J~ THE
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

Petition of The,York Water Company for an :
Expedited Order Authorizing Limited        :
Waivers of Certain Tariff Provisions and      :
Granting Accounting Approval to Record
Cost of CertaLn Customer-Owned Service     :
Line Replacements to the Company’s         :
Services Account                        :

Docket No. P-2016-2577404

JOINT PETITION FOR SETTLEMENT AND
REQUEST FOR CERTI~CATION PURSUANT TO 52 PA. CODE § 5.531

TO ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE ELIZABETH H. BARNES:

I. INTRODUCTION

The Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement ("I&E") of the Pennsylvania Public Utility

Commission ("Commission"), the Office of Consumer Advocate ("OCA"), and The York Water

Company ("York Water" or the "Company"), parties to the above-captioned proceeding

(hereinafter collectively referred to as the "Joint Petitioners"), hereby join in th~s Joint Petition

for Settlement ("Settlement") and respect~lly request that Administrative Law Judge Elizabeth

H. Barnes (the "AIA") certify the Settlement to the Commission, pursu.ant to the provisions of 52

Pa. Code § 5.531, and that the Commission approve the Settlement on an expedited basis,

preferably no ldter than the Commission’s public meeting on January 26, 2017, as set forth

below.

In support of the Settlement, the Joint Petitioners state the following:

I5154558v2



II.

York Water is a public utility engaged in the business of supplying water and

wastewater service in Pennsylvania subject to the regulatory jurisdiction of the Commission. See

66 Pa. C.S. § 102. York Water provides water service to approximately 66,100 customers

throughout its certificated service territory, which includes the City of York and surrounding

municipalities in portions of York and Adams Counties, Permsylvania. York Water provides

wastewater selMee to approximately 642 customers in portions of York County.

2. On November 28, 2016, York Water fileda Petition requesting the Commission

to issue an Order on an expedited basis1 that: (1) grants limited waivers of certain tariff

provisions to permit ~e Company to replace customer-owned service lines made of lead; and (2)

grants accounting approval to record the cost of replacement of customer-owned services made

of lead to the Company’s Services Account- Account No. 333.

The purpose of the Petition is to facilitate York Water’s replacement of customer-

owned lead service lines that the Company encounters while replacing its approximately 1,660

Company-owned lead service lines over the next four years ("Phase 1"), as well as the

replacement of any additional customer-owned lead service lines whenever they are discovered

and regardles.s of the material used for the Company-owned service line ("Phase 2").

4. On December 19, 2016, OCA and I&E each filed an Answer to the Petition,

5. A preheating conference was scheduled for January 12, 2017.The Joh~t

Petitioners filed preheating memoranda identifying potential issues and witnesses.

~ The Company sought an Order granting the requested waiver, following consideration by the entire
Commission, at the Commission’s public meeting on December 22, 2016. Considering that date has passed and
York Water’s pressing need for the requested tariff waivers, the Joint Petitioners respectfully request that the
Commission issue an Order granting York Water’s Petition, as modified by and consistent with the Settlement,
preferably no later than the Commission’s public meeting on January 26, 2017.

15154558v2
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The Joint Petitioners held numerous settlement discussions over the course of this

As a result of those discussions and the efforts of the Joint Petitioners to examine

the issues in the proceeding, the Joint Petitioners have been able to agree to a settlement of all

Issues.

On January 18, 2017, the parties informed the ALJ that a settlement in principle

of all issues had been reached.

8. The Settlement terms are set forth in the following Section III.

HI. SETTLEMENT

9. The following terms of this Settlement reflect a carefully balanced compromise of

the interests of all the Joint Petitioners in this proceeding. The Joint Petitioners unanimously

agree that the Settlement, which resolves all issues in this proceeding, is in the public interest.

The Joint Petitioners respectfully request that York Water’s Petition for an Expedited Order

Authorizing Limited Waivers of Cel~ain Tariff Provisions and Granting Accounting Approval to

Record Cost of Certain Customer-Owned Service Line Replacements to the Company’s Services

Account be granted subject to the terms and conditions of this Settlement specified beIow:

A. PHASE 1 REPLACEMENTS ,

10. York Water shall be granted a limited waiver of Rule 3.4 of its tariff so that it may

replace lead customer-owned service lines that are discovered when the Company replaces the

approximately 1,660 lead Company-owned service lines that exist in the Company’s system.

11. This waiver shall be limited to those customers affected by York Water’s lead

Company-owned service replacement plan and does not change the rules regarding a customer’s

obligation to replace or repair leaking or otherwise defective customer-owned service lines

unrelated to the replacement plan.

3
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12. If a lead customer-owned service line that qualifies as a Phase I replacement is

leaking or otherwise defective at the time it is discovered, the customer will not be required to

repair the line prior to it being replaced by York Water.

13. Subsequent to replacing the customer-owned service lines, the customers’

ownership of and duty to maintain the service lines will remain unchanged.

14. York Water sha~ replace these customer-owned service lines at its initial expense

and shalI record the costs of the Phase 1 replacements as a regulatory asset, to be recovered in

future base rate proceedings as detailed in Subsection III.C. of this Settlement.

B. PHASE 2 REPLACEMENTS

15. York Water shall be granted a limited waiver of Rule 3.4 of its tariff so that it

may, from time to time, replace lead customer-owned service lines whenever they are

discovered, regardless of the material used for the Company-owned service line.

16. The Company shall make a payment towards the replacement cost of the lead

customer-owned service line up to an amount not to exceed the Company’s average contracted

cost for replacing the customer-owned lead service in the year the replacement is made. For

2017, the average contracted cost is $t,150 for a service line replacement under 10 feet and

$1,250 for a service line replacement over 10 feet. Customers shall be permitted to pay any

difference as a lump sum, or as an amount added to the customer bill, to be paid over a

reasonable period not to exceed one year. If the difference is included on the customer bill, the

provisions of 52 Pa. Code § 56.23 shall apply, and the Company shall not terminate for non-

payment of the amount included on the customer’s bill. The Company agrees not to charge

interest on any payment period for the difference, other than interest for late payment. If the

Company is unable to collect the difference from a customer and the difference or any portion is

15154558v2
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written off as uncollectible, York Water will be permitted to include the uncollected amount in

the regulatory asset account established pursuant to Paragraph 29.

17. If York Water uses its own contractors to replace the lead customer-owned

se~wice line (see Petition at 6), there will be a 12-month warranty ~om the contractor and the

customer wilI be required to sign an agreement authorizing York Water or its contractors to enter

the customer’s property to replace the service line. The Company will restore the property as

nearly as practicable to its former condition.

18. York Water shalt only make payments toward the cost of up to 400 Phase 2

replacements each year fi’om the date a Commission order approving this Settlement is entered;

Wovided, however, that York Water may petition the Commission to increase this number if it

demonstrates that 400 per year is inadequate to replace all requests for replacement. All parties

reserve their rights to support or oppose such petition.

19. In the event less than 400 customer-owned services are replaced in a year, the

difference between 400 and the actual number replaced shall be added to the number of Phase 2

replacements that may be undertaken in subsequent years.

20. In the event the number of eligible Phase 2 replacements exceed the number of

replacements authorized under Paragraphs 20 and 21 above, York Water will process requested

replacements on a first-come, first served basis; provided, however, that if water test results

reveal an exceedance, of 15 parts per billion ("ppb"), then York Water may prioritize such

customer for replacement.

21. This waiver shall be effective for nine years from the date a Commission order

approving this Settlement is entered. York Water may petition the Commission to extend the

term of the Phase 2 waiver. AJl parties reserve their rights to support or oppose such petition.



22. This waiver shall be limited to those customers with a lead customer-owned

service line not connected to a lead Company-owned service line and does not change the rules

regarding a customer’s obligation to replace or repair leaking or otherwise defective customer-

owned service lines.

23. If a lead customer-owned service line that qualifies as a Phase 2 replaeement is

leaking or otherwise defective at the time it is discovered, the customer will not be required to

repair the line prior to it being replaced by York Water.

24. Subsequent to replacing the customer-owned service lines, the customers’

ownership of and duty to maintain the selMce Iines will remain unchanged.

25. York Water shall replace these customer-owned service lines at its knitial expense

and shall record the costs of the Phase 2 replacements as a regulatory asset, to be recovered in

future base rate proceedings as detailed in Subsection III.C. ofthls Settlement.

26. If a customer has replaced their customer-owned lead service llne in the past 4

years, and the Company’s representative visits the site and determines that the service line has

been replaced, and the customer provides the Company with a paid invoice, a certification from

a certified plumber, and other documentation as determined by the Company, the Company wili

offer a cash payment as fotiows: between 3 and 4 years from date of this agreement: 20% of

Company’s cun’ent contractor lump sum rate; between 2 and 3 years: 40%; between I and 2

years 60%; and in the past year: 80%. Payment not to exceed actual cost on invoice.

C. RATE TREATMENT

27. The Joint Petitioners agree that York Water shall be permitted to record the cost

of all customer-owned service line replacements to a regulatory asset account. York Water will

be permitted to amortize the amounts booked to the regulatory asset account in a base rate

proceeding over a reasonable period to be not less than four years and not to exceed six years.

6
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that establishes the amortization.

eligible costs are finally amortized.

No amortization will commence until the effective date of new rates in a base rate proceeding

The regulatory asset account will remain in place until all

Because costs may be booked to the regulatory asset account

for up to nine years, York Water will reconcile amounts amortized to amounts incurred, and the

difference sha!1 continue to be amortized in subsequent base rate proceedings. York Water

agrees that it wilt not be permitted to recover interest or return on any unamortized balance.

28. The allocation among customer classes of the recovery of amortized costs will be

determimed in a base rote proceeding.

29. If the Commission subsequently permits any other water utility in Pennsylvania to

capitalize for mtemaking purposes the costs of replacing customer-owned service lines made of

Iead, York Water shall be permitted to file a petition requesting that the Commission: (1) amend

its Order approving this Settlement only as it pertains to the rate treatment of such costs to the

extent not already collected in rates through the amortization; and (2) permit York Water to

capitalize the Phase 1 replacement costs and/or Phase 2 replacement costs to its services account

on a going-forward basis to the extent not already collected in rates through the amortization.

All parties reserve their rights to support or oppose such petition if filed. Such amendment of the

Commission’s Order approving this Settlement shall not enable any of the Joint. Petitioners to

withdraw f~orn the Settlernent, as provided in Paragraph 43 herein.

D. OT~R PROVISIONS

30. York Water agrees to provide the other Joint Petitioners and the Commission

annually a report on the number of Company-owned and customer-owned services replaced, and

the cost of replacements, broken down by customer rate category (L e., residential, commercial,

industrial).

15154558v2
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31. York Water agrees to provide the other Joint Petitioners and the Commission

annually an accounting of the cost of the tap water billing credit provided pursuant to Paragraphs

3(a)(vi) and (b)(iii) of the Consent Order and Agreement ("COA") with the Department of

Environmental Protection ("DEP") dated December 23, 2016, which is attached hereto as

32. York Water agrees to provide the other Joint Petitioners with a copy of the

evaluation of its corrosion control treatment system that it is required to perform under Paragraph

3(f) of the COA.

33. York Water shall undertake appropriate customer outreach efforts to advise

customers to cheek their services for the possibility of lead. The customer outreach efforts will

be an ongoing effort. Upon receipt of a customer report of a lead customer-owned service, York

Water will dispatch York Water personnel to check the report and, if appropriate, to offer a kit

for the customer to take a water sample that will then be tested for lead by York Water. If the

resutt of York’s inspection confirms that there is a lead customer-owned service line, then York

aga’ees to proceed with replacement as described above. York Water shall report on its outreach

effol~s and results to the other Joint Petitioners and the Commission every six months.

34. York Water commits to search for opportunities for low or no cost funding of the

cost of replacement of lead customer-owned services, including grants and loans. This

commitment will run for as long as the waivers described above are in place. Any grants

obtained for payment of replacement of lead customer-owned services shall be booked to the

regulatory asset account, as an offset to costs. York Water agrees to include information

regarding any funding it receives in its report it will be providing to the Joint Petitioners and to

the Commission on an annual basis.

15154558V2



REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATION OF SETTLEMENT

35. The Joint Pet~tloners respectfully request that the ALJ certify the stipulated record

and this Settlement to the Commission pursuant to the provisions of 52 Pa. Code § 5.531. This

request for expedited consideration is made in order to allow York Water to immediately begin

work on Phase I replacements. As explained in the Petition, York Water has committed to

replace all of the 1,660 Company-owned services in the next four years and desires to begin such

replacements immediately. However, recent studies indicate that there may be concerns about

increased exposure to lead through construction if a lead customer-owned service is permitted to

remain in place when the Company-owned service is being replaced. In addition, replacement of

a lead customer-owned service at the thane a lead Company-owned service is being replaced is

cost-efficient.

V. SETTLEMENT IS IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST

36. This Settlement was achieved by the Joint Petitioners after an investigation of

York Water’s filing, including info1~al discovery and settlement discussions.

37. Acceptance of the Settlement will avoid the necessity of further administrative

and possibly appellate proceedings regarding the settled issues.

38. Acceptance of the Settlement will enable York Water to proceed with its plan to

replace customer-owned service lines made of lead, thereby: (1) producing cost efficiencies by

performing the Phase 1 replacements at the same time York Water is replacing its Company-

owned service lines made of lead; and (2) the improving the safety and quality of York Water’s

service for customers.

39. This Settlement recognizes and will allow for York Water to take measures

outlined in the COA.

9
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40. The Joint Petitioners have submitted, along with tb2s Settlement, their respective

Statements in Support setting forth the basis upon which each believes the Settlement to be fair,

just and reasonable, and therefore in the public interest. The Joint Petitioners’ Statements in

Support are attached hereto as Appendices B through D.

, VI. CONDITIONS OF SETTLEMENT

41, This Settlement is conditioned upon the Commission’s approval of the terms and

conditions contained herein without modification. If the Commission modifies the Settlement,

then any Joint Petitioner may elect to with&’aw from this Settlement and may proceed with

litigation and, in such event, this Settlement shall be void and of no effect. Such election to.

with&.aw must be made in writing, filed with the Secretary of the Commission and served upon

alI Joint Petitioners within five business days after the entry of any Order modifying the

Settlement.

42. If the matter remains with the ALJ for the issuance of an Initial Decision, and the

Initial Decision approves the Settlement without modification, the Joint Petitioners waive their

right to file any exceptions to the Initial Decision.

43. Tt~e Joint Petitioners acknowledge and agree that this Settlement, if approved,

shall have the same force and effect as if the Joint Petitioners had fttlly litigated this proceeding.

44. TNs Settlement and its terms and conditions may not be cited as precedent in any

future proceeding, except to the extent required to implement this Settlement.

45. The Commission’s approval of the Settlement shall not be construed to represent

approval of any Joint Petitioner’s position on any issue, except to the extent required to

effectuate the terms and agreements of the Settlement in this and future proceedings involving

York Water,

10
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46. It is understood and agreed among the Joint Petitioners that the Settlement is the

result of compromise and does not necessarily represent the position(s) that would have been

advanced by any Joint Petitioner in this proceeding if it were fully litigated.

47. Th~s Settlement is being presented only in the context of this proceeding in an

effort to resolve the proceeding in a manner which is fair and reasonable. The Settlement is the

product of compromise between and among the Joint Petitioners. This Settlement is presented

without prejudice to any position that any of the Joint Petitioners may have advanced and

without prejudice to the position any of the Joint Petitioners may advance in the future on the

merits of the issues in future proceedings except to ~he extent necessary to effectuate the terms

and conditions of this Settlement. This Settlement does not preclude the Joint Petitioners from

taking other positions in any other proceeding involving another public utility.

follows:

WHEREFORE, the Joint Petitioners, by their respective counsel, respectfully request as

That the Honorable Admirdstrative Law Judge Elizabeth H. Barnes certify

this Settlement to the Commission and that the Commission approve this Settlement including all

terms and conditions thereof without modification;

2. That the proceeding at Docket

dosed.

requested

No. P-2016-2577404 shall be marked

3. That the Commission enter an expedited Order approving York Water’s

tariff waivers and accounting treatment, as modified by and consistent with this

Settlement, preferably no Iater than the Commission’s public meeting on January 26, 2017.

15154558v2
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Respectfully submitted,

Devkn T. l(yan, Esqu2re
Post & Sehell, P.C.
17 North Second Street, 12th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101-160 I
For: The ~York Water Company

Date:

Phillip C. Kirchner, Esquire
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement
Commonwealth Keystone Building
400 North Street, 2nd Floor West
PO Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
For: Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement

Ct~Sstir~e Malo~ Hoover, F~qu[re
Erin L. Gannon, Esquire
Office of Consumer Advocate
555 Waknut Street
5th FIoor, Forum Place
Harrisburg, PA 17101-1923
For: Office of Consumer Advocate

15154558v2
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PENNSYLVANIA
PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265

Commissioners Present:

Gladys M. Brown, Chairman
Andrew G. Place, Vice Chairman
John F. Coleman, Jr.
Robert F. Powelson, Statement
David W. Sweet

Petition of The York Water Company for an Expedited
Order Authorizing Limited Waivers of Certain Tariff
Provisions and Granting Accounting Approval to Record
Costs of Certain Customer-Owned Service Line
Replacements to the Company’s Service Account

Public Meeting held March 2, 2017

P-2016-2577404

BY THE COMMISSION:

ORDER

Before the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commission) is the

Recommended Decision of Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) Elizabeth H. Barnes

recommending approval of a Joint Settlement Petition (Settlement) of all parties to a case

filed by the York Water Company ("York Water" or "Company"). The Settlement seeks

expedited approval of two issues: (1) a waiver of the portion of York Water’s tariffthat

does not allow the Company to bear the costs associated with the replacement of

customer-owned Iines and (2) approval to record the associated costs as a regulatory asset

to be amortized over a reasonable period as determined in the next base rate case.

As a water company subject to the Lead and Copper Rule (LCR) at 25 Pa. Code

§ § 109.1101 through 109. I 108, York Water must conduct periodic monitoring of the
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drinking water at consumer taps to determine the concentration of lead in the drinking

water. The Company’s most recent results for this test exceeded the lead action level set

in the LCR. Consequently, the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection

(DEP) issued a Consent Order and Agreement (CO&A) requiring the Company to take

specific action to reduce lead levels at customer taps. 1

To that end, York Water filed a Petition for an Expedited Order Authorizing

Limited Waivers of Certain Tariff Provisions and Granting Accounting Approval to

Record Cost of Certain Customer-Owned Service Line Replacements to the Company’s

Services Account (Petition) on November 28, 2016. Specifically, York Water sought

limited waivers of York Water Tariff Water - Pa. P.U.C. No 14, Supplement No. 68,

Fourth Revised Page No. I0, TariffRule 3.4, which provides that customers are

responsible for the installation, maintenance, and replacement of customer-owned service

lines. York Water initially sought limited waivers of these tariff provisions in order to

replace customer-owned lead service lines concurrent with its planned replacement of

1,660 Company-owned lead service lines over the next 4 years. Additionally, the

Company requested an extended waiver of its tariff rule to replace customer-owned lead

service lines when discovered, regardless of the material used for the Company-owned

service line. York Water initially requested permission to capitalize these costs and an

Order granting the waivers by December 22, 2016.

On December 19, 2016, the Commission’s Bureau of Investigation and

Enforcement (I&E) filed an Answer requesting discovery and an evidentiary hearing. On

December 19, 2016, the Office of Consumer Advocate (OCA) filed an Answer, which

generally supported the Petition but also expressed some reservations.

1 In the Matter of." The York Water Company: Violations of the Pennsylvania Safe Drinking Water Act and
Regulations, PWSID No. 7670100, City of York, York County. See also, Stipulations of Fact, Exhibit B



On January 12, 2017, a prehearing conference was held and on January 23, 2017,

the Company, OCA, and I&E (collectively, ("Joint Petitioners") filed the Settlement

petition. Joint Petitioners atso requested that ALJ Barnes certify the record to the

Commission without issuing a decision in order to expedite the approval of the settlement

on or before January 26, 2017. On January 26, 2017, a Secretarial Letter was issued by

the Commission denying the request for certification of the record without a decision

from the presiding officer and directing ALJ Barnes to prepare a Recommended Decision

regarding the Joint Petition as expeditiously as possible. On February 6, 2017, ALJ

Barnes issued the Recommended Decision approving the Petition as modified by the

Settlement.

Background

York Water is a public utility engaged in the business of supplying water and

wastewater services to approximately 66,100 customers in York and Adams Counties,

Pemasylvania. In September 2016, York Water completed its triennial water sampling

required by the Environmental Protection Agency. The Company’s tests concluded that

6 of the 50 buildings tested had samples greater than 15 parts per billion of lead.

Consequently, York Water is presently subject to a CO&A with the DEP that requires the

Company to take specific action to reduce lead levels at customer taps.2 Pursuant to this

CO&A, York Water plans to expeditiously replace the 1,660 Company-owned service

lines known to be constructed of lead.

The York Water tariff divides ownership of service lines that deliver water to a

customer’s premises into two parts: one part is Company-owned and the other is

customer-owned. The Company-owned line extends from the water main, to the curb stop

and curb box. The customer-owned line extends from the curb stop and curb box to the

Consent Order and Agreement entered into on December 23, 2016.
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premises. Under the existing York Water tariff, it is the customer’s responsibility to own

and maintain the customer-owned line.

The current York Water tariff does not permit the utility to replace a customer-

owned service line at the Company’s initial cost. Rule 3.4 of the tariff provides that

"[e]ach Customer’s Service Line shall be installed.., by or on behalf of such Customer

at his expense." Rule 3.4, Supp. No. 68 to Water Pa. P.U.C. No. 14, Fourth Revised Page

No. 10.

Replacing the Company-owned Iead lines addresses only part of the problem.

Customer-owned lead lines also need to be replaced. Under York Water’s existing tariff,

replacement of customer-owned lead lines would depend upon each customer assuming

the burden and full expense of the replacement. Rather than rely upon customers to

replace their lead service lines, which would result in a haphazard approach, York Water

proposes to assume that responsibility at its initial expense. While performing the

replacement of the Company-owned lead service lines, York Water proposes to

simultaneously replace the customer-owned portions of the lead service lines as they are

discovered. In instances where the customer-owned lead service line is connected to a

Company-owned non-lead service line, York Water would still replace customer-owned

lead service lines, as they are discovered. York Water proposes to pay up to the

Company’s average contracted cost for replacing a customer-owned lead service.

Under the terms of the Settlement, the waiver allowing the Company to assume

the initial cost of replacing customer-owned lines would not extend to line

repair/replacement for reasons other than the presence of lead. The Settlement also

addresses limitations on later replacements. Finally, the Settlement addresses the rate

treatment of York Water’s initial expense and requires the Company to record the costs

as a regulatory asset, to be recovered in furore base rate proceedings.

36487449.~2/03/2020



The ALJ recommended granting York Water’s Petition, as modified by the

Settlement. Specifically, the ALJ recommended granting a limited two-phase waiver

from compliance with its Tariff Rule 3.4: (1) a four-year waiver involving the

replacement, at the Company’s initial cost, of lead customer-owned service lines

discovered when the Company replaces its own lead service (Phase 1) and (2) a nine year

waiver involving the annual replacement of customer-owned lead service lines as they are

discovered ~hase 2).

Discussion

In light of the gravity of the situation, York Water requested, and the settling

parties agreed to, a waiver of TariffRule 3.4. Historically, the Commission has granted

tariff waivers in very limited circumstances.3 Considering the important role of utility

tariffs, waiving such provisions is generally disfavored as a matter of law and policy.

Tariffs set forth in writing the rules and provisions by which a utility operates so as to

provide the utility and the public with a transparent understanding of a utility’s obligation

to provide non-discriminatory service.4 As such, it is more appropriate for York Water to

make the changes agreed upon in the Joint Settlement Petition through a tariff revision.

3 See Petition of Peoples Natural Gas Co., LLCfor Approval of Limited Waivers of Certain Tariff Rules Related to

Customer Service Line Replacement, Docket Nos. P-2013-2346161, et al. 2013 Pa. PUC LEXIS 543, at 95-97
(Order Entered May 23, 2013); Petition of Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania, Inc. for Limited Waivers of Certain Tariff
Rules Related to Customer Service Line Replacement, Docket No. P-000724337, 2008 Pa. PUC LEXIS 344, at 9
(Order Entered May 19, 2008).

4 A public utility may not charge a rate other than the rates set forth in its tariff. 66 Pa. C.S. 1303A tariff is a set of
operating rules imposed by the Commission that each public utility must follow in order to provide service to its
customers. PPL Electric Utilities Corp. v Pa. PUC, 912 A.2d 386 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2006). Each public utility must file
a copy of its tariff with the Commission setting forth its rates, services, rules, regulations and practices so that the
public may inspect its contents. 66 Pa. C.S. 1302; 52 Pa.Code 53.25. The Commission has no authority to allow a
public utility to deviate from its tariffeven where the Commission concludes it is in the public interest. Philadelphia
Suburban Water Co. v. Pa PUC, 808 A.2d 1044 (2002); PubIic utility tariffs must be applied consistent with their
language. Public utility tariffs have the force and effect of law and are binding on the public utility and its
customers. Pennsylvania Electric Co. v Pa PUC, 663 A.2d 281 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1995); Tariff provisions previously
approved by the Commission are prima facie reasonable. Zucker v. Pa PUC, 437 A.2d 1067 (Pa.Cmwlth. I981)
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This case needs to move forward, as York Water is already gearing up for

construction to ameliorate a problem of the utmost importance to its customers. Ftu’ther,

the proposed course of action by York Water coordinates the replacement of Company-

owned and adjoining customer-owned service lines. As such, delay of customer-owned

line replacements can result in a delay of Company-owned replacements, unnecessarily

stalling the actions necessary under the CO&A and potentially harming the health and

safety of York Water’s customers. The efficiency of this approach minimizes total costs,

thereby providing better service to York Water customers, particularly to those who

might f’md the total cost of replacing the customer-owned line to be burdensome or too

expensive a task to undertake independently. Additionally, a "partial lead service line

replacement" may not significantly reduce the lead level at the customer’s tap, but may

temporarily increase lead at the customer’s tap due to disturbing the customer-owned

service line during the partial replacement.5

Accordingly, in order to delay this matter no longer, the Joint Petition for

Settlement will be treated as a petition for approval to file a tariff supplement, and will be

approved as such.6 York Water shall file a tariff supplement that reflects the terms of the

Settlement, including sunset dates consistent with the parties agreed upon waiver

expiration timelines, within seven days of entry of this Order. Once filed, the amended

tariffwill be effective upon three days’ notice, which will give the Commission and the

Joint Petitioners an opportunity to ensure that the proposed tariff is consistent with the

Settlement.

In the meantime, recognizing the pressing health and safety issue at hand, as well

as the delay that has ensued in addressing this case of first impression, we will grant York

Water a temporary waiver of Tariff Rule 3.4. This waiver will expire upon the effective

5 See, Stipulations of Fact, Item 67.
6 The Joint Settlement Petition already includes all of the necessary agreements among the litigating parties, so there
is no prejudice in treating the Joint Petition as a petition for approval to fiIe a tariff supplement.
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date of the tariff supplement required by this Order. The Commission has, in narrow

circumstances, issued such time-limited waivers, and doing so here is necessary to allow

York Water to begin work replacing customer-owned lead service lines immediately in

the context of a DEP-issued consent order.7 THEREFORE,

IT IS ORDERED:

I.    That the Petition of The York Water Company for an Expedited Order

Authon~zing Limited Waivers of Certain Tariff Provisions and Granting Accounting

Approval to Record Cost of Certain Customer-Owned Service Line Replacements to the

Company’s Service Account, as modified by the Joint Petition for Settlement and this

Order, shall be treated as a petition for approval to file a tariff supplement.

2.    That the Petition of The York Water Company for an Expedited Order

Authorizing Limited Waivers of Certain Tariff Provisions and Granting Accounting

Approval to Record Cost of Certain Customer-Owned Service Line Replacements to the

Company’s Service Accotmt, as modified by the Joint Petition for Settlement in the

nature of a petition for approval to file a tariff supplement and this Order, is approved.

3.    That The York Water Company is granted a temporary waiver of Tariff

Rule 3.4, which will expire upon the effective date of the tariff supplement required in

Ordering Paragraph 4.

4.    That The York Water Company is required to file a tariff supplement

consistent with the Joint Petition for Settlement and the Commission’s final Order in this

7 Joint Application of West Penn Power Company and Airco Carbon Division, BOC Group, Inc., for Temporary

Waiver of Maximum Electrical Demand Provisions of Utility Tariff for Temporary Provision of Electric Service to
Airco Carbon Division, BOC Group, Inc.’s St. Marys, Pennsylvania Facility, Docket No. A-I I I250F009, 1987 Pa.
PUC LEXIS 319; 63 Pa. PUC 557 (Order Entered April 16, 1987).
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matter within seven (7) days of entry of this Order, and which will be effective upon

three (3) days’ notice.

5.    That The York Water Company will serve its tariff supplement on the Joint

Petitioners, who wilt have three (3) days to object to the tariff as inconsistent @ith the

Joint Petition for Settlement and the Commission’s final Order.

6.    qNat The York Water Company be permitted to book costs related to

customer-owned lead service line replacements to a regulatory asset account.

7. That The York Water Company shall provide to the Joint Petitioners and to

the Commission an annual report on the number of Company-owned service lines

replaced, and the cost of replacements, broken down by customer rate class (i.e.,

residential, commercial, industrial).

8.    That The York Water Company shall provide to the Joint Petitioners and to

the Commission an annual accounting of the cost of the tap water billing credit provided

ptwsuant to paragraphs 3(a)(i)(e) and (b)(iii) of the Consent Order And Agreement with

the DEP dated December 23, 2016, attached as Exhibit A to the Settlement.

9.    That The York Water Company shall provide the Joint Petitioners with a

copy of the evaluation of its corrosion control treatment system that it is required to

perform under paragraph 3(f) of the Consent Order and Agreement with DEP.

10. That The York Water Company shall search for opportunities for low or no

cost funding of the cost of replacement of lead customer-owned services, including grants

and loans. Any grants obtained for payment of replacement of lead customer-owned

services shall be booked to the regulatory asset account, as an offset to costs. The York

Water Company shall include information regarding any funding it receives in its annual
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line replacement report provided to ~he Joint Petitioners and Commission. If no fimding

is available, The York Water Company shall include any evidence of attempts to obtain

said funding.

t 1. That The York Water Company shall undertake appropriate customer

outreach efforts to advise customers to check their services for the possibility of lead.

Upon receipt of a customer report of a customer-owned lead service line, The York

Water Company wiI1 dispatch The York Water Company personnel to check the report

and, if appropriate, to offer a kit for the customer to take a water sample that will then be

tested for lead by The York Water Company. If the result of The York Water Company’s

inspection confirms a customer-owned lead service line, then The York Water Company

shall proceed with replacement as described in the Joint Petition for Settlement. The

York Water Company shall report on its outreach efforts and results to the Joint

Petitioners and the Commission every six months.

! 2. That the Bureau of Technical Utility Services shall monitor The York

Water Company’s annual reporting in conjunction with the Joint Petition for Settlement,

as modified by this Order.
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13. That this docket be marked closed.

BY THE COMMISSION,

(SEAL)

ORDER ADOPTED: March 2, 2013’

ORDER ENTERED: March 8, 2017

Rosemary Chiavetta
Secreta~





fn the Matter of Missouri-American Water Companys .... 2018 WL 3769897,..

2o18 WL 3769897 (Mo.P.S.C.)

In the Matter of MissourbAmeriean Water Company’s Request for Authority to Implement
a General Rate Increase for Water and Sewer Service Provided ir~ Missouri Service Areas

WR-2017-0285
Missouri Public Service Commission

July 19, 2OI8

ORDER APPROVING RECONCILIATION OF CONTESTED ISSUES

BY THE COMM]SSION.

*1 At a session of the Public Service Commission held at its office in Jefferson City on the 19 th day of July, 2018.

Section 386.420.4, RSMo 2016, requires the Commission to prepare and approve a detailed reconciliation regarding the dollar
value and rate or charge impact of the contested issues decided by the Commission in this rate case. The law requires the
Commission to allow the parties an opportunity to provide written input regarding that reconciliation.

On June 29, 2018, Missouri-American flied a proposed reconciliation. The Commission directed any party wishing to respond
to Missouri-American’s proposed reconciliation to do so by Iuly 13. The Office of the Public Counsel filed a response on July
13, in which it challenged Missouri-American’s calculation of the amount it would earn in interest on lead service line costs. Any
party wishing to do so was ordered to respond to Public Counsel by July 17. Missouri-American responded to Public Counsel
on July I7, contending that Public Counsel’s challenge to Missouri-American’s calculation of interest earned on lead service line
costs is incorrect and untimely. The controlling statute, section 386.420.4, RSMo, does not require the Commission to resolve
the disagreement between Public Counsel and Missouri-American regarding the reconciliation. Instead, the statute says "[i]n
the event there is any dispute over the value of a particular issue ... the commission shall also include in the reconciliation
a quantification of the dollar value and rate or charge impact associated with the dispute." Consistent with Hat statute, the
Commission finds that the reconciliation submitted by Missouri-American on June 29, subject to the dispute ider~tified by
Public Counsel, is an accurate representation of the revenue requirement impact of the issues decided by the Commission in
its report and order. A copy of Public Counse][’s reply filed on luly 13, as well as Missouri-American’s JuIy 17 response to that
reply, will be included as a supplement to the reconciliation. The Commission further f’mds that the submitted reconciliation,
as supplemented, satisfies the requirements of Section 386.420.4, RSMo 2016.

THE COMMISSION ORDERS THAT:

1. The Reconciliation filed by Missouri-American Water Company on June 29, 2018, as supplemented, is approved.

2. This order shall be effective when issued.

Morris L. Woodruff

Secretary

Hall, Clam., Kenney, Rupp, Coleman, and Silvey, CC., concur.

Woodruff, Chief Regulatory Law Judge
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STATE OF INDIANA

INDIANA UTILITY REGULATORY COMMISSION

OF IN IANA-AMERICAN )
COM A ’C , I C. ("INDIANA)

AS~RICAN") FOR (1) APPROVAL OF ITS )
LEAD SERVICE L]~ PL_A~ PURSUANT TO )
rND. CODE       S-1-3 .6 A Va (2))

OF ASSOCIATED CHANGES)
TO INDLANA AMERICAn’S AND )
REGULATIONS FOR WATER SERVICE. )

CAUSE NO. 45043

ORDER OF THE COMMISSION
Presiding Officers:
Sarah E. Freeman, Commissioner
David E. Veleta, Senior Administrative Law Judge

On January 29, 2018, Indiana American Water Company, Inc. ("Indiana American") filed
its Petition and case-in-chief requesting the Commission for certain approvals of its lead service
line plan. On February 12, 2018, Citizen Action Coalition of Indiana ("CAC") filed its Petition to
Intervene, which was granted by docket entry issued February 23, 2018. On February 26, 2018,
Schererville Municipal Water Works ("Schererville") filed its Petition to Intervene, which was
granted on the record at the preheating conference and preliminary hearing.

On April 13, 2018, the Office of Utility Consumer Counselor ("OUCC"), filed its case-in-
chief. On April 23, 2018, Indiana American filed its Rebuttal Testimony and Attachments in this
Cause.

An evidentiary heafix~g in this Cause was held commencing at 9:00 a.m. on May 7, 2018
in Room 222, PNC Center, 101 W. Washington Street, Indianapolis, Indiana. Indiana American,
the CAC, Schererville, and the OUCC appeared and participated in the hearing.

Based upon the applicabIe Iaw and evidence, the Commission now finds:

1.    Notice and Jurisdiction. Notice of the public hearing conducted herein was given
by the Commission as required by law. Indiana American is a "puNic utility" within the meaning
of that term in Indiana Code § 8-1-2-1. Under Indiana Code Chapter 8-1-31.6, the Commission
has authority to approve a water utility’s plan for the replacement of the customer owned portion
of lead service lines within or connected to the water utility’s system. Therefore, the Commission
has jurisdiction over Indiana American and the subject matter of this proceeding.

2.    Indiana American’s Characteristics. Indiana American is an Indiana corporation
engaged in the provision of water utility service to the public in and around numerous communities
throughout the State of Indiana for residential, commercial, industrial, public authority, sale for



resale and public and private fire protection purposes. Indiana American also provides sewer utility
service in Wabash and Delaware Counties.

3.    Relief Requested. Petitioner requests that the Commission approve its Customer
Lead Service Line Replacement Plan and an Addendum to Section 4 of its Rules and Regulations.

4.    Indiana American’s Direct Evidence. Indiana American presented the direct
testimony of Stacy S. Hoffman, Director of Engineering for Indiana American.

A.    Indiana Code .~ 8-1-31.6-6(a). Mr. Hoffrnan testified in support of Indiana
American’s Lead Service Line Replacement Plan ("Plan"). He testified that the Plan is being
submitted under House Enrolted Act No. 15 t9 ("HEA 1519"). Mr. Hoffman explained Indiana
HEA 1519 was signed into law by Governor Eric Holcomb on April 20, 2017, and became
effective as of July I, 2017. He farther testified that HEA 15i9 contains, among other items, the
addition of a new chapter to the Indiana Code, Chapter 8-1-31.6 which establishes a process for
water utilities to obtain the authority to replace customer owned lead service lines and recover a
return of and on the investments made to replace these Iines, even though the lines are not owned
by the utility.

Mr. Hoffman testified that Indiana Code § 8-1-31.6-5(a) provides that:

[b]efore a water utility may seek to include customer lead service line
improvements as eligible infrastructure improvements for purposes of Indiana
Code Chapter 8-1-31, the water utility must first obtain approval from the
commission of the water utility’s plan for the customer lead service line
improvements. To seek approval of the water utility’s plan for the customer lead
service line improvements, the water utility shall file with the Commission a
petition and case-in-cbAef, including the information set forth in section 6 [IC 8-1-
31.6-6] of this chapter.

He further testified that Indiana Code Chapter 8-1-31.6 includes ten specific items that
must be addressed in a water utility’s pIart for customer lead service line improvements. Mr.
Hoffman also testified that the Plan addresses each of the ten items included in Indiana Code § 8-
1-31.6-6 in its own separate section.

B.    Customer Lead Service Line Reolacement Plan. Mr. Hoffman testified
that Attachment GMV-1 is the Customer Lead Service Line Replacement Plan prepared by Indiana
American under HEA 1519. He testified that the Plan is designed to be the document that is
followed when replacing customer owned lead service lines under HEA 15 t 9. Mr. Hoffman further
testified that Indiana American persomleI met with Commission Staff, OUCC staff, and the Indiana
Utility Consumer Counselor to expIain the Plan and receive their feedback in an effort to ensure
the Plan is responsive to the questions they had. He also testified that Indiana American met with
James McGoff, the Indiana Finance Authority ("IFA") Director of Environmental Programs, in
developing the PIan relative to availability of grants and!or low interest rate Ioans. Various
contractors were also consulted.



Mr. Hoffman testified that a review of Indiana American’s available historic service
records indicates that 50,748 lead service lines from the distribution main to the property line may
have been present at one time at the addresses identified. He explained that it is anticipated that
the number of lead service lines originally identified from these records will be reduced because a
number of these premises may no Ionger have selMce or may have been redeveloped with a new
address and a new non-lead service line. Moreover, he testified that Indiana American could also
discover an additional number of lead services through field investigations of both Indiana
American-owned and customer-owned portions of the service lines.

Ms. Hoffman also testified regarding Indiana American’s time range to complete the
customer owned lead service Line replacement. He explained that for purposes of this Plan, Indiana
American is providing a range of time for completion of replacement of all customer owned lead
service lines of anywhere from 10 years to 24 years. The total estimated cost to replace an
estimated 50,748 customer owned lead services at an average cost of $3,500 per service in 2017
dollars is $177,618,000. The range of replacement annually would be 1,000 to 6,000 service lines
per year, with aft armual cost range of $5,250,000 to $17,500,000, again in 2017 dollars. Mr.
Hoffman testified that Indiana American has provided such a wide range of time because there are
a number of conditions that could affect the timeframe for completion of customer owned lead line
replacement. He explained completion will be most affected by the availability of contractors to
complete the lead service line replacement. Additionally, the timeframe will be affected by the
availability of lower interest rates or no interest financing; the availability of additional capital
investment fi~ds from other sources; changes in the main replacement scheduling; the opportunity
to take advantage of contractors already mobilized to complete additional lead service Iine
replacements in the area; and the impact on customers, including service cost and local street
impacts and closing, among other things. He testified that Indiana American intends to replace
lead service lines as qtficldy as is practical and as efficiently as possible, but the actual time frame
could vary due to a variety of reasons, several of which are outside of Indiana American’s control.

C.    Addendum to Section 4 of Indiana American’s Rules and Regulations.
Ms. Hoff~an testified that Indiana American is proposing an Addendum to Section 4 of its Rules
and Regulations to create a new Section 4.4 (included as Attachment GMV-2) as part of its Plan
to address premise locations that have been disconnected and inactive for a period of 24
consecutive months or that have been physically disconnected from Indiana American’s mains.
He explained that Indiana American is seeking this change because it has a number of premises
where lead service lines are believed to exist but that have not been connected for service for 24
months or more--essentially no customers exist for these services. Section 4.4 states that any
premise (account) with a lead service line that is or becomes inactive for a period of 24 consecutive
months or that has been physically discormected from Indiana American’s mains will not be
eligible for service recormection unless and until the customer replaces the customer portion of the
lead service line. He fio~her testified that Indiana American would install a new non-lead service
line to the property and reqt~e the property owner to install the customer owned portion of the
service line that meets current building code and Indiana American standards before new water
service is connected. The customer would also be subject to a connection fee per Indiana
American’s approved tariffs. Mr. Hoffman testified that indiana American does not feel that
disconnected accounts should be incIuded in the customer replacement, but if there is interest in
connecting art account that has been inactive or vacant for a period of more than 24 months, Indiana
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American looks to ensure that the l~es providing water to that service meet today’s standards and
thus do not utiIize any existing lead service lines. He further testified if the Addendttrn to Section
4.4 of Indiana American’s Rules and Regulations were not approved at this time, a customer
request to reconnect a service that has not been connected for service for 24 months or more would
be granted by connecting the new non-lead Indiana American portion of the service line to the
existing customer lead service line.

5.    OUCC’s Evidence. Cynthia M. Armstrong testified on behalf of the OUCC. She
testified tl~t Indiana American’s Plan addresses the ten criteria included in Ind. Code § 8-1-31.6-
6(a). However, the OUCC has concerns regarding both the Iack of detail and supporting materials
for information presented within the Plan and with Indiana American’s proposed execution of
certain components of the Plar~ Ms. Armstrong testified that the OUCC does not want to prevent
Indiana American from beginning its replacement of both company- and customer-owned lead
service lines. Ms. Armstrong expressed the following concerns with Indiana American’s Plan: (1)
Indiana American’s description of low interest loans or grants to fund the program; (2) how Indiana
American plans to accomplish the replacement of customer owned lead service lines; (3) lack of
measures to deten’aine the efficacy of the program; (4) its commuNcation pIan to customers with
lead service lines; (5) the estimated length and cost of the program; and (6) Indiana American’s
request to change the eIigibility of service requirements for properties that have been inactive for
24 or more consecutive months.

Ms. Annstrong testified regarding the OUCC’s concerns with Indiana American’s
description of low interest loans or grants to fund the program. She explained that the concern
involves more the lack of detail describing other potential funding sources that could lower
program costs. She testified that this could be rectified through an annual reporting process, where
Indiana American provides a status update on its application for the low or zero interest loans or
any grants the IFA is making available for lead service line replacement programs. Ms. Armstrong
also testified regarding her concerns with how Indiana American plans to replace customer-owned
service lines. She explained the main concern with the proposed Plan is that it does not appear to
be based on the areas that may currently be the most at risk for higher lead levels. She testified that
the replacement order of lead service lines proposed in the Plan is largely driven by Indiana
American’s existing prioritization model. She recommended that Indiana American be required to
incorporate measured lead water levels, as well as the concentration of lead service lines within an
area, into its prioritization model for infrastructure improvements. Additionally, she recommended
that Indiana American’s methods and progress toward incorporating these factors into its
prioritization model be reported as part of the Annual Report she recommended for Indiana
American’s lead service line replacement program. Ms. Armstrong also testified regarding her
concerns with the lack of measures to determine the efficacy of the projects. She recommended
that Indiana American be required to conduct testing both before and after replacement on a certain
percentage of residences participating in the lead service line replacement program. Ms.
Armstrong further recommended that the results of such tests should be provided in the
recommended Annual Report.

Ms. Armstrong also testified regarding her concerns with Indiana American’s plan for
communicating its lead service line replacement program and replacement efforts with customers
through written materials. She testified that the information provided should be simple and easy to
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understand for all customers. She also testified that Indiana American should be focusing on the
face-to-face element of commu~cating its lead service line replacement efforts with customers
and other important state agencies or organizations, like the Indiana State Depa~ment Health. Ms.
Armstrong explained that customers must be able to speak with Indiana American personnel or
contractors who are qualified and knowledgeable enough on project specifics to provide answers
to questions that may not easily be answered by the written materials. She also testified that she is
concerned about the indemrfification language in the agreement and recommended that it be
removed from the Water Service Line Replacement agreement. Ms. Armstrong also expressed
concerns with both the estimated program cost provided by Indiana American and the program
length. She recommended that a reauthorization date of five years be placed on the Plan. Finally,
she testified that she does not agree with Indiana American’s proposal for Addendum 4.4 of its
Rules and Regulations. She explained that the Addendum is not necessary for Indiana American
to implement ~ts program. She testified that the 24-month time frame for account inactivity seems
arbitrary and could exacerbate urban blight in neighborhoods where there are multiple homes in
foreclosure. Ms. Armstrong further testified that if a property re-activates its account, Indiana
American can provide the customer with the appropriate educational mhteriats and obtain the
customer’s signat~e of acknowledgement that Indiana American has informed the customer of
the presence of the lead service line. She recommended that the Addendum 4.4 be deHed.

Q
Indiana American’s Rebuttal Testimony.

A.    Information to be Suoplied and 5-Year Sunset. Mr. Hoffman provided
rebuttal testimony on behalf of Indiana American. Mr. ~Hoffman testified that Indiana American is
agreeable to providing various categories of i~ormation about Plan implementation that Ms.
Armstrong outlines. He testified that she is correct that there are potentially other sources of
funding that may become available. Mr. Hoffman explained that in Indiana American’s Plan,
Īndiana American oniy covered those fimding sources that are currently available, but it is
agreeable to including status reports on financing options. He further testified that this information
is probably most effectively communicated either in work papers or as additional attachments that
Indiana American would submit in future DSIC cases. Mr. Ho ff~an testified that Ms. Armstrong’s
request that Indiana American follow up with the OUCC 60 days after submitting information is
unnecessary because if Indiana American provides the information in the context of DSIC cases,
Indiana American will already be in communication with the OUCC and there should be no need
for an additional step in the process. Mr. Hoffman testified in response to Ms. Arrastrong’ s request
that the program approval sunset after five years. He explained that to make the Plan automatically
sunset, and require all of the parties to reconvene for another approval case when no one has
identified a need to reopen the Plan, strikes him as unnecessary.

B.    Additional Testing. Mr. Hof:fman testified regarding Ms. Armstrong’s
request for additional lead testing. He explained Indiana American already collects a first sample
immediately after replacing the service line and flushing the service line and the household or
facility plumbing system. He fitrther testified that Indiana American also offers customers an
opportunity to collect a second sample within 72 hours after the first sample. Mr. Hoffman
explained that many customers have been accepting the second sample oppommity thus far,
though some customers either do not accept it or do not follow through with the offer. He also
testified that Indiana American continues system sampling and testing at various tier 1 sites defined
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by the Indiana Department of Environmental Management ("IDEM") as part of the Lead and
Copper Rule. He testified that Ms. Armstrong does not describe the specific purposes for the
additional testing, i.e. what value it would add to the process, or how it might provide benefit to
customers. Mr. Hoffiman expIaLned that testing for lead at sites defined by IDEM is already
completed and reported by federal regulation known as the Lead and Copper Rule. He testified
that Indiana American’s use of corrosion inhibitors in treatment protects the customer prior to lead
service line replacement and testing after the replacement confirms water quality.

Mr. Hoffman testified that such additional testing wouId provide little or no additional
value in terms of carrying out the propose of Indiana American’s Plan. He testified that if the
intended purpose for the additional testing is to collect data that could be utilized by other utilities
or in other contexts, in his view it is not appropriate for Indiana American to conduct such testing
at the expense of its customers. Mr. Hoffman also testified that what he believes Ms. Armstrong
seeks is better obtained through a scientifically based survey, which would be handled through the
commissioning of a study designed and fimded either by the State, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency or a non-governmental organization. He testified that expanded testing not
designed for such research purposes, and conducted by one utility, is not going to provide data that
will be usefuI or reliabl.e because it will not be appropriately designed and it is not likely to be
statistic~ly significant. Additionally, he explained that such an tmdertaking would involve
significant extra costs for funding research design, additional coordination, travel, sampling and
testing activities, and study activities, which would be reflected in the rates of customers. He
recommended that the expanded additional testing Ms. Armstrong desires, and the costs associated
therewith, not be added to the cost of replacing customer-owned lead service lines. Rather, he
recommended that those desiring the additional data should commission and fund a study.

DtMng rebuttal, Mr. Hoffman shared information about Water Research Foundation
("WRF") Study #4713, now commencing, in which Indiana American is planning to participate
along with approximately 20 other water utilities in the United States and Canada. The study
focuses on whoIe house flushing protocols in conjunction with full lead service line replacements.
The study is designed by two engineering firms and builds off of prior WRY studies. It will include
pre-work sampling and test~g, and post work sampling and testing. The WRY study will irtvolve
much greater coordination, and a larger data set as the study inctudes 21 water utilities in the
United States and Canada. Fma.her, it has been designed specifically to gather information for the
purpose of developing best practices during and after lead service line replacements to reduce or
eliminate potential lead exposure from drinMng water. Mr. Hoffman testified that Indiana
American plans to incorporate best practices that result from Study #4713 into its Plan, and to the
extent the study results indicate a modification is needed, Indiana American would seek a.
modification of the Plato

C.    Incorporating Lead in the Prioritization Modal and Communications.
Mr. Hoffman testified that he found acceptable Ms. Armstrong’s suggestion that Indiana American
incorporate in the prioritization mode1 those service areas that may be testing closer to the action
level for the Lead and Copper Rule or that have greater concentrations of Iead service lines. He
testified that Indiana American wiI1 include in its reporting ixfformation how it has done so. He
noted that when Ixtdiana American does this, it may result in the lead service line replacement
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being accomplished at the higher end of the range set forth in its Plan, given that it will be adding
weight to how quickly they are repIaced.

Ms. Hoffman also testified in response to Ms. Armstrong’s suggestions designed to
improve communication, explaining that Indiana American must avoid marketing the Plan. He
testified that if Indiana American is overly aggressive in its communications, everyone will want
their Iine replaced immediately. Mr. Hoffman explained that Indiana American needs to
communicate in a manner that avoids creating panic or upsetting customers. He testified that
customer communication is important, but it should not rise to the level of a marketing plan. Mr.
Hoffman also noted that Indiana American can communicate with the State Department of Health
as suggested by Ms. Armstrong, but that it has already communicated with the Governor’s Office.
He also explained that thus far customers have been very welcoming of the program, which he
believed has been in part due to the effective communication. Mr. Hoffman testified that he thinks
the communication and customer participation has been so good thus far due to a subject that Ms.
Armstrong also highlighted -- face-to-face communication. He explained that Indiana American
trains its own empIoyees and consultants in interacting with customers face-to-face in this
program, and has been communicating face-to-face through these projects with customers who can
be helped with that interaction. Mr. Hoffi~aan also testified that Indiana American always trains its
employees and consultants that if they cannot immediately answer or resolve a unique question
with a customer, they bring a supervisor or project manager into the conversation to assist. He
testified that this is standard protocol for any type of project or activity, not only with the lead
service line replacement program.

D.    Indemnification. Mr. Hoffman testified regarding Ms. Armstrong’s
proposal on the indemnification clause in the lead service line replacement agreement. He
explained that Indiana American and its parent company, American Water, use indemnification
language for restoration of private property after company construction projects (e.g. main
replacement and main relocation) to mitigate unanticipated and unknown costs. Mr. Hoff.man
testified that with Iead service line replacement program, Indiana American is offering to replace
a customer’s assets, with a one year warranty on material and workmanship and site rest.oration
with cIearly defined limits. He testified that Ms. Armstrong states a concern for shifting risk from
X to Y, but it is only through the offering of this program that Indiana American would be part of
the equation. Currently, the customer bears the entire cost of replacement and any warranty it may
obtain, as well as all of the risk. He explained that Ms. Armstrong further presumed, without
support, that the replacement estimates include liability for damage, but removing indemnification
language from the agreement, as she recormnended, would prevent reliable estimation of liability
and instead invite costly dispute.

E.    Proposed Rule 4.4 Addendum and Recovery..~hrough a Fixed Charge.
Mr. Hoffman also testified in response to Ms. Armstrong’s request that the proposed rule 4.4
Addendum be denied. He testified that this is really a policy call for the Commission to make. He
explained that for the most part, the properties subject to the nile would be premises that are nearly
uninhabitable, given that they have been vacant for more than 24 months. He further testified that
they will likely be owned by landlords and that communications concerning the dangers of lead
and the existence of lead lines may not always reach the tenant. Indiana American proposed the
rule change in order to eliminate the lead service lines as quickly as possible in this State, but such
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premises should not be eligible for service until that lead service line has been replaced.
Additionally, given that they have not been customers for the past 24 months, Indiana American
felt it was unfair for Indiana American to replace the lead service line pursuant tothe Plan in the
same fashion as it would the lead service line of any other customer. Mr. Hoffman testified that, if
the Commission wishes for Indiana American to continue to treat these premises as eligible
customers pursuant to Ms. Armstrong’s suggestion, that is acceptable. Finally, Mr. Hoffman
testified that Indiana American will recover the associated costs in general rate cases and
intervening DSIC cases.

8.    Commission Discussion and Findings on Customer Owned Lead Service Line
Rel~lacement Plan. For a plan to be eligible for our approval, it must address the following
individual categories set forth in Indiana Code § 8-1-31.6-6(b):

(1) The availability of grants or low interest loans and how the water utility
plans to use available grants or low interest loans to help the water utility finance
or reduce the cost of the customer lead service line improvements for the water
utility and the’ water utility’s customers, including any arrangements for the
customer to receive available grants or financing directly.

(2) A description of how the replacement of customer owned lead service
lines will be accomplished in conjunction with distribution system infxastmcture
replacement projects.

(3) The estimated savings in costs per service line that would be realized by
the water utility replacing the customer owned portion of the lead service lines
versus the anticipated replacement costs if customers were required to replace the
customer owned portion of the lead service lines.

(4) The number of lead mains and lead service lines estimated to be part of
the water utility’s system.

(5) A range for the number of customer owned lead service lines estimated
to be replaced annually.

(6) A range for the total feet of lead mains estimated to be replaced armually.
(7) The water utility’s proposal for addressing the costs of unusual site

restoration work necessitated by structures or improvements located above the
customer owned portion of the lead service lines.

(8) The water utility’s proposal for:
(A) commurficating with the customer the availability of the water

utility’s plan to replace the customer owned portion of the lead service line
in conjunction with the water utility’s replacement of the utility owned
portion of the lead service line; and

03) Documenting the customer’s consent or lack of consent to
replace the customer owned portion of the lead service line.
(9) The water utility’s proposaI concerning whether the water utility or the

customer will be responsible for future replacement or repair of the portion of the
new service line corresponding to the previous customer owned lead service line.

(10) The estimated total cost to replace all customer owned portions of the
lead service lines within or connected to the water utility’s system and an estimated
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range for the annual cost to be incurred by the water utility under the water utility’s
plan.

Indiana American’s Plan ineIudes a recitation of each of these elements and a description of how
the Plan addresses the element in question. For ease of reference, a copy of Indiana American’s
Plan is attached as Attachment A. The parties do not dispute the completeness of the Plan and we
fi~d that Indiana American’s Plan addresses the required categories. We now proceed to address
the additional suggested improvements suggested by Ms. Armstrong as they relate to the public
interest.

A.    Additional Testing. We appreciate and we share Ms. Armstrong’s desire
for more information about lead and the results and effects from replacing lead service lines, but
we also appreciate and share Mx: Hoff~an’s opinion that such testing, to be meaningful, must be
scientifically designed and not limited to one particular water utility. More information and
implementation of best practices is an important goal we should set, but we must assure that we
are appropriately responding to information rather than simply and sporadically gathering data.
We fred that Indiana American shouId continue its participation in the WRF Study and that it
should share the results of the study with the OUCC and with this Commission when final.
Furthermore, wb~e we appreciate that Indiana American is continually looking at ways to improve
its best practices, it would not be reasonable for the Commission to endorse practices without
k~owing what they are. Thus, to the extent the study results indicate a modification is needed,
Indiana American should seek a modification of the Plan.

B.    Prioritization Model. Ms. Armstrong suggested that lead and lead levels
somehow be incorporated into Indiana American’s priofitization model for distribution system
improvements. Mx. Hoff~au indicated this was an acceptable change to the Plan and that Indiana
American could provide further updates on how this incorporation will be accomplished. However,
Mr. Hoffman also indicated that altering the model could substantially shift the replacement of
distribution mains to areas with a lower need. The OUCC has not offered any evidence that
suggests that lead service lines on private property should be considered a greater threat than
failures of the mains. Indiana American’s proposed Plan appropriately focuses on the potential for
increased lead levels that are experienced in conjunction with main and lateral replacement
programs. Thus, we find that this is where the focus of Indiana American’s Plan should remain.
Therefore, we decline to accept Ms. Armstrong’s suggestion that lead and lead levels be
incorporated into Indiana American’s prioritization model for distribution system improvements.

C.    Information Updates. In addition to the information concerning the WRF
Study, we fred that Indiana American should also keep the Commission and the OUCC informed
about the availability of funding for its Plan and the status of applications for any such funding.
Indiana American shall provide this information as an additional work paper or testimony in furore
DSIC cases as appropriate.

D.    Length of Plan Approval Ms. Armstrong has requested that our approval
expire automatically after five years and that a new proceeding then be convened to re-approve the
Plan. We find this to be unnecessary. As noted previously, it is a state policy directive that
customer-owned lead service Iines be replaced as quickly as reasonably possible. The Commission
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and the OUCC will be continually updated on the progress of Plan implementation through the
Lnformafion updates Indiana American is required to file under Paragraph C above. If at any point
the OUCC or this Commission believes there is a need to reconsider aspects of the Plan, there are
statutory mechanisms in plac~ to do that. See., Indiana Code §§ 8-1-2-54, -58, -59, and -72. We
fred the public interest is adequately served by compliance with this Order and operation of
existing law.

E. Ms. objected to the inclusion of an
indemnification provision in the standard contract that Indiana American will use when it replaces
a customer owned lead service Iine. Because the specific provisions of the contract are not part of
the Plan that we are being asked to approve, ~ve therefore decline to make a determination whether
the terms of a particular indemnification provision are appropriate or not.

F. Overall finding on Indiana American’s Plan. We find Indiana
American’s Plan to be reasonable and in the public interest. Subject to the estimated total cost to
replace all customer owned portions of the lead service lines within or connected to Indiana
American’s system and the estimated range for the annual cost as described in Indiana American’s
Plan, in general rate cases Indiana American shall for ratemaking purposes add to the value of its
property for purposes of Indiana Code § 8-1-2-6 the actual costs incurred by it in replacing the
customer owned portion of the lead service lines and in removing customer owned lead service
lines from service in accordance with the Plan we have approved, notwithstanding the continued
ownership of the service line by the customer.

For purposes of the revenue limitation calculation under Indiana Code § 8-1-31-13,
infxastructure improvement costs associated with customer lead service line improvements sSall
not be cotmted as adjustment revenues in detem~ning whether Indiana American’s total
adjustment revenues exceed ten percent of its base revenue level approved in its most recent
general rate case.

Finally, Indiana American may include the actual costs it incurs in connection with
completing customer lead service line improvements that: (1) have been placed in service; and (2)
have not been included in Indiana American’s rate base in its most recent general rate case as
eligible infrastructure improvements for purposes of Indiana Code Chapter 8-1-31.

9.    Commission Findin~ On Proposed Rule Addendum 4.4. Indiana American also
seeks to modify its rifles and regulations of service to include Addendum 4.4, which would deny
service availability to certain inactive accounts that continue to have a lead service line. Under
Indiana American’s proposal, if such a property has a lead service line, Indiana American would
not provide service unless and until the owner "replaces the lead service line on the property.

Ms. Armstrong objected to this limitation of service availability, arguing that the 24-month
time frame was arbitrary and could exacerbate urban blight. Ms. Armstrong indicated the
prospective customer should be advised of the existence of the lead service Iine on their property.

We agree with Ms. Armstrong that the proposed rule Addendum 4.4 shotfld be denied. In
addition to the problems noted by Ms. Armstrong, the proposed nile addendum has no limitation
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on its applicability. Accordingly, we deny Indiana American’s request to modify its rules and
regulations of service to include Addendum 4.4.

10.                  Indiana           flied a Motion for Protection and
Nondisclosure of Confidential and Proprietary Information on April 23, 2018, which was
supported by the Affidavit of Stacy S. Hoffman showing the information to be submitted to the
Commission was confidential due to the confidential, proprietary, competitively sensitive and
trade secret nature of the ir~ormation. The Presiding Officers issued a Docket Entry on May 2,
2018, finding such information to be preliminarily confidential, after which such information was
submitted by the OUCC under seal. We ~nd all the information is confidential pursuant to Ind.
Code § 8-1-2-29 and Ind. Code Chapter 5-14-3, is exempt from public access and disclosure by
Indiana law, and shall continue to be held confidential and protected from public access and
disclosure bythe Commission.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED BY THE INDIANA UTILITY REGULATORY
COMMISSION that:

1.    With the enhancements we have approved as described in Finding Paragraph No.
8, Indiana American’s Plan for customer owned lead service line replacements attached as
Attachment A is approved.

2.    Indiana American’s proposed Addendum 4.4 to its Rules and Regulations of
Service in the form submitted as Attachment GMV-2 is denied.

3. This Order shalI be effective upon and after the date of its approval.

n-tJSTON, FREEM  , ,,WA, OB R, CONCtrR:

APPROVED: ’ UL 2, 201 

I hereby certify that the above is a true
and correct copy of the Order as approved.

Mary M~ B~erra --
Secretary of the Commission
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